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ii

REBUILT TUBES

!

You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW!
Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage

heater.
Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for two years against all
but breakage.
Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

*
*
*

RE -VIEW

ELECTRONIC

HERE IS WHAT YOU

PAY:

.. £4.15.0
.. £5. 0.0
.. £5. 5.0
.. £5. 5.0
.. £5.15.0
.. £7. 5.0

12in...
14in...
15in...
17in..
19in..

.
.

21in...

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

TUBES

Discount for Trade

237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735
SURREY.

Old Tubes Purchased

CORPORATION
BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
Te Primrose 9090
LONDON, N.W.1
33 CHALCOT ROAD,

0A2
OB2
OZ4GT

155

185
1T4
2D21
2X2
SA5
3Q5GT
384
3V4

5/- 10P13 15/8 35W4

el-

4/3
4/9
3/3
2/6
5/6

8/8/-

1111'14

I2AC6
12AD6

I2AE6
12AT6
12A1:6
12AV6
12BA6

518

5/9 20P4

BAQS

4/9

6ATrì

3/9
5/6

6AU6
6AV6

9/- 35Z5GT

5/-

419 EE41

5/8
8/3

33/6
14/6
1119

10/6/-

18/- ACITP 19/8

17/8 AZ31
251'5 17/- AZ41
25Y5G 8/6 B36
2.5Z40 8/3 CBLl
99260T 8/6 C1,33
30C15 13/8 CY31

611J6

9/- 30FL1215/-

EBCMl

EBF80

2/3 EF42
7/3 EF50
6/3 EF'80
519 EFS3

7/E5F89 5/9
EBF83

E11L2110/3

34/- EC53

19/6
111)
13117/6 AC6i'EN419

6BE6
6BH6

6557

7/8 EF40

2/6
2015 7475
1118 AC2I'EN

4/8
4/3 30l17 13/6/6 eOCIM 9/8
7/- 30F5 11/6
6BQ7A 7/- :30FL1 15/615A6

EB34
EB41
EB91
EBC4I

7/8 50B5
4/6 50L6GT 8/6/6
9/9 72
8/6
5/9 5A2
6/- 90CI 16/-

5/3 90CG
81- 90CV
12.f7GT 6/6 159B2
12K5
8/- 807
19AQ5 5/- 5763
2011 181- 6060

3/- 20P3

418

101-

8/- 35Z40T 9/8

125E6
4/9 125H7
818

5R4GY 8/9
5140 4/9
815V4G
6Y3GT 5/9 204
718 91^2
523
7/6 OLI
5240
6/301.2 12/6 201'1
6AC7
6AG7

15/6 3523

EFMS
EFM6
EF'M9

1218 EF91

4/9 EF92
618 5F'95
F:CC31 15/6 EF'97
ECC4O 9/8 F:F9s
EC711

EC92

ECCMI
ECCM2

EClt83
El l:Y4
El:OM5
EC'.CMR

7/9

ECCJI

6/6
4/9

ECC1M9
ECFMO

9/- EL36
7/-

8/- 30FL13 8/- 11K92 7/6 ECH8:3 71- ELL"
65 11'6 7/- 305L143E18 DK96 818 ECH84 6/8 E5171
6BW7
5/6 301.15 14/- UL72 15/- ECLBO 6/- EM,w1
6/- ECI.B2 6/- EM81
6c9
1019 30L17 131- IH,95
11/6 DM70
6/- ECL83 9/- EMM4
6CD6G 1916 301'4
DM71 9/9 EC'L84 12/- EMB:i
6C116 6/- 30P4MR
18/- llY87

5/9
111- NßOCC 331-

6E23

818
1116 30P12

7116

10/9 301'L1315/-

6L6GT 7/9 301'19 11/- ERIE
6L19 19/- 30PL1 151- E83F

EMMCC

24/24/12/-

EC3.85111- 25107
E('I.t36 7/9 EY51
EYMI
EC1.L800
28/9 EY83
E5'2'2
8/6 EY84

12/6 30P1.1415/- E1MO1, 17/6 EF36
15/- :30PL1515/- EAB("RO6/- EF37.A
10LD1110/- 35L6GT 813 EAF42 7/6 EF39
7R7
10F1

9/-

HV112

8/9

EF1M:3 6/3 HVR3A 818
4/6 EF1R4 8/3 KT36 29/1
4/6 EF804 2015 KT4I 1816
6/- 911190 7/6 KT44 5/9
5/- EL32 3/- KT61 12/7/- EL33 12/- K7'03 413/- F7L34 9/6 KT66 16/6

8/9 EL42
1916 ECF'MG 8/8 EL83
7/9 ECFM04241- EL83
DAF96 6/- ECF8051218 E3.84
DF66 15/- F.CH21 9/6 F.L85
DF96
el- EC.1135 6/- F:Lßfi
10/- ECH42 8/9 EL91
1.1F97
1)K40 10/8 F.CH81 5/6 EL95
19/8 ECFriI

618/9 EYeti
8/91- EY87
7/6
3/6 EYMS
3/2/6 EY91
4/6 5240
8/6/6
9/9 F77.41
3/9
4/6 EZMO
4/3
6/3 EZxI
GZ33
12/6
4/9
8/8 0234 10/2/6 (:Z37 14/8
4/9 HABC.809/3
8/- HN:309 26/6

3/6

611R8

6FI8

All goods advertised are in stock

SPECIALISTS IN NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

rm

LTD.

.

PC:FMO

PCF'8'
I'l'F84
PCI'sn
PCF801

7/-

519

251- 1'F80
8/- R130
8/ 7'1'80(11/10 1. F85
9/- 1'486
8/ l'10
81E

1.12 14

916 t'10
PI'F805 916 111M011
PCT8o611/8 1.19
PCLeI
9/- l'22
P('I.v2 8/8 l'21

l'CI'`02

6/9 UF42
7/6 CF89

15/- 1'1,41
6/6

1,1.84

40/-

UMMO

2A

l'
PL83

7/- PC'C68 10/6 R10
9/- l'CCM9 9/9 R17
9/6 I'CC189 8/3

819

7/3

5F1:54
11F159
IIF10:3

9/-

5/8

9/6/5/-

\l'YI8

11404

Itls

5/9

at40

15/- 1"C1.82 7/17/6 UCLM3
9/6 1I'41

AA120
AC107

ACI13
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC154
AC156
AC157
ACI65
AC166
AC168

BY^234

41-

4l-

0070

9/'

OC'72

BY236 4/- 0l'71

1816

7/10/-

7/6
11/6

10/2/1/9
81-

2/3

2/-

2/8/2/CETI 1:341- OC'76
3/GETI16 7/6 0077
3/4
3/OE7'IIM 418 OC7M
GET119418 OCîBD 3/OET573 816 °C81
2/OET587 818 OC81D 2/BY'238
11YZ12

5/- 0073
5/- 0('74
1%ETI0341- 0075

18/-

1.1Y'Z13

2l8 (%ET887 4/8 OC82D 2/6
2/2/6 GET889 4/6 0083
2/- GET890 418 0019
8/13C107 41- 0A70
8/- OC123 4/6
1/9 0C169 3/9
BC108 3/9 0A79
1/9 0C170 2/6
3/- BC1119 416 0A81
2/6 0C171 3/4
3/6 BC113 5/- 0A90
5/- BC115 3/- 0A91 1/9 0C172 4/1/9 OC200 5/2/- BC116 5/- 0A95
2/- BC118 4/8 0A182 2/- 0C202 5/6
2/- BCY10 5/- 0)0200 1/- 00203 5/6
5/- BCY12 5/- OA202 21- OCP71 27/6

5/Transistors
and diodes
2N404 6/2N2297 4/6
Y63

5/- O029
5/- 0(230

0C35
Al'Y19 8/3 BFI67 2/8 0C36
2/8 O1.73M
AV 1.110 4/9 BF173
ACP2l 5/9 I19'Y50 5/- 0C41
Al'Y_2 3/8 8F'Y51. 4/6 0('44
Ac Y28 4/3 RFY52 5/- OC45
8/- BY100 3/8 0C46
513

5/9 1'1'8
16/6
12/6 l'YIN 10/3 A11149 el9/- AEI 14 4/PC1.8:1 19/9 1-26
11/- UY21
6/6 AFI1:5 3/l'CL.V 8/3 1'31
8/3 l'Y41
13/6 1' Y65
5/6 AFI IS 3/!'Ca,B.i 8/3 1'33
14/6 AP117 3/4
PCI.Mri 8/3 1-35
18/8 YI'4
V1'411
11/ AF'118 3/P5.N45 7/- I'37 34/11
l'F.N46 4/- l,45
15/6 VR105 6/- \F'119 3/PFL2001318 1.76
9/8 N. 5150 5/- AP 195 3/6
PL33
9/- C191 12/- VI'111 61- AFI97 3/6
t'1.36
9/9 1'251 12/6 W107 10/6 AF'178 10/I'L38 19/9 I'2R2 12/8 W729 10/- AI+IMO 9/6
101- .4FI66 10/P1.81
716 ( 3O1
12/8 X41

n01 18/81- 1í4O20 8/6/8 UABC110ß/3
P1,64
YI500 1318 17AF42 916
PL504 151- U1141 10/6
9/8 IrBC41 8/6
716 MU12/144/- PM84
6/- N78
38/4 PX4 14/- CBC81 6/6
618 UBFRO 5/6
2/6 N108 26/7 PY':31
5/- PABC807/6 PY33 10/- l'BPM9 5/9
5/- U13L21 9/218 l'Y80
13/- P61
PY,ß1
5/- Cc 92
PC86
9/9
5/8
14/9/- PYS2 5/ 1.(.'CM4 8/519 PCMM
6/9 PY8:3 5/6 1'CC85 6/6
8/9 PC95
7/3 l'l'.FMO 8/3
5/9 PYMB
6/- PC97
11/- 1K,900 9/- PYM00 61- CCH21 9/818 PCC84 8/- PYMOI el- UC1142 8/6
9/8 UCHMl 6/6/6 PCC85 G/9 P230

KTW61 5/9
7/8 KTW'6212/8
8/- KTWfi:i 5/8/9 511154 7/6
9/8 MHLD61216
818

5/8

ACY17 3/4

9/- Al'177

B A115

BA1..9
8A130

4/- BCY33 5/- 0022
5/- BCY34 51- OC23
5/- BCY38 5/- 0025
5/- 15 A:0 51- OC-'fi
7/6 I11119 9/- 0028

5/7/5/5/5/-

ORP1215/MAT1007/9

MATI1119/6
MAT190719
MAT l21 8/8

918

7/-

3/-

71- Terms ofbu Incas :-C bwithorderouy.NnCO.D.
51- Postage/Package 6d. per item. Orders over 4;5 post
free. Any parcel insured against damage in transit
for only 6d. extra. All ordere despatched on day
types
of
all
earth
settlement
prompt
or
require
We
of receipt. Callers welcome to the shop. Mon.-Fri.
above goods loose or boxed, but MUST be new.
9 a.m.
nnara matin he return.
p.m. Bats. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

6.30
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are new first quality manufacture only and
subject to makers' lull guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or reJeete which are often
described ae new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1,000 valves actually in stock with resistors,
condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers,
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 6d., post free.
All goods

April, 1968
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BIG REDUCTIONS OF
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

FERRANTI

ALBA
DYNATRON

655, 656 77/6.

INVICTA

TV30, TV35 40/-. TV36 56/6.

K.B.

EKCO

T231, T284, TC267, T283, 1293, 1311, T326, T327,
T330 40/, TMB272 6616. 1344, 1344F, 1345, TP347,
1348, 7348F, TC847, TC349, TC356, T368, T370,
TC369, 1371, T372, TP379, TC374, T377A, 1380,
T380F, T381, 1382, TC386, T393, 1394, all at 70/3061, 308T 40/- each. 406T, 4081, 416, 436, 438, 506,
508, 516, 518, 536, 546, 604, 606, 608, 616, 619, 636,

FERGUSON

G.E.C.

1865, 1869 40/, 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1880,
1894, 1896 66/b.

PT450, 452, 455, 650, P1651, P60, P60A, P61 62/6.

PYE

ULTRA

VALVE LIST
ECC82
ECH81

V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310, 310S,
410 55/-. 11U, etc. Please state part No. CO-.

EZ81

E701,

E704,

6707,

6708,

6709,

E710,

D.

,

01

By G.A.

7/:

9/-

U25
U26
30C15
30F5
30FL1
30L15
30P12
30P19
30PL1
30PL13
30C13

12/3
12/3
11/6
10/3
13/9
14/9
9/3
13/3

8/6
7/6
9/3
8/6
8/11
13/6

8/7/7/14/-

1419

14/9
101-

32 PARKSTONE DRIVE
SOUTHEND -ON -SEA ESSEX

Pages Fine Art Paper. 144 illustrations (Including

and 14 cartoons).

50

new to this Edition

PRICE: 15/- (16/- post tree) Semi -Stiff cover
22/6 (24/- post free)Cleth Bound Library Ed Ilion
The first edition of Aerial Handbook was published in October 1964 and
the 5,000 copies were sold oat in just over a year.
This second edition has been delayed until the plans for Colour Television and Multiplex Stereo have matured and could be dealt with from the
angles of Transmission and Reception.
The activities of the BBC and ITA are well covered. Relay Systems.
Eurovision, World Satellites and Colour Conversion, Post Office Tower
etc. also receive attention in non-technical terms.

Chapter
1

2
3
4
5

Contents
No.
General Principles
Medium and Long Waves
Short Waves
VHF and Band II (FM and Stereophonic Sound)
Television, Bands and III (VHF)
Television, Bands IV and V (UHF)
Indoor Aerials
Diplexers, Multiplexers and Splatters
Boosters and Attenuators
Transmitters (Including Colour TV and Stereo)
Relay and Communal Systems

of Pages

I

6
7

without obligation, details of your colour

BRIGGS
. ROBERTS
REVISED AND ENLARGED

176

1

To: DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED

8
9

10
11

Questions and Answers

12

16
7

3
15
14
14
9
6
10
44
20
7

Sold by Radio Dealers and Book Shops or in case of difficulty direct troñt the

Publishers:

1V
a

UCL82

SecondEditionPUBLICATION DATE 26th JAN.19

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

NAME

6/6
6/6

PY801

B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD
KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON,
540 3513
S.W.19
01 540 3955

with R

-

ADDRESS

5/-

11/6
7/6

AERIAL HANDBOOK

A series of 10 lessons dealing in detail with:
Colour mixing, the PAL colour system, colour receivers decoders, IF circuits, time- bases, convergence, waveforms, set -up
procedures, test equipment, fault finding, typical circuits.
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon
to service colour television receivers within the coming months.
Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with
each lesson. Model answers supplied. Terms available. Certificates awarded:

television course.

6/6

PY82
PY800

Et

131

2041, 2051, 2061, 214T, 235T, 2361, 2441, 2451,
245T 30/

DAYLIN ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCE A
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN THE THEORY
AND PRACTICE OF COLOUR TELEVISION

Please send,

PY81

Post and Package 4/6
C.O.D. 6/All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months
from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown being due
to faulty manufacture or materials.

E711,

COLOUR
TELEVISION
SCHOOL

PL83
PL84
PL500

7/9
6/3
1016

Guarantee

Portarama 32/6.

FERGUSON

PL81

4/11
11/3
11/6

PC86
PC88

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS
E700,

616

6/10
6/10

EY86

1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771, 2171, 1775, 2175,
1774, 2174, 1773, 2137. 1980c, 1984C, 100c, 200c,
2380, 2384, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1980, 1980a, 1780, 2180,
2181, 2183, 2182, 1761, 178362/6.

TV53, TV56, T57, TV57, TUG58, M59, TUG59,
TV62, TV63, TV68, TV67, TUG68, M69, TUG69 27/8.

6/9
4/11
6/3
6/6

6E80
EF85
EF183
EF184
EY51

EMERSON

7/-

ECL80
ECL82

1962, 1967, 1967M, 1019, 1010, 1020, 1021 82/6. 1029,
1030, 1035, 1036, 1040, 1050, 1060 82/6.

PC97
PCC84
PCC69
PC189
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PFL200

6/9
3/6
5/3
5/6

EB91

1892,

BUSH

V4, V7, VT4, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 40 /
10-4, 10-6, 1017, 1021 30 /.. 1176, TT7, 191, 19232/6.
600, 590 32/6.

Deep 17, The 17,

DY87

BT302, 81304 62/6.

PILOT
PHILCO

1416, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1423. 1716, 1719, 1720, 1722,
1723, 1724, 1725 24/6.

,

PYE
REGENTONE
R.G.D.

T1001, 11002, T1002/1, T1004, 11005 40/, 11023,
11024, 11027, 11027F, TP1026, 11057, 11057F,
11058. T1061, T1063, 11063F, 11068, 11008F, 11071,
11072

H.M.V.

1412, 14T3, 14T3F, 1414, 1414F, 1415, 1416, 17K3,
17K3F, 1773, 17T3F, 17K4F, 17K6, 17SK6, 1774,
17T4F, 1716, 1776, 21K6, 21106V 32/6.
1118, 1119, 112040/..
PY40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30,
QY10, QV30 32/6 pair.

PETO SCOTT

646, 648, 725, 726, 727, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3604, 3611,
3612, 3614, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623,
8624, 3625, 3626, 3627,3629 £2.16-6.

FERRANTI

289

>4

VI

RANK WHARFEDALE LIMITED
IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE. Tel

www.americanradiohistory.com

Bradford

612552
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COCKTAIL /STEREOGRAM CABINET

£25

"SABRINA"

Polished walnut veneer with
elegant glass fronted cocktail compartment, padded
position for two 10in, cliplical speakers. Record storage space. Height 35;ín.,
Width 52 ;in., Depth 14 ;in.
Legs gn. extra.

.-"
O

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

1

Other models.
free fist.

Send for

'TAPE RECORDER
CABINETS Nib. Dia. 16"

x

12" n 7j ".

Red and Grey. Cut
out for BSR dec. P. & P. 716.
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. Cloth covered, many colours. Size 9" x
6;" x 3; ". P. & P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7(6.

SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. P. & P. 7/b.
TV TURRET TUNERS. 5/-, New, less valves, 5/ -. Press button models
1916. P. 4 P.4 /6.

17in.- £11.10.0
Star
* TubeGuarantee
* Valves
Components Carr, 30/3

*

TWO -YEAR

GUARANTEE

EX- RENTAL TELEVISIONS

FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS
"_23"
17
18
21

"- "-

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R.
ALL TYPES
.. £5. 0.01
12" now
..
.. £5.10.0
14" to 17" now
£6.15.0
19" now
.. £8. 0.0
21' now

_ DEMONSTRATIO_NS
_
DAILY

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

21in, and all SLIMLINE TUBES 18/6
Exchanged Bowls
Carr. 10 /6
EX MAINTENANCE

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

TESTED TUBES

1710.-35/- 14ín.15/Carr. 5/- (not slimllne)

-

Electron Works, 50 North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

".

DUKE

Et CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romford Road, E.12 01 -478, 6001 -2.3

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting
bracket. and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mount lug Arrays,7 element, 37/8.
11 element. 451 -. 14 element, 52/6.18
element, 80/ -. Wall Mounting with
('ranked Arm, 7 element, 80/ -. 11 element. 67/-. 14 element, 75/ -. 18 element,
82/8. Mast Mounting with 2M. clamp.
7 element, 42/6. 11 element, 556. 14 element, 82/-. 18 element, 70/-. Chimney
Mounting Arrays. Complete, 7 element, 72/6. 11 element. 80/-. 14 element.
8716. 18 element, 95/-. Complete assembly instructions with every unit. Low
Loss Cable. 1/6 yd. U.H.F. Pre -amps
from 75 / -. State clearly channel number
required on all orders.

BBC - ITV AERIALS

BBC (Baud 1). Telescopic
loft, 25/-- External S /D,
30/-. "H ". £2.15.0.

31. 3 element
loft array, 30/ -.5 element.
401 -. 7 element, 50 / -. Wall
mounting, 3 element,
47/6.5 element. 52/6.
Combined
BBC /ITV.
Loft 1 +3. 40/-, 1 +5. 50 / -.
1 --7, 60/-. Wall mounting

IT

1 +3,
57/6. 1 +5. 67/8.
Chimney 1 +3, 67/6. 1 +5.
75/ -.
VHF transistor pre-amps.
-.
l'Or HINED 75/
ITV
55(7
ß6l;1
AERIALS. 1 +3 +9, 70/ -. 1 +5 +9, 80/
1 +5 +14, 90/
1 +7 +14. 1N / -. Loft mounting only.
F'. M. (Band 2). Loft SID. 15/-. "H"
32/8. 3 element, 55 / -. External units
available. Co -ax. cable, Sd. yd. Co -ax.
plugs. 1/4. Outlet boxes. 5 /-. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes, 13/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.

Callers welcome.

Single
Tubes

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
12" -87/6; 14 "/17" -97/6; 21 " -147/6

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
TUBES 100% REGUNNED
14ín. -68/6 17in. -$I /6

-

For

FREE Pass. transit Ft Ins. anywhere in
British Isles or N. Ireland (12 months'
guarantee).

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES

,

TUBES

-

,

Open all day Saturday

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.P.T.)
Central Parade. New Addington.

rSurrey (CHO-OJB) LODGE. HILL

22286

NEW VALVES
Guaranteed Set Tested

1R5
1S5
1T4
3S4
J
5Z4G
4G

24 HOUR SERVICE
PCL86
ECC82
4/9
4/3
ECC83
PCL86
3/9
4/3
ECC85
4/9
2/9
ECH35
4/3
PL3
BÌ8

4/6
8F'13
3/6L18
8/10P13
10/3
12K8GT 7/20F2

10C18

30FL1
30P4

9/-

8/9

ECH42
ECH81

9

ECL80
ECL82
ECL86

6/3

EF80
EF8J
EF86

4Ì9

EF3.9

7/9

5/8/4/9

PL82

PL83
PL84
PLSW
PL504
PY32
PY33

PY81
PY82
PY83
PY800
PYao1

8/3
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Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Corses

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N.16
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After brief. Intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spars time
YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and TV.

Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages of
information of the greatest importance to
both the amateur and the man employed in
the radio industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for Radio
Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B Servicing Cart.,
C. 4 C. Telecoms., A.M.I. E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of certificate courses
in Radio'TV Servicing, Electronics and other
branches of engineering, together with
particulars of our remarkable terms of

'Satisfaction er Refund

of Fee'

Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.

Founded 1595 -Over
159,111 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE

(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept 644V), 146 Holborn, Lond,, E.C.I.
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IN

a recent issue of Which ?, the magazine issued by
the Consumers' Association, a report was published on
colour television. The C.A. is inclined to be rather
stuffy -not to say discouraging-about quoting from their
magazine, but the handouts accompanying issues sent to
the press state that material may be quoted freely from
these summaries. Let us, then, quote freely on the Colour
TV summary:

Which? finds that colour television can be frustratingly
unreliable but because it adds enormously to some
programmes discusses whether to rent or to buy and
how to choose your renter or seller.

That's

The complete summary. And from this crumb
of information certain newspapers magically conjured up a
loaf of considerable size, doing the TV industry no good
whatsoever.
it.

Well, what is there in the report to produce such damning conclusions? The report covers five pages, nearly all
of which deal with the problems of rent or buy, with
typical scales of costs. The C.A. tells us that they dislike
odd paragraphs taken out of context (with which we have
no quarrel) but looking through the report this is all we
could find of relevance to reliability, etc.
(1) "A colour set has more to go wrong with it than a
black- and -white set, and, when it does break down, is
more difficult to put right. Knowledgeable servicemen
are in very short supply. In time, sets should get more
reliable, and servicemen more used to them."
(2) "We have been plagued by breakdowns, and by
slow repairs." (Nothing else of relevance in paragraph.)
(3) Under "Conclusions ": "At least for the present,
colour TV is extremely expensive and can sometimes be
frustratingly unreliable
our own experience is anything
to go by." (Nothing follows of relevance.)

-if

On this, Which? rests its case! There are no supporting data, no facts or figures, despite the slogan of " -the
facts about the things you buy ". Since the test reports to
be published later were still under way when the report
was published, such sweeping and unqualified statements
seem to be extremely irresponsible and out of context.
The industry, having poured vast sums of money into
getting colour off the ground (and on the evidence of
our eyes have produced some excellent products) receive
another sideswipe with the clincher of "So for the
rational consumer, it is too early to think of getting a
colour set ".

If these pseudo- ombudsmen can explain how the prices
of sets (which they say are high) can be reduced if nobody
buys any we would be pleased to hear from them.
W. N.

STEVENS-Editor
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TELETOPICS

TI/ 'hook -up' for Victoria

Der Goldene Schuss 'mit colour'!

Line
LONDON Transport recently

LIKE its English counterpart, the television programme "Der Goldene

Schuss" (The Golden Shot) produced on the West German 2nd
Programme, has an estimated audience of millions. A couple of months ago
by leave of a British Marconi Mark VII colour camera, this massive
German audience saw the first full colour transmission of the show.
All previous attempts to produce "Der Goldene Schuss" completely in
colour had failed because no colour camera had been found that could
operate on top of the crossbow without losing colour registration when the
weapon recoiled. The stability of the Mark VII colour picture during the
transmission was apparently so high that observers at the picture monitors
were unable to detect any recoil shocks on the screens.
The photograph shows part of the "Der Goldene Schuss" set, with
Vittoria De Sica, television actor and .film director, at the joystick control
of the Mark VII.

Steady increase in TV licence sales
REnCENT figures released of television licence sales for the last four
onths of 1967 show a continued increase.
Sales of combined radio and television licences increased by some
56,000 per month over the whole country. This is well over the normal
rate of increase and continues the steady rate of growth apparent
throughout 1967.
Television licence sales began to rise sharply in 1967 when the new
Wireless Telegraphy Bill, which became an Act of Parliament in July,
was introduced. This increased the maximum penalties to which evaders
are liable on conviction from £10 to £50 for a first offence and from
£50 to £100 for a subsequent offence. It also made provision for the
involvement of television dealers in the GPO's licensing system.
At the beginning of this year, it was estimated that there were two
million defaulters, which means a loss in revenue of £10m. per year.
Three million pounds of this loss has been made good. There are
reckoned to be about 1.4 million defaulters now.
Television dealers now have to notify the Post Office of all television
sales and rentals to enable the Post Office to maintain its records of
households with television sets. Evaders will, therefore, be at greater
risk of detection. More than thirty thousand people were prosecuted for
this offence last year.
.
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announced details of a closed circuit television network which
will be installed at stations on the
new Victoria Line. Closed- circuit
TV will help to maintain a smooth
flow of passengers to and from the
trains. A contract worth approximately £50,000 has been let to
Peto Scott Ltd. of Weybridge, for
the supply of 74 cameras, 42
monitor sets and distribution
equipment. This will cover the
10§ -mile, 12- station section of the
line between Victoria and Walthamstow, which will be opened to
the public in stages between this
autumn and the spring of 1969.
At most stations on the new
line an operations room, generally
at ticket hall level, will be equipped
with two 11 -inch monitor screens
on which the supervisor in charge
will be able to select pictures from
any of the cameras at his disposal
varying from four at Highbury to
eight at Oxford Circus and ten at
Euston. A microphone connected
to loudspeakers on the platforms
will enable him to make announcements to passengers as necessary.
Television will also give a visual
link with all Victoria Line stations
to the line controller. At the control
centre at Cobourg Street, Euston,
he will have two 19 -inch monitors
on which to pick up pictures from
cameras on the station platforms
so that in the event of a delay to
the service he will be able to see
the effect of the trouble at a glance.
A two -way sound system, linked
to the TV set-up, will enable him
to hear as well as see what is going
on within the range of each camera
and to speak through the platform
public address system if required.
For the train operators, who will
sit in the front cab on the automatically-driven Victoria Line
trains, monitor screens will be
sited on each platform opposite
the point where the front of the
train stops. These will show the
picture transmitted by the camera
mounted at the opposite end of the
same platform so that the operator
can see what is happening at the
rear half of the platform in crowded
conditions.

1

-

-
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EBU colour television symposium
FROM the BBC: On the initiative o. the BBC, the EBU held a
symposium on Preparations or Colour Television in London, from
5th to 8th February. Attendance was limited to representatives of
EBU members and the telecommunication administrations in their
countries.
The BBC and the ITAÌITCA acted as hosts and the symposium was

opened by Sir Francis McLean, director of engineering, BBC, and
closed by Mr. Howard Steele, chier engineer, ITA.
The object of the symposium was to enable the European broadcasting organisations that have already started colour television to give
the benefit of their experience to others that expect to start within the
next few years. The experience already gained in the UK, France,
Germany and the Netherlands has enabled colour television to get off
to a good start in those countries and many lessons have been learned
by experience from which other European countries could profit. The
OIRT (the union of Broadcasting Organisations in Eastern Europe)
were invited to send observers to the symposium.
The symposium included talks by experts, followed by discussion,
on the planning of a colour service, the equipment and operation of
studios and outside broadcasts, the televising o, colour films and tape
recordings, the training or operational staff, and liaison with the radio
industry and the trade. Mr. Ed. Saxe, vice -president in charge of
operations, CBS, gave a talk on the ways in which the approach to
colour television in the USA differs from that in Europe. Although the
symposium was mainly concerned with engineering problems, there
was a session presided over by Mr. David Attenborough, Controller
BBC -2, on programme production. Demonstrations were given by the
BBC and by Independent Television.
On Friday, 9th February, a number of delegates went to Grenoble
at the invitation of ORTF to see the arrangements for televising the
Winter Olympics in colour."

Minister sees colour TV production

293

OXFORD BBC -2 SERVICE
THE BBC -2 service from Oxford
started on 17th February with
transmissions on Channel 63,
horizontally polarized.
The majority of BBC-2 programmes and trade test transmissions are now in colour and
Oxford has transmitted the colour
from the start of its test transmissions.
The aerial tor good reception of
the u.h.t. transmissions must have
horizontal rods, and must be
suitable tor the BBC-2 Channel
63, as well as for the other three
channels, 53, 57 and 60, which
have been assigned to be used later
tor the duplication on u.h.f., 625
lines, of the existing BBC-1 and
ITV services. The same aerial,
in conjunction with a colour
receiver, will be suitable or
receiving colour transmissions.

Betws -y -Coed relay station
THE BBC has placed an order
with Mr. H. S. Roberts, of
Pandy Tudur, near Abergele, for
the erection of the building for the
new relay station which is to be
built at Garth -y- Pigau, 2; miles
north -east of Betws -y -Coed, Caernarvonshire.
The Betws -y -Coed station will
transmit BBC -Wales television on
Channel 4, horizontally polarized,
and v.h.f. radio services on Radio 2
(Light Programme) 88.2Mc /s,
Radio 3 (Third Network) 90.4
Mc is, Radio 4 (Welsh Home)
92.6Mcls.

International Broadcasting
Convention 1968
THE International Broadcasting
Convention is next to be held
in London from 9th to 13th
September 1968, at the Grosvenor

HE Minister of Technology, Mr. Anthony Wedgwood Benn
recently watched production of Ferguson Colour TV receivers at the
Enfield plant of British Radio Corporation.
He was accompanied by Sir Jules Thorn, chairman and Managing director
of Thorn Electrical Industries of which BRC forms part.
Picture shows the Minister watching final assembly of a colour TV
receiver. With him are Sir Jules Thorn, Mr. J. G. Stevenson, works
manager, and Mr. D. A. Neill, Thorn director and BRC managing
director.
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House Hotel, Park Lane, and will
be sponsored jointly by the
Electronic Engineering Association, the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(UK and Republic of Ireland
Section), the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers, the
Royal Television Society and the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.
The Television Conference
already announced by the learned
societies for 1968 is incorporated
within this convention at which a
wide cross-section of the latest
broadcasting equipment will also
be shown.

fault finding
THE sync separator stage is one of the most
interesting in the modern television receiver,
and a good knowledge of how it operates is
essential when investigating instances of impaired
timebase locking. In addition since the introduction of dual- standard models handling both negatively- and positively- modulated carriers and the
much wider use of flywheel line sync many questions are likely to arise concerning the mode of
operation on both systems.
The sync system can truly be said to begin not
at the grid of the sync separator valve itself but at
the input to the video output stage, since many
defects in this section of the receiver can attenuate
or mis -shape the sync pulses. On both v.h.f. and
u.h.f., and with either transistors or valves, the

PART

7

SYNC SEPARATORS

BY S.GEORGE
sync separator operates by being cut -off during and
by the video picture content, conducting only
during the sync periods. Now as the sync pulses
on v.h.f. occupy the lowest amplitude section of the
video waveform, but on u.h.f. occupy the peak
amplitude of the waveform, it might be difficult
at first to see just how the sync separator functions
the same to both inputs. The answer lies in the
fact that the video output stage produces the same
anode voltage variations from both inputs so that
the sync separator feed also remains the same.
For instance, on v.h.f. we have a positive-going
output from the detector which is at a minimum
on the sync pulses (0-30"', of peak carrier amplitude), rising to a maximum value at peak white.
In short, we have positive modulation. On application of this signal to the video output valve the
anode current will be at minimum during the sync
pulses and at maximum during peak -white picture
content. Then by virtue of the laRL voltage drop
across the video anode load resistor video anode
voltage will be highest when the sync pulses occur
and minimum on peak white.
On the u.h.f. system we obtain a negative -going
output from the vision detector, by reversing diode
polarity, in which the output falls from a minimum at peak white picture values to a maximum
negative value on sync pulses, i.e. the opposite in
polarity and amplitude to the v.h.f. signal. With
the sync pulses representing the maximum negative detector output, however, the video anode
current will still be minimum at such times so that,
as before, video anode voltage is at maximum during the sync pulses.
The video output sense is thus the same on
both systems, and so therefore is the sync separator
input. And with the c.r.t. cathode driven from the
video valve anode the peak voltages of the latter,
i.e. the sync pulses, drive the c.r.t. beam to cut -off.
While triode sync separators are used in many
Pye /Ekco group models, the most widely used sync
separator in valved-receivers is an r.f. pentode with

low screen grid voltage. Pentodes, due to the
effect of the suppressor grid, are often referred to
as "constant- current devices" since after an initial
rise to about 100V further increases in anode voltage produce only very marginal increases in anode
current. It is the screen grid voltage of a pentode
that mainly dictates pentode anode current, a fact
that becomes very obvious in line output valves
should the carbon feed resistor to the screen reduce
in value and place excessive voltage on the electrode, for the valve then runs over -hot, reducing its
output and shortening its life. By reducing screen
potential to a very low figure, say 30 -50V, the
pentode is given what is known as a "short grid
base" (see Fig. 1) so that only a small negative
grid potential is required to drive the valve to
cut -off.
Now without applied bias (i.e. with no cathode
resistor) application of an a.c. signal to the grid will
produce a negative voltage depending on the amplitude of the signal. With the sync separator, the
a.c. input is the video feed from the video output
stage via a small capacitor; and the bias thus
prodilced, varying with the mean level of the signal,
constitutes the source of a.g.c. voltage in most
models.
On both systems the sync pulses represent a
drop in the negative input, i.e. a positive -going
pulse, which permits the grid capacitor to discharge, lowering the instantaneous grid potential
and permitting valve conduction. During cut -off
the valve anode voltage would nearly equal the
supply voltage, but on conduction would reduce
by IaRt where Rt. is the value of the load resistor.
Within limits, therefore, the larger the value of
the load resistor and the current pulse, the greater
the sync pulse output amplitude. Too great a
value of load resistor, however, could distort the
leading edge of the sync pulse, giving it a rounded
edge, due to the stray capacitance being unable to
quickly accept a rapid voltage change. The anode
potential and therefore the pulse shape would in
these circumstances change in a manner similar to
that shown in eraphs depicting the rise of voltage
across a capacitor in an RC series charging combination. As it is the potential of the pulse leading
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edge that triggers the timebases, such curvature
must be avoided.
However, there is usually no need for very high
amplification of the input sync pulse by the sync
separator as its amplitude is already at a high
level. Assuming, for instance, a picture voltage
change of 50V at the video anode from black to
peak white, the sync pulse voltage change would
be about 20V on v.h.f., and rather less on u.h.f.
due to the reduced sync amplitude. This would be
attenuated by the usual series resistor and capacitor feed to the sync separator grid, but would still
be a high figure.
The resistor usually employed in series with the
feed capacitor is mainly to hold off the input
capacitance of the sync separator from the video
anode circuit and to keep the stray capacitive
loading of the latter as small as possible.
In most but not all dual- standard designs it is
customary to d.c. couple the vision detector output
to the video valve on v.h.f. but to use a.c. coupling
on u.h.f. As the video bias on v.h.f. must therefore be in excess of the midway Class A bias point
to prevent peak values causing grid current flow,
any further increase in bias can result in the valve
being operated on its base curvature to the sync
pulses, resulting in sync pulse clipping. Similarly
on u.h.f., where a midway Class A bias point will
be used, signal overloads can drive the valve off
the straight part of its characteristic and clip the
sync pulses.
The requirements of a pentode sync separator
stage are that the screen grid potential must be
kept low to ensure that the input amplitude can
produce sufficient self -bias to drive the valve to
Normal pentode

characteristic

With low g2

voltage
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la

-:

Bias point
variies with

picture
content

-ve

--(a

+ve

Picture
information

Sync
pulses

Fig. 1: Sync separator action. Due to the low screen grid

voltage the negative bias developed by grid capacitor/
grid leak resistor action cuts off anode current except
when sync pulses arrive. Anode voltage when picture
information is present therefore equals the supply
voltage, reducing to Vs -IaRL. when sync pulses are
present.

(a)

Integrator

(b)
Differentiator

Fig. 2: Integrators and differentiators are both series RC
circuits, the difference being that the output is taken
from across the capacitor in the case of the integrator
and from across the resistor in the case of the

differentiator

cut -off during picture content, while the time constant of the input CR combination, usually about
100mS, must permit a rapid return to conduction
during sync pulse periods. Obviously if either the
input or output circuits of the sync separator have
excessive stray capacitance it will not be able to
immediately respond to the sync pulse waveforms
and either "cogging" or impaired sync locking will
result
Some years ago c.r.t.s commonly developed
heater /cathode leakage and apart from the resulting impairment of picture resolution these slight
leaks were usually first evident by "cogging" on
the Test Card circle due to this extra capacitive
loading imposed on the sync separator, which Of
course is fed from the c.r.t. cathode. It is an interesting experiment to connect a small picofarad
capacitor across the grid or anode load resistors of
the sync separator and to note the effect of this
on timebase locking.
Before leaving the subject of the sync separator,
two points must be made. First, even with a perfectly operating stage unless the overall vision response curve of the receiver exceeds 2Mc /s weak
sync lock will result due to mis- shaping of the
pulse. Secondly, it is not unknown for defective
i.f. valves to cause impaired sync on u.h.f. in
dual- standard models by .clipping the peak value
sync pulses. Although such instances. are- by ne
means common, it should always be borne in
mind where the fault only exists on the one system.
The output from the sync separator in valved
receivers is always capacitively fed to the line and
field sawtooth oscillators, but in transistorised
models pulse injection is most likely to be via' a
winding on a blocking-oscillator transformer.
Of course the line and field sync pulses will be
separated by the usual integrator and differentiator
circuits, but as these two RC combinations (see
Fig. 2) are now so well known there is no need to
restate their action although it must be emphasised
that they are both virtually the same circuit. Their
difference lies purely in their use. The input is
applied to the two components in series; if .output
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Fig. 3: Typical pentode sync separator stage.

is taken from across the resistor the circuit is a
differentiator, if from across the capacitor the combination is an integrator. With a series RC combination on application of a d.c. potential or pulse

the full potential will instantaneously be developed
across the resistor to exponentially reduce as the
voltage across the capacitor exponentially builds
up. At all times the sum of the voltages across the
resistor and capacitor equal the applied voltage.
Figure 3 shows the complete sync separator stage,
with line and field sync separation networks, used
on recent Pye /Ekco models.
The time constant of these circuits will vary
with their use, that for a line circuit differentiator
averaging about 1µS on 405 and 0.5µS on 625,
while a field circuit integrator will be about 40µS
on 405 and 30µS on 625. These however
are only average values and in practice can
vary widely. Furthermore, as differentiators
produce an almost vertical leading edge to the
pulse developed across the resistor a partial
differentiator may be incorporated into the field
sync pulse shaping circuit to sharpen the characteristic jagged edge of the field pulse rising waveform. Thus the sync feed circuit to the field time base may well be far more involved than simple
theory would suggest, and unless the relevant service manual is to hand it is usually difficult to
determine just what is the precise function of each
component.
After eliminating valves it usually pays to change
all suspect components when investigating cases of
weak or intermittent sync.
In simple line generators the sync pulses directly
trigger the sawtooth oscillator, but in a.f.c. or flywheel sync circuits these pulses, together with
sample pulses derived from the line output stage,
are applied to a discriminator circuit which then
produces a d.c. output whose polarity and amplitude is then used to control the line oscillator by
varying its bias. In many models a stage of d.c.
amplification is used to amplify this d.c. control
voltage to improve oscillator frequency stability.
As well as the usual integrator plus possible
partial differentiator in the field sync feed system
many models also incorporate a biased diode

1

.--A
22kn

gp forms
To triode half of PCL85

3
OF

of

field timebase )

Fig. 4: Field sync circuit incorporating an inter/ace diode.
The diode only conducts and passes the field sync pulse
to the PCL85 when the rising integrated waveform
reaches a certain amplitude thus filtering out line and

noise pulses to ensure accurate triggering with optimum
interlace.

which prevents random noise from triggering the
timebase by "holding off" any pulse till it assumes
a predetermined value. This circuitry -also assists
in achieving good interlace by isolating the "field
circuit from the line pulses which fail to reach
this level, for only the field sync pulses have
sufficient duration with a relatively shorter interval
between them to permit the voltage build -up across
the integrating capacitor. A typical modern field
sync feed circuit is shown in Fig. 4. This is
employed in the latest range of Bush /Murphy
receivers. The self -oscillating PCL85 triode -pentode generator and output stage has the sync feed
applied to the grid of the pentode section.

SERVICING
As with all faults, receivers with impaired sync
should first be examined for evidence of other
coincident faults. These could be: inadequate h.f.
video resolution, high hum level, inability to cotrol contrast normally, bad picture tonal grading,
and sound -on- vision or vision -on- sound.
Inability to control contrast normally would
strongly suggest that there was a major reduction
in the negative voltage being developed by the
sync separator grid for a.g.c., so that attention
should be directed to the video amplifier and the
feed to the grid of the sync separator. If bad picture tone was also present-soot and whitewash
this would confirm a video stage fault, most likely
excessive bias.
Sound -on- vision or vision -on -sound with no
other alignment defect would infer cross modulation in the tuner, again almost certainly due to lack
of a.g.c. control stemming from the reduced sync
separator grid voltate.
TO BE CONTINUED

-

Most television programmes are recorded on
video tape, a technique which has the advantages of
cheaper cost, better quality and instantaneous
replay, allowing an immediate check on recording
quality. Recording on film can be done by pointing
a film camera at a high quality monitor. Electronic
control of the film camera's motors maintains an
exact synchronism between the incoming television
pictures and the film. Results obtained by this
system are not very satisfactory, largely due to the
limited definition of the television system, as well as
several other defects. Colour telerecording is not, as
yet, practical, although Technicolour have perfected
a system in which each of the primary images, red,
green and blue, are separately recorded and later

INSIDE

combined.

TODAY
PART 7

M. D. BENEDICT

THE GEMINI SYSTEM
of recording a complete
television programme, film and video tape, film
has many advantages. It can be shown on any
line standard in use in any part of the world without
expensive and complex standards converters; film
machines, called telecines, are found in every television station, even the smallest, all over the world.
Video tape machines are comparatively rare with
only the larger studio centres able to afford such
facilities. Film is far easier to handle, it is simple to
edit, and filming in colour merely involves using
colour film stock in place of black- and -white stock.
Filming is often a long and tedious job as each
sequence, with its dialogue, is taken one, shot at a
time with the camera being moved, the lights reset,
microphone booms repositioned and artists repeating
their performance for a different camera angle. If
the slightest flaw can be seen on a take of a shot it
will be repeated and repeated until perfect-over
fifty takes of one shot have been known. These
techniques produce accurate and very polished
results in the hands of an expert director but it takes
time and costs a lot of money. On an average day
only two minutes of the complete film may be shot.
OF the two methods

Television Studio Output
In contrast to this a television studio can produce
fifteen to thirty minutes of programme each day
without much difficulty. In television three to six
cameras may be used gathered around the set on
which the action is taking place or about to take
place. Each camera selects a different camera angle
and position to give the shots which the director
requires and the vision mixer selects the required
camera. Mixes and wipes can be electronically
generated to combine or change shots to produce the
similar effects as with film. Before the action changes
to another set the cameras not taking shots on the
first set move round to the next set, and as the
cameras on the first set complete their shots they
move round to the next set. Hence the recording of a
programme may be completed without stopping at all.

Combined Film and Television
Several other approaches to the problem of
combining film and television techniques have been
adopted by equipment manufacturers. Most of these
systems combine a television camera and a cine
camera, so that the same scene is viewed by both.
This involves, in most cases, using the same lens so
that beam splitting arrangements must be made. In
most cases a standard professional cine camera with
all its complexities is used with a simple closed circuit television camera. A more complex set -up
would use several such cameras and a control unit
to run each of the cameras at the required point as
well as switching between the video outputs, some
times recorded on video tape. Mitchell cameras are
to be found in most film studios and Mitchell's have
adapted one of their standard cameras by adding a
simple plumbicon television camera and arranging
for quick starts to be effected from a control unit.
Helical -scan video tape recorders record the cornplete sequence, allowing production personnel, such
as the director, the producer and designer, an exact
view of the take which can then be replayed at will.
Electronicam is a similar technique with Arrifléx
cameras and a vidicon television camera viewing the
viewfinder. Normally, a television control room, with
a vision mixer, selects the output of each camera and
codes the sound -track recorder in a manner which
allows a film editor to cut the story in the same way as
the vision mixer cuts the original sequence. Both
these systems use 35mm. film.
Two versions of this technique were produced
by Livingston Laboratories, both using Mitchell
cameras. Add -a- Vision consists of a Mitchéll BNC
camera with a Philips plumbicon camera. The light
for the television camera is derived from a beam
splitter on the zoom lens fitted. A helical -scan video
tape recorder may also be used and several monitors
feed the camera output to guide the director; performers and technical staff. For multicamera teenniques a more elaborate arrangement known as
Electronic Filming System-e.f.s. -is available.
This is based on another type of Mitchell camera
and uses a power- operated zoom lens of the type used
in many television studios. Marker lights on each
camera and coded tones on the sound track indicate
which camera is on the air, this being effected from
a normal control room. In this control room a vision
operator controls the cameras' exposure in the manner of a television vision control operator. He also
starts each camera. About 10 frames (0.5 sec.) are
taken before the speed is steady.
In France, Thomson -Houston Company manufacture a special 16mm. camera designed for the job,
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Left: The Gemini system- Marconi Mk. IV
television camera with Auricon tine camera.
The fight passes through the zoom lens and is
divided between the cameras by the beam
splitter at the base of the lens. Note the 1200 ft.
film magazine. In use a sound -proofing / acket
covers the cine camera to reduce pick -up of
noise from the cameras by the studio
microphones.

alignment of all the components and the
usual electronic line -up for the television
camera, the optical adjustments are made to
give an exactly similar view in the television
and film camera viewfinders. Separate focusing adjustments are made to both film and
television cameras; the alignment is then
complete unless the major components are
altered.

Recording and Editing

with an instantaneous start facility. This allows the
cameras to start their film as the vision operator
depresses the cut button or starts to fade or wipe,
thus saving a considerable amount of film stock.
Certainly the simplest technique, however, is the
Gemini system which has been installed by an
independent television studio, Granville Studios, in
Fulham. Granville Studios are one of several television studios providing facilities for anyone requiring
television work. Like the others, Granville are not
part of the Independent Television programme
contractors, although they, or the BBC, may hire the
studio if facilities of their own are lacking. Such
companies provide expert and efficient television
services for anyone who requires a television programme. Customers include advertising agencies,
television set manufacturers, foreign broadcasting
authorities and the Conservative central office, who
entrust party political broadcasts to an independent
studio. Granville specialise in work for the Central
Office of Information, who produce films about
Britain for showing abroad. Originally these were
telerecorded, but now the Gemini system has
proved invaluable as it allows high -quality colour
films to be speedily made at a low cost.
In the Gemini system a Super Auricon 16mm.
camera is attached to a standard broadcast -quality
television camera, in the case of the Granville a
studio Marconi Mk. IV image -orthicon camera
channel. A special lens system splits the light from the
scene between the television camera and the film
camera and consists of a 10 : 1 zoom lens fitted with
a beam splitter. This diverts a proportion of the light
to the film camera, the exact proportion depending on
the film speed and being varied to give the correct
exposure for both film and television cameras. After
splitting, the light fed to the camera forms an image
on the camera tube in the normal manner. Light
reaches the film via a lens system allowing adjustment
of image size relative to the television camera image
size.

The film camera is mounted upside down beside
the television camera on a firm base on to which the
television camera is also bolted. After mechanical

Each film camera carries a 1,200 ft. film
magazine, giving a filming time of 33 minutes.
Great reliability has been achieved with the
Auricon cameras and they are very simple to
operate in comparison with some types
of film cameras. Hence little attention need be
given to the cameras beyond loading and occasional cleaning. At the start of a programme each
camera and the sound recorder is switched on; the
cameras view a clapperboard, which is operated to
mark all the films and sound with a reference point.
All cameras remain in sync with the sound recorder
and continue running whilst the cameras disperse to
their starting points for the programme proper. Each
cameraman holds his shot for as long as possible
during the recording of the programme, whether or
not his camera is on the air. Only whilst moving from
position to position would the cameraman lose his
shot. Cutting points as selected by the vision mixer
are indicated on each reel of film in each camera by
coupling a small bulb by the film gate of each film
camera to the tally light circuit. Tally lights are the
red lights on the top and the front of the television
cameras, operated from the vision mixer, indicating
to the artists, cameraman, sound crew and all on the
floor which camera is on the air. When on the air the
light exposes part of the film by the sprocket holes
so that on the processed print there appears a thin
white line between the sprocket holes, indicating the
camera that was on the air at that particular point.
After processing, a film editor can run the film
through and see instantly where the film should be
cut. If desired, he can vary his cutting point from
that indicated, and add shots from cameras off the
air at that point in the recording. This is the reason
for the cameramen holding their shots for as long as
possible. In fact, on one occasion, the output of one
camera was ruined by scratched film yet by editing
it was possible to save the complete sequence by
replacing each ruined shot by a shot from a camera
not on the air at that point in the original take.
Three techniques are available to the editor
assembling the three films from each camera into a
complete sequence. With the simplest system, each
required shot is assembled on to alternate reels of
film, the unwanted part of each film being replaced
by black film. On printing together the completed
sequence is achieved. Sound is transferred from
magnetic film to an optical track on the final print.
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For complicated sequences, a positive print of each
camera's film is made and is then cut together into a
single reel, complete except for mixes and wipes.
When a mix is required it is marked by a crayon and
the sound track and assembled print is taken to the
laboratories where it is used as a guide for the
technician who edits the original negative film from
each camera, using the cut print as a guide. Mixes
are performed in the laboratory with a special
technique.

Printing
Using a special printer with a variable iris, it is
possible to speed up the process considerably. Such
printers are used for "grading" films for television
and the cinema by varying the exposure of each shot
at the start of that shot in order to correct for errors
in exposing the camera in the original scene. In use
with the Gemini system it is programmed by the
film editor to exposé all of the required shots on one
reel. This is done by running the film through the
printer then recording the start and end of each
required shot. Each camera film is then re-run through
the printer and printed on to the final print. Unwanted portions are not printed by closing the
shutter, which is controlled by the start and those
points recorded earlier. Similarly the reel from the
second camera is run through, the required shot
beipg selected and the shutter programmed to open
and close at the required points.
Printing then proceeds as before and the gaps in the
film are filled up as each consecutive reel is printed.
Mixes and fades are arranged by a slow opening
and closing of the shutter, mixes by overlapping,
fading up and fading down from different reels.
Sound is added by transferring from magnetic track
to the usual film optical track either recorded directly
when running through the printer or by printing
from a negative optical sound track. Such a technique
allows a film to be prepared in less time, in fact
within one working day.

Uses and Advantages
In many items it is advantageous to be able to use
shot of a person as they react to a question or a
statement made by another person. Reaction shots,
as these are called, can be very effective when used
properly but it is very difficult to judge whether a
reaction shot will fit before the reaction is seen. With
Gemini the reaction on one camera can be seen at
leisure and the editor can simply edit it in if the shot
fits the rest of the sequence.
Interviews often become difficult to cover as it is
not always easy to find the correct person who is
speaking, especially if the speaker interrupts or
replies very quickly. Each camera equipped with
Gemini allows a director to select a shot for each
speaker and if the cut to a new speaker is too late the
editor very simply cuts the film slightly before the
marked cutting point, where, in fact, the speaker
starts his speech.
Should there be any requirement for quick transmission of the material, or even a live programme as
well as the recording, it is perfectly simple to send the
putput of the vision mixer, which is perfectly standard, to a video tape recorder or even to send it
straight to the transmitter. This is possible because
a
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the operation of the television cameras and video
equipment is perfectly normal and fully up to broadcast standards, unlike the output from other systems'
simple television cameras. Checking and review of
the material can be made instantly by using any type
of video tape recorder, even the simplest helical scan
machines which are not suitable for broadcast use.
All Gemini's rival systems suffer from a considerable handicap. By agreement with the trades unions
involved with television and film it is considered that
each film- camera based system must carry the full
complement of operators normally used with film,
including sound crew. This may involve six or more
operators. However the Gemini system is regarded
as a televison- camera based system and requires only
one extra member of the crew who loads each camera
with film, checks the mechanism, records film footages
and operates the clapperboard at the start of each
sequence. Naturally a considerable economy can be
made with a smaller crew doing the same job.
Conversion for colour televison is very simple,
consisting only of loading the film cameras with colour
film stock. Compared with electronic colour television, Gemini is much cheaper and easier to handle,
but it cannot, of course, handle live colour broadcasts. Electronic colour television is considerably
slower and more complex than monochrome television, mainly due to the complicated line -up and
balancing of the three -colour-tube cameras. No extra
line -up is required for Gemini in colour and, except
for the artistic and lighting considerations of colour
work, the Gemini system simplifies colour television
working almost to black- and -white television working.
Other advantages of Gemini are, the simplicity of
distributing programmes when completed. No complex links are required between various studio
centres; instead the complete film can be sent by
ordinary mail services and screened by local studios.
Any number of copies can be quickly made without
loss of quality, allowing the programme to be distributed all over the world, differing line standards
being of no importance when film is used.
Mexico has a considerable geographical problem
when distributing its programmes owing to the
mountainous nature of the country. Instead, a
black -and -white Gemini system is used, and the
programmes distributed on film to different parts of
the country.
Granville Studios leave the Gemini assembly fixed
to the television camera at all times, even though
they are not in use at the time, but it is quite simple
to remove the equipment and mount it with different
equipment. Hence it can be used for outside broadcasts ; the Richmond Jazz Festival has been covered in
this way.
Amalgamating television and film techniques
speeds up film making and offers improved accuracy
for television techniques. The lack of polish and
precision which is so obvious with much of television
when compared with the cinema can now, perhaps, be
overcome, thus improving critical viewers' enjoyment. All direct-filming systems offer no loss of
quality inherent in telerecording and the Gemini
system offers both flexibility and simplicity. This is
well demonstrated by Granville Studios and the
author wishes to thank all of Granville's staff, in
particular the chief engineer, for their assistance.
TO BE CONTINUED
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THE single electron beam of a monochrome picture tube is modulated with picture signal in the
manner shown in Fig. 1. Here the video output

valve is biased to suit the positive (405 -line system) or
negative (625 -line system) composite video signal fed
to its control grid. With either polarity picture signal
the anode current increases in sympathy with increases in picture white level. This means that relative
to black the voltage at the anode of the valve falls as
the picture white increases. For high definition 625 line pictures, this video voltage must change at a

maximum rate corresponding to about 5Mc/s.
A voltage fall applied to the picture tube cathode
from the video amplifier valve anode is tantamount to
a rise in voltage at the picture tube grid with respect
to the cathode. In other words the standing bias on
the picture tube, as set by the brightness control, is
reduced by an amount depending on how much white
is contained in each "picture element" scanned.
Theoretically the television camera receives no light
input from totally black elements, so that if the set's
brightness control is adjusted until the illumination
on the screen is just extinguished when the transmission is at black level the range of "whites" on
ordinary transmissions will provide the correct range
of picture contrast. We know in practice that there
are one or two factors that detract from this ideal
state of affairs, such as partial d.c. coupling in the
video circuits and to the tube cathode, mean -level
vision a.g.c. and less than 100 per cent regulation in
the e.h.t. circuits. These generally make it necessary
to adopt a compromise setting for the brightness
control, and also detract to some extent from the
black -level performance of the receiver so that a really
dark scene may appear somewhat lightened.
To proceed to the shadowmask colour display tube
we can compare the basic monochrome set -up depicted in Fig. 1 with the basic colour set-up shown in
Fig. 2. In the colour set -up shown the tube itself acts
as the final matrix in which the true primary -colour
signals are derived during beam modulation from the
transmitted colour- difference signals.
It is easier to consider this circuit first in the light
of an ordinary monochrome transmission, in which
case the luminance output valve acts in almost exactly
the same way as the video output valve in Fig. 1. In
this type of circuit it is not practicable to connect the

TUBES
brightness control to the circuit of the control grids
as was done in Fig. 1, for various reasons which will
become obvious as we progress. Nevertheless, it is
essential for the three grids to be biased by a potential
corresponding to the signal black level, and this is
achieved in Fig. 2 by virtue of the action of Rl and
the triode clamp valve. It is most important to appreciate at this stage that each of the three shadowmask
tube grids in the type of circuit shown has such a
resistor and clamp triode; and, of course, its own
colour- difference output valve, which will be dealt
with later.

BLACK LEVEL CLAMPING
Now, the black level must be "monitored" by the
receiver at some part of the video signal waveform
which is also at black level, and this is where the
positive-going line pulses at the triode grid come in.
These effectively "switch on" the clamp valve at the
black level parts of the video waveform and thus
ensure that the colour tube grid potential is directly
geared to the signal black
level. The actual value of
+ve
the voltage applied to the
Picture
grid at these black level
tube
instants is a function of
the circuit parameters,
and is a design aspect
which need not bother us
Video
unduly here. Suffice it to
output
say that at luminance
valve
signal black level the potential reflected from the
anode of the luminance
output valve to the picVideo
ture tube cathodes is rein
lated to the "clamping
potential" at the grids of
the tube in terms of the
correct biasing; that is,
the biasing required just
to cut off beam current.
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Now let us return to the main story and assume
that the colour set is responding to a monochrome
transmission. Because there is no colour in the signal,
there are no colour- difference signals generated in the
receiver. Indeed, the colour section is (or should be)
muted by the colour -killer stage in the decoder. The
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+ve
Coleur
tube

red colour-difference stage shown in Fig. 2 is thus
inoperative at this time, but the tube grids are still
being clamped in the manner already explained.
GRI:V -SCALE TRACKING

c

Red

-} VPl

Luminance

The ordinary monochrome signal arrives at the grid
of the luminance output valve and is applied to the
three cathodes of the colour tube together, via the
preset controls shown in Fig. 2 (note that these are
shown in a much simplified manner in this circuit).
The three electron beams are thus modulated with the
monochrome signal and they create red, green and
blue lights (dots) on the screen in such a manner that
shades of grey between peak white and black appear
on the screen (if the proportions of red, green and
blue light are correct).
To produce colourless (monochrome) light the
intensities of the three colours must be almost equal
(i.e., equal energy white light), and since the phosphor
materials (red, green and blue) have different light emitting properties -the red being a little `less
sensitive" than the green, for instance-corresponding dissimilarities in beam currents are required to
secure a correct, colourless monochrome display.
This is where the cathode feed presets come in, for
these can be adjusted on a white signal until the beam
currents are correctly proportioned to yield a white
display from this signal without any colouring. It will
be appreciated that these presets effectively serve to
adjust the beams in terms of how much current they
are carrying on white picture signal.

LOW -LEVEL ADJUSTMENT
Now let us suppose that the white in the picture
signal reduces. What happens to the beam currents
and do the proportions of current established by the
cathode presets at high -level white hold at low-level
white? The answer to this is that the proportions hold
over the entire brightness range only when the
characteristics of the three guns match each other
fairly closely. Colour tubes, of course, are designed so
that their guns have high matching tolerance, but
absolutely perfect matching is impracticable.
Happily, however, low-level white matching is
possible simply by adjusting the potentials applied to
the first anodes of the three guns, and for this purpose
all colour sets have preset adjustments on this electrode of each gun assembly.

BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
So far, then, we have seen how the video end of a
colour set corresponds almost identically to that of a
monochrome set, with certain added complications;
but what about manual brightness control? The three
grids are clamped, it is true, but so far no mention has
been made about how the brightness of the picture
can be adjusted to suit the ambient room lighting.
The commonly used scheme is shown in Fig. 2 and
consists simply of a bias potentiometer in the control
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Fig, 2: Basic colour video circuit showing the luminance
output valve and one colour -difference output stage with
its associated clamp triode.

grid circuit of the luminance output valve. As the bias
on this valve is adjusted, so the voltage at the anodeand hence at the cathodes of the colour tube
changed; an effect, of course, which changes the tube
biasing (of the three guns together) and consequently
the overall brightness of the picture-whether
monochrome or colour.
The same idea could be used in ordinary monochrome sets, but here it is that much easier to employ
the grid- connected brightness control as shown in
Fig. 1. It is essential with colour that the three beams
are under identical brightness control to maintain the
correct tracking of white, as already explained.

-is

Y SIGNAL

The signal in the video stage of a monochrome set
is called the "video signal ". The same signal in colour
sets is called the "Y signal ". It is exactly the same as
the video signal, as we have seen, and its make -up is

truly panchromatic so that the monochrome representation of a colour scene coincides with the
"brightness levels" of the various colours of which it
is composed. This is the same as a panchromatic
black-and -white camera film, which is sensitised so
that colours, as seen by the camera, are produced in
nicely proportioned increments of greys (black
through white) with no black or white end of the
scale compression.
White light, of course, contains all the colours in
nature, and in a black-and -white video signal the
three primary colours are in the proportions red 30 %,
green 59 % and blue 11 %. It follows from this that
the red, green and blue signals derived from separate
filtered tubes in the colour television camera are
integrated exactly in these proportions to produce the
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Y signal; and this, indeed, is the video (monochrome)
signal.
So far, then, we have compared the action of the
luminance stage of Fig. 2 with that of the video stage
in Fig. 1. We must now consider the colour aspect of
Fig. 2, which is really no more difficult to understand
than monochrome.

f

Y to

G and

channels
To Red

Luminance

COLOUR- DIFFERENCE SIGNALS
When colour is present in the transmission the
colour killer stage switches off and colour -difference
signals from the decoder are conveyed to the three
grids of the colour tube. Figure 2 shows just one
colour- difference channel (the red one): there is one
just like this for the green grid and the blue grid. The
colour -difference signals represent in each case the
primary -colour signal (red, green or blue) with the Y
signal subtracted, giving R -Y, G -Y and B -Y
respectively, and the problem is to ensure that each
beam is modulated so as to give the correct primary colour signal. Thus the beam from the red gun needs
to "see" the R signal only (not R -Y), that from the
green gun the G signal only and that from the blue
gun the B signal only.
This is easy to accomplish. The Y signal already
contains 30 %R (assuming that there is red in the
picture element being scanned). Thus the colourdifference R -Y, or 700 R, must be added to obtain
the red primary -colour signal, and with Y at the cathode (actually -Y, which is equivalent to +Y at the
grid) and R -Y at the grid the voltages add together
to give the required primary-colour signal to modulate the red beam. Exactly the same action occurs

relative to the green and blue beams.
The net result is that while the detail of the picture
is provided by the Y signal, the colour information, at
a definition not exceeding 1Mc /s, is provided by the
colour- difference signals in such a manner that each
beam "sees" only its primary -colour signal as a
modulating potential. Colour occurs on the screen
because the colour signals alter the balance of the
beam currents that would be required solely for a
monochrome display. On a predominantly blue picture element, for instance, the blue beam contributes
most to the display. Mixtures of colours in various
proportions give the wide range of hues possible from
a modern colour set.

DRIVE VOLTAGES REQUIRED
It is important next to get some idea of the signal
swings necessary on the tube cathodes and grids for a
fully- contrasted colour picture. For maximum contrast a swing of about 100 volts between black level
and peak white is necessary at the cathodes, but the
colour- difference amplifiers have to provide somewhat higher signal swings than this partly to cater for
the reduced "sensitivity" of grid drive compared with
cathode drive.

FULL TRANSISTORISATION
While swings of such magnitudes are readily
obtainable from conventional video output valves,
ordinary transistors with just tens of volts on their

collectors obviously could not provide them. However, special high -voltage video transistors have been
developed which work from 200 volts or so on their
collectors and have collector dissipation ratings of
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Fig. 3: Fully transistorised output stage used in the
Thorn- B.R.C. chassis. in which the tube is fed with
primary - colour signals at each cathode.

several watts. For use with these, luminance and
colour- difference circuits of the type shown in Fig. 2
have been developed, but so far not many sets have
adopted the idea. Most sets use the hybrid principle
(a mixture of valves and transistors) with transistors
operating in the low -power sections and valves in the
high -power sections, including the timebases and
video stages.
Nevertheless, the trend is towards complete transistorisation and one such set currently available (the
Thorn -B.R.C. 2000 series) employs a unique video
channel set-up in which the colour tube is fed at its
cathodes with pure primary-colour signals.

THORN- B.R.C. CIRCUIT
The basic circuit of the video section is shown in
Fig. 3, from which it will be seen that the luminance
signal is delivered from the emitter of the luminance
output transistor (connected in the emitter -follower
mode) and fed to the base of the "matrix" transistor.
To the emitter of this same transistor is fed the colour -

difference signal (R -Y in Fig. 3), the action of which
is to add to the Y signal the colour- difference information so as to leave in the collector circuit the
pure primary- colour signal (R in the circuit). This
signal is then directly -coupled to the emitter of the
primary -colour output transistor, from whence it is
fed from the collector to the appropriate colour
cathode of the shadowmask tube.
The great advantage of this scheme is that the
high -power luminance amplifier is dispensed with,
for the luminance output transistor in Fig. 3 need only
be a relatively low-power one. Of course a primary
output transistor is required for each colour (one each
for red, green and blue), but since cathode drive is
employed the signal amplitude from each primarycolour output transistor need not be quite as great as
that required for grid drive. Moreover the three tube
grids are left free for blanking and biasing purposes
only. A brightness stabilisation circuit in this chassis is,
in fact, incorporated in the grid circuits along with the
blanking circuits. But that is another story!
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No. 144 - EKCO T368, T371 SERIES

THESE and associated models can be looked upon
as being early versions of the T381 -TC383 series
which was the subject of a servicing article in the
June -July 1965 issues. However at the request of
readers having the early models with wired sound and
vision strip we present this article which covers the
following models: Ekco T368, T371, T368F and
T371F. Ferranti models fitted with the same chassis
are the T1046, T1049, T1046F and T1049F. Models
suffixed F have a modified line timebase with flywheel
sync. Other versions suffixed P are fitted with printed
sound and vision panels. 17in. models use a CME1705
c.r.t. whilst the 21in. versions use a CME2101 tube.

L.

Lawry -Johns

hinder access to a large number of components. The
tube can be moved forward if necessary by loosening
the three hexagon- headed bolts at the top of the chassis, one on the loudspeaker support and the other two
on the slotted members, then inverting and removing
the two bolts holding the "ears" of the tube mounting.
These are underneath the main chassis member and
access to them is through the two holes in the
member. Slacken the deflection-coils clamp locking
screw and the tube can then be drawn forward to the
extent of the ears. Replace the two screws and tighten
up the hexagon bolts on top of the chassis.

Some common faults
Mechanical notes

Across the PY32 valve base is a 22 f1 wire -wound
resistor. This often becomes open circuit causing
complete loss of vision and sound, leaving the set
dead except for the heater circuit -all heaters remain
glowing except the U26. The resistor can be checked

The viewing window may be removed for cleaning
although this is not often necessary. To remove the
window, invert the set on a soft surface. The plastic
extrusions at each side of the window are
secured by woodscrews and spring clips
To foil
on back
through the cabinet base. Remove the
cover
R3
R6
R7
Ae ial
screws and then withdraw the clips to- socket
4.71,0
22k11
2.7611
gether with the p.v.c. strips. This reveals
C13
the four screws retaining both window SN2 470pF
60
150001
clamps and on removal of one clamp the
PF
ÁL2
C2
TNF
curved glass can be withdrawn. In some
R2
cases the other clamp may have to be
slackened to release the window.
n
It is more likely that the cabinet will
Cl
--have to be removed in order to service the
L7
470
VIA
mom
chassis rather than the window be rePF
30L15
mum
CB
moved for cleaning. To remove the cabiR
0.75
net, first remove the bottom and rear
221,11
R8
covers. These are retained by two poly62 n
L3á
thene lugs each. Give a quarter-turn on
6
each lug and lever the back cover out of
the top and bottom channels. The chanPF
nel selector knob is secured by a grub
L5
screw exposed when the fine tuner knob
LI
is rotated. Remove both. The escutcheon
is held in position by a phosphor- bronze
spring or clip which is pulled out from
VI B
30L15
below. Slacken the two side wing -nuts
which secure the cabinet to the chassis
Tll0.001
C6
000171F
and move the top centre locking lever to
C9
C4
the right. Push the cabinet forward and
5pF
30pF
lift squarely up off the chassis. When the
f
cabinet is put back on, ensure that the
7
010
locking lever clicks into place as it is
84
0.1FF 330kn
476n
moved to the rear to engage the side

812

2760
0.001yF

C17r

R1
1M11

1F.
bL9
0

8L61.
C12

:

O

6pF

RI3
1611

Fine

Tuner
3001
V2

Cl1.5

brackets.

'With the cabinet off, the tube tends to

CIB
20pF

C19
IOpF

R11

4761)

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the tuner unit.
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R30
I111

M82

038
3Ak0

C6'

R42i'

p45 0IyF

R55

470kR

ti100111

C31

0.001yF

C25

835

478F

10111

36i3012
V10A

120111

}

602

V94

30 P12

859
100111

y

R

F2

C29

828

035 Le7

C"

C27

C45

R32

C6I
3008F

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the i.f. and timebase sections

and replaced once the bottom cover is removed.
At this stage in the receiver's life it is common to
find that the main electrolytic capacitors require
replacing. Normally the symptoms are a distinct hum
on the sound and a very distorted picture, heavily
shaded and curved. Replacement doesn't present
much of a problem as the 100 +200µF can is mounted
on the side of the chassis in front of the e.h.t. section.

Video fault
A very common fault, in these and many similar
receivers, presents itself in varying degrees as the
fault worsens. In the first place the line and field lock
becomes more critical and the picture loses contrast.
This is due to R45 (27k n) changing value. At this
stage it presents a somewhat discoloured appearance
and of course runs hot. This stage rapidly develops as
the excess heat causes the value to fall further
resulting instill more current flow and, of course, still
more heat.. R39 is the cathode resistor of the video

amplifier and this is also called upon to pass this same
heavy current. It is quite likely that R39 will also
change value or burn out altogether thus preventing
a h.t. short or further trouble, but both R39 and R45
can become virtually short -circuited resulting in an
almost dead short across the h.t. line, overheating
V18, R96 and R98 and causing the main fuse FS2
to fail (if it is properly rated at 1.5A). Of course the
situation should never get this far. The sync and
contrast will be affected early in the cycle of events
and thus call attention to what is happening.

Another cause of weak sync
If the sync is weak, particularly on the field (frame)
side, and difficulty is experienced in holding the
picture for any length of time, but at the same time the
contrast remains good, it is recommended that a test
21AF 350V capacitor be connected from pin 7 of the

-continued on page 307
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011F
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L37, L38 20SZ
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15own
R72
27010

Note: In some chassis the earthy
end of R78 is connected to V13A
cathode (pin 2).

;.i
cf the
C103
MR1

receiver, Ekco T368/T371 and Ferranti T1046/T1049 series.

0.1µF
Q3/4

R52

CG12E
190V
HT current
275 mA
Boost h.t. 600V

E.H.T.15kV ..
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Fig. 3 (right):
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The idea of a National Film
School for the U.K. was put
forw'.rd by the British Film Institute as a kind of comprehensive amalgamation of art and
science. During the three years of
deliberating on such an institution, the Arts Council has
stepped in on the act. Technical
progress has advanced at an
amazing pace during this time,
but the Lloyd Committee seems
to be ignoring technological progress and the men who know its
future possibilities as well as its
present advanced state.

THE first three months of
the year are regarded by
many television producers
and technicians as a time for
mental and physical recuperation
after their frantic panics in "big
production" during the Christmas and New Year period. Now
comes the second three months
with three competing television
channels, BBC -1, BBC -2 and
ITV settling down for the
"second round ". BBC -1 having
gained a little ground according
to the TAM ratings.

General post on ITV

Colour's Technical
Problems

Executives and staffs at ABC

TV, Rediffusion and TWW are
uneasy about the coming changes
in their "front office" bosses,
about their personal futures and
even about the whereabouts of
their places of work. TWW with
of
mixture
complicated
its
Welsh -language programmes inEnglish
with
the
termingled
language on a growing number
of transmitters is faced with the
takeover by Harlech -Television
any day now. ABC and Rediffusion's future has been complicated by the taking over of the
American Warner Brothers' holding in the Associated British
Picture Corporation, which is the
parent company of the ABC TV.
Everybody is still saying "Who's
the boss ?"

Shadows of Pilkington

expensive even in prosperous
times and ten times as difficult
in this squeeze time. Every
British government commits enormous follies, due mainly to
bad selection of "experts" for the
White Paper committees.

There are likely to be further
changes in the coverage of ITV
companies when they turn over
to ITA transmitters on u.h.f. for
colour, an operation which will
be parallel with the same programme in black- and-white, on National film School
Band III, 405 lines. Though the
brilliant engineers of ITA have
More recently, the Lloyd
endeavoured to cover the same Committee has been dealing with
geographical areas with u.h.f. a training scheme and a National
transmitters, the location of these Film School without having a
has been dictated in many cases single technician on the comby the joint usage of the mittee. In this technological age
essential high masts by both the Lloyd Committee should have
BBC and ITA. Viewers have included 25% of technicians and
to take their chance with engineers. It is, however, unhigher and higher aerials, too. likely that this scheme will matThis applies particularly to the erialise, because there already
sixty or seventy high -power exists a number of very good
transmitters necessary for u.h.f. film and television schools in
plus about 260 medium -power various parts of the country. It
transmitters and possibly hun- would seem wrong to scrap these
dreds of minitransmitters in the and replace them with one single
inevitable black spots of u.h.f. National Film School institution
Pilkington turning out robots from the
transmission. The
Committee can take part of the same mould and "brain washresponsibility for this operation, ing" them.
:
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In the last three years electronics have penetrated to the
very heart of film making for
cinemas and for television. But
technical progress and its potentials have been largely ignored,
leaving the universities in a
chaotic mess and pouring about
a quarter of a million pounds
down the drain by buying incompatible television, video -tape
and film equipment. When will
those in authority learn to bring
engineers and technicians into
the act at the right time?
Progress in colour is followed
by progress in ideas and a number of White Paper committees
dealing with films and television
have overlooked the fantastic
changes that have taken place
during the last year or so. The
main changes during last year
in the television industry, including BBC and ITV studios,
transmitters, transmission frequencies, colour and black -andwhite receivers have been of a
basic and policy character. The
BBC long proposed to adopt the
NTSC (referred to as Never
Twice the Same Colour) colour
system standard but, in spite of
the Postmaster -General's award
of colour television to BBC only,
the efforts of engineers from
ABC Television and Rank -BushMurphy in collaboration with
Television
the
Independent
Association secured a delay so
that the German PAL (Pale And
Lurid or Peace At Last, depending on your point of view) and
the French SECAM (Something
Essentially Contrary to the Amer can Method) could be considered in a practical manner.
The ITA approach was on 75
technical grounds, not based on
the vested interests of politicians,
manufacturers, businessmen and

°
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the stock exchange. It was a
most unusual operation, a victory for technicians who were
also great showmen in their own
right. The final decision was in
favour of PAL, of which there
were three versions, the second
of which was adopted.
Unfortunately frequency allocation for the PAL colour system in the U.K. is now all on
u.h.f. frequencies, which restricts
range and calls for enormous
numbers of transmitters of high,
medium and low power. This is
partly a legacy of the Government's Pilkington Committee, in
which engineers had only a
minor role.
Colour, telecine in the U.K.
has advanced but is still inclined
to be variable due to the additional contrast factors introduced
in film printing and processing
as compared with multiple -tube
image- orthicon and Plumbicon
cameras. This will no doubt be
improved when film studios and
laboratories have a telecine playoff on hand. The most popular
colour -telecine film play -off is
the 16mm. and 35mm. flyingspot, twin -lens (Cintel) and
type,
projection
multicamera
using three or four vidicon or
Plumbicon tubes (Marconi).
Pinewood Studios is the first
feature film studio to include in
its facilities a colour telecine, of
the type described above.

What's in

a

name

?

"Play of the Month" is a good
title for an important television
event, almost as good as "Armchair Theatre ". In each case the

play is the thing, as Shakespeare
said, without the advantage of
the familiar characters who
appear in the weekly serials or
series, such as Dr. Finlay's Casebook or Coronation Street. With
individual plays, you don't quite
know what to expect unless you
have read the details in the programme magazines. The Parachute, for instance, indicated an
exciting war story of aerial conflicts; instead, it turned out to
be a family saga of the German
aristocracy with some good acting by John Osborne (who didn't
write the play) and nothing
much else
an epic best forgotten as quickly as possible.
However, The Parachute
wasn't to be forgotten, because
a week later the author and producer came under the spotlight
in "Talkback ", the weekly survey
programme of viewers' criticisms
with inquisitions on authors and
other victims. It must have been
a grim experience for the author,
David Mercer, and the producer,
Tony Garnett, whose presentation of themselves and their
ideas could not have encouraged
viewers to venture their viewing
time on more plays from the
same stable. Modern avant -garde
plays are chancy entertainments,
but known classics are a different
category.
Take Cyrano de Bergerac for
instance, the French play by
Edmund Rostand, made famous
in England by the famous airman /actor Robert Loraine who
produced it at the Garrick

-

Theatre

in

387

-

responding to the magnificent
and colourful performance by
Robert Loraine. This was indeed
a part for a real actor who could
declaim the fine dialogue with
the appropriate gestures of a
swashbuckling musketeer. I saw
this piece, too, as a small boy,
astonished by the display of
handkerchiefs used by the audience in the stalls from my vantage point in the front of the
circle-all of them enjoying a
good cry.
Eric Porter faced the challenge
of the part gallantly on television, with a voice control
which must have matched Loraine's on both delicate love
scenes and in the heat of battle.
Cyrano de Bergerac's nose has
long been a monument in the
theatre, a make -up man's dream
as well as an actor's hope. On
television this classic was worth
watching, though the opening
scenes and the very end sequences were somewhat prolonged.
However, the strong story line
and flashing swords of Cyrano
de Bergerac cut to shreds The
Parachute, thanks- to the cast and
James MacTaggart, the producer.
When you consider this play
you realise that it was virtually
a one -man production, a portrait of a flamboyant character
embellished with many small
parts, plenty of swordmanship
and lots of colour. And, on television, fifteen minutes too long.
Still, this was worth twenty
anaemic modern plays!

London, in 1919. A

real tear jerker this was, according to my parents who saw it
and duly wept several times,

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS

-continued from page 305
sync separator to chassis. In standard models the
sync separator is the tetrode section of a 30FL1 (V17)
but in fringe versions with flywheel sync it is a
6F23 (V19); in the latter case the relevant pin is pin 8.
This 2µF capacitor is part of a double can with C78
but there is no reason why a separate capacitor should
not be fitted. We specified 2µF 350V as the rating
for the capacitor as these are most generally available
but in fact the voltage rating can be reduced to 200V
without risk, as the screen of the sync separator is
held at a much lower voltage by VR7 and R78
(standard chassis) forming a potentiometer across the
h.t. line so that the voltage at the capacitor doesn't
rise very high at all.

Striations
These are vertical rulings down the left -hand
side, fading in intensity toward the centre. Check

R73 4.7k li (rises in value due to heat).

Instability and sound -on- vision
Generally this does not result from misalignment
and cannot be cleared by adjustment of the sound
rejector. The usual cause is an open circuit C24 16µF
electrolytic which is part of a double can with C80
on the left side as viewed from the rear. The effect of
C80 being open circuit is a drop in sound volume with,
sometimes, a degree of vision buzz.

Tuner unit
The most common faults here are the usual
improper contact between the studs of the coil
biscuits and the contact springs. Normally it is only
necessary to clean the biscuit studs. A low- emission
30L15 will produce a grainy picture, worsening to no
picture at all as the emission falls to nil. The 3001 is
often responsible for a no picture condition but on
occasions may be responsible for severe loss of gain.
To be continued.
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J.6
LIKE many constructors, the author had
acquired a number of discarded TV chassis
over the years, either from friends or relatives,
or second -hand junk shops when one is tempted into
purchasing them for the sake of components which

VV

IIIJ

power -handling capacity could ensure a low level of
distortion. The valve type PL81 enjoyed an extended
period of popularity among TV receiver manufacturers, as a line output valve, and many constructors
will no doubt have one or more such valves in their
are sure to come in useful! After stripping off the spares box; the obvious choice for the preceding a.f.
more obviously useful components, the remains are stage is a valve of the EF80 type as these are quite
apt to be consigned to an odd corner, and those common in discarded TV chassis.
Television receivers normally employ a.c. /d.c.
"odd" valves added to the junk box. A means of
utilising some of these less obvious valves and circuitry with half-wave rectification, quite often by
components recently occurred to the author, and a PY82 or its equivalent, and in fact, one of these is
used in the design under discussion. It is essential
thus "The Teleamp" was conceived.
It would, of course, have been a simple matter to that all valves be of the same heater current rating,
build an audio amplifier using virtually the original 0.3A in the case of the types mentioned. The final
audio circuitry and components of the TV receiver, choice of valve line up for the "Teleamp" thus
but the author required an amplifier capable of a becomes EF80 (triode connected as 1st a.f. stage),
larger output than that normally provided by the PL81 audio output, PY82 half-wave power supply
sound channel of domestic TV, and it was therefore rectifier.
decided to use the line output valve as an audio
One of the disadvantages normally associated with
output valve. The characteristics of a line output a.c. /d.c. circuitry is that of the "live" chassis, which
valve are those of a high slope pentode with a power presents a shock hazard to anyone handling any
rating greatly in excess of the average type of audio metal parts when the apparatus is connected to the
output valve, most line output valves would in fact mains supply. However, it is possible to obviate
be capable of handling a continuous output of 7 watts this, and if the wiring instructions given later are
or mere, at a distortion level of 10% so that at a adhered to, this amplifier is just as safe to handle as
normal listening level of say 2 watts (perhaps 4 watts any other mains operated device; a "floating earth
on peak musical passages) the ample margin of line" isolated from the metal chassis is featured, and
all earth returns which would
normally be connected to the
chassis are connected to this
CM.1
64 4 5
R1
R6
earth line instead. The gramoC9 C10
NF
22kfl
1kll
phone pickup leads are isolated
(by capacitors) from the "live"
C4
amplifier circuitry, and thus
BNF
0002yF
R2
there is no chance of shock
100kfl
LS
when handling the pickup or
V3
C Ì001yF
its screened lead.
PY82
9
A further problem often enRB
countered in audio amplifiers
EFBO
loon
using half -wave rectification is
Vt
the incidence of an unaccepCB
tedly high hum level, but the
0.02
C1
prototype was found remarkN
R9
tree from this defect; the
ably
10000
0.02}íF
50 O
3A
high value of reservoir and
D.P.
dropper
PPer
switch
smoothing capacitors (those
removed from TV receivers
V3
usually being nominally in the
Volume
Tone
VRI
VR2
V2
range of "64 plus 250 N.F ")
IMR
R3
R7
and the use of an efficient choke
C2
1k11
100n
VI
0.02pF
working well below its accusI
25}íF
2506
tomed current rating, are doubt°Floating earth line
51a
ess of considerable aid in this
iChassis
AC/DC
respect. A skirted valveholder
mains
0441b
with screening can should be
Fig. 1: Theoretical circuit of the complete amplifier.
used in the V1 position.

000600

B
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The other unusual feature of the design is the
type of output transformer used; at first sight the
obvious choice would be the output transformer from
the original TV chassis, but these components are
small in size and incapable of handling a primary
current in excess of 40mA, or a total power output of
more than 2 to 3 watts. With a PL81 valve in the V2
position, primary current will be in the region of 70 to
80mA, and power output possibly in the region of 7
watts on peak passages. Naturally an ideal choice
would be a heavy duty output transformer, of the
multi -ratio type, capable of handling these power requi(Eements, but such components are apt to be rather
expensive. An acceptable substitute was found in the
shape of one of the "low capacity" c.r. tube heater
isolating transformers, which have been added to
many early TV receivers in an effort to boost an ageing tube or to give a further period of use to a tube
View of complete amplifier.
developing the symptom of heater/cathode leakage.
Nominally, these transformers comprise a primary
winding rated to carry the mains supply voltage (often certainly be either partially dried up (resulting in
with tappings to suit various supply voltages), and a
low capacity) or "leaky ".
secondary winding rated at 6.3V 0-3A, with additional tappings to boost the heater voltage by 10
and 20 %. The basic turns ratio of primary to second- BASIC CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ary is thus in the region of 40:1, and this was found to
Referring to Fig. 1, the incoming audio signal is
provide a reasonable match between the PL81 and
applied to the control grid of V1 via the isolating
311 loudspeaker. Furthermore, the primary winding
capacitors Cl and C2 and the volume control VR1.
is quite capable of carrying the anode current of the
PL81. Whilst audio "purists" might argue that a The valve VI is utilised as a triode, and hence has the
heater transformer is scarcely designed with high -fi screen grid connected to the anode, and the supaudio performance in mind, in actual practice the pressor grid connected to the cathode. Note that pin
author found that two examples
of heater isolating transformer
Tone and On /Off
Volume
tried out in this novel use perl
1 VRI
1 VR2 and Sla,b
formed very satisfactorily.
The result of the foregoing
investigations and experiments
°Floating'
earth line
was that the complete "Teleamp" was built almost entirely
from components stripped from
a TV chassis, the only major
exceptions being the adjustable
VI
heater "dropper" (that existing
in the TV chassis being unO
suitable, as a much larger
be
requires
to
voltage
"dropped"), and the potentioTo lower
meter with switch, used as a
tag of
R9
tone control and on/off.
:1
It is of course essential
To upper
that all components are in
tag of R9
good order: obviously a disThrough
carded TV chassis which has
chassis
to anode
spent months (or possibly
((
connection
years) in an attic or shed
-onTI
is
a
doubtful source of
components; particular atTo CRI
Through chassis
tention should be paid to
to output trans
(()
the main dual section electrolytic capacitor (C9 'C1() in
J()
Fig. 1). A capacitor whose
Chassis
rubber bung shows signs of
connection
bulging, or traces of electrolyte
leakage in the form of a white
Input
AC/DC -.
deposit where bung and can
sockets
mains
as
used,
meet, should not he
underside.
layout
of
the
amplifier
Fig.
2:
Wiring
and
such a component will almost
)

((c)

r--

r
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control has the double pole on/
off switch Sla /b ganged to it. It
is important never to operate.the
hole for
mains lead
amplifier without the loudspeaker connected, or damageto
both output transformer and V2
will almost certainly result, due
to flash -over or arcing.
0 0
114: dia. hole
3
Turning now to the power
00supply arrangements, it will
1'i'4
be seen that one side of the
0!0
mains is connected (via Sia)
to the "floating" earth line
previously mentioned, and the
other mains lead (via Slb) is
3/á
connected to the "top" of the
adjustable mains dropper as
shown in Fig. 1 (actually to the
-tiá-w+
j Dotted outline
bottom tag of the component
shows position
---of tagboard
when mounted on the chassis).
under
chassis
4
The slider of R9, set at the
12
appropriate point of adjustment as described later, provides the take -off point for the
supply to the valve heaters,
1i"4
which are wired in a series
chain in the order shown. It is
essential that V1 is included at
Mains
the low potential end, i.e.,
dropper
nearest to the earth line, other2'
1"
wise trouble will be experienced with an unduly high
level of 50cis mains hum in the
a"
amplifier output.
_40
Hole sizes:- a....34dia. b...3/8 dia, c....4BA clear d...6BA clear
Returning to Slb, it will be
seen that this side of the mains
f''
4y
supply is also connected, via
R8, to the anode of the rectifier
valve V3. The object of R8 is to
act as a limiting resistor, and
22.
on no account should this
_
component be omitted, the
1i VR2,
I
SI
reason being that the reservoir
capacitor CIO and smoothing
Fig. 3: Above chassis layout, drilling and chassis dimensions.
capacitor C9 present almost a
short -circuit to the h.t. current
6, which forms the connection to the valve's inner
when these capacitors are charging up during the
screening, is connected directly to the earth line.
moments immediately after switching on, and the
Bias voltage is provided by R3 (with its attendant by- heavy current which would tend to flow through the
pass capacitor C3) in the cathode circuit. The valve V3 as soon as the latter "warmed up" could
amplified audio signal is developed across the anode cause damage to its cathode. Insertion of R8 limits
load resistor R2 and h.t. line decoupling by R1 and the initial charging current to a safe value, yet does
C4. The signal now passes via the coupling capacitor
not cause any serious voltage drop in the h.t. line once
C5 to the control grid of V2. As this latter valve has a
the amplifier is operating.
very high slope ( "gain ") the inclusion of a grid stopThe pulsating d.c. current taken from the cathode
per resistor, R5, is essential. This resistor must be of V3 is then smoothed in the usual manner by C10,
wired as closely as possible to pin 2 of the PL81 C9 and the choke CHI. As the type of choke used in
valve. Resistor R4 forms the customary grid leak for
TV receivers is usually of low resistance, and limited
V2. Bias is provided by R7, with capacitor C6 in inductance, smoothing is made good by the use of
parallel. The screen grid of V2 is fed via the voltage
larger values of reservoir and smoothing, capacitors
dropping resistor R6, this is to ensure that the screen than is normal practice in radio receivers or audio
grid operates at a slightly lower voltage than the amplifiers.
anode of the valve, otherwise the screen grid would
tend to be overrun, resulting in distortion and damCONSTRUCTION
age to the valve. The output from the anode of V2
(which is the top cap of a PL81 valve) is taken to the
The amplifier
be constructed on a U- shaped
primary of Tl. A fixed tone correction capacitor C7 chassis measuringcan
8 x 7in., with 2¡in. deep runner
is wired permanently across the primary winding. A
front and rear, which means in effect that a sheet of
simple but effective variable tone control of the "top
16s.w.g. aluminium 12 x 8in. is required, this is a
cut" variety is provided by C8 and VR2. This latter standard size obtainable from several advertisers in
Gromrneted

- 2i-1
-

1--+-

CIRMIC
t^n

-

T
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this magazine. It is best to drill all holes whilst the
sheet is flat, before turning down the side runners.
The exact position of mounting holes for the smoothing choke, output transformer, and C9/C10 will
depend upon the physical size of these components,
the actual dimensions used in the prototype by the
author are however given in Fig. 3. Whilst minor
modifications should have little effect in a design of
this nature, it is recommended that a layout basically
similar should be adhered to. Once the valveholder
cutouts have been made (preferably with a ;in.
diam. chassis cutter), the actual valveholders should
be used as templates to mark the position of their
fixing holes. Size 6 BA bolts and nuts should be
used to fasten the valveholders, and the input
socket on rear chassis runner; elsewhere 4 BA bolts
will be found most suitable, the sizes of the respective
drilling holes are clearly indicated on Fig. 3. The
holes through which wiring is required to pass
should be sin. diameter and should be fitted with
rubber insulating grommets. The majority of the resistors and capacitors are mounted on a paxolin
tagboard, a nine -way board is specified although only
seven sets of tags are actually used in the basic
circuit, the use to which the two "spare" tags may be
put is described under the suggested experimental
modifications, which some constructors may wish to
try out, at the end of this article. The tagboard
should be supported clear of the chassis surface by
placing 4 BA nuts between the paxolin and under chassis surface, as spacers. One very important
feature is that the can of the electrolytic capacitor C9/
CIO must be insulated from the chassis, failure to
observe this precaution would invalidate the "floating"
earth line to which all earth returns are made. The
capacitor should therefore have a layer of Sellotape,
or stout brown paper tape, placed around it before the
fixing clip is placed in position. The fixing clip
should, when bolting to the chassis, be stood off
therefrom by the use of spacing washers, or additional
nuts, so that there is no danger of any part of the
electrolytic capacitor's can coming into contact with
the chassis. Components may be mounted in any
order, using Figs. 2 and 3 as a guide. Note especially
the correct orientation of the valveholders, and do
not forget to use a holder with screening "skirt" in
the VI position.

WIRING NOTES
The series heater chain may be conveniently tested
and adjusted as follows. If a multimeter is available,
set to read ohms, and connect between end of mains
supply flex. Insert all three valves, and turn the on /off
switch to the "on" position and a reading of several
hundred ohms should result. It is now necessary to
adjust the setting of the slider on R9 to provide the
correct voltage drop when amplifier is connected to
the mains. The heater current required for correct
operation of the specified valves is 0.3A, and their
working voltages are:
19.0V
PY82
21.5V
PL81
6.3V
EF80
Total

46.8V

Deduct the total heater voltage from that of the

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1

R2
R3
R4
R5

22kû
100kû
1k1
470k12

R6
R7
R8
R9

47k0

1

kSZ

1W

10052

100e

5W

1000á20.3A mains
dropper with slider

(Alt 10%1W unless otherwise stated).

Potentiometers:
VR1

VR2

500kû or 1Mû
50kû with d.p. switch

Capacitors:
0.02µF 750V paper
0.02µF 750V paper
C3
2514F 25V electrolytic
C4
8µF 350V electrolytic
0.01µF 350V paper
C5
C6
25µF 25V electrolytic
C7
0.002µF 350V paper
0.02µF 350V paper
C8
C9 /C10 64+250µF 275V electrolytic
Cl

C2

(dual section)

Valves:
V1

EF80

V3

PY82

V2

PL81

Miscellaneous:

(240 -6.3V
similar); smoothing choke CH1; B9A
valveholders; B9A screening can; sheet
aluminium 12 x 8in.; 9 -way tagboard; control
knobs; 2 -way tag strips; screened wire;
wiring wire; nuts, bolts, etc.
Heater isolation transformer T1

or

the unwanted 193.2V is 193.2 divided by 0.3 =644 SZ.
Connectt the multimeter between the lower and
slider contacts of R9, loosen the slider securing screw,
and adjust the position of the slider until a reading as
near 6440 as possible is obtained. If no multimeter is
available, a reasonably accurate setting can be made
by setting the slider of R9 so that about two -thirds
of the length of resistance winding is in circuit.
Referring to Fig. 2, mount the specified components on the tagboard, and make the various
interconnections on the tagboard itself and between
the tagboard and various valve pins, and to C9, as
clearly shown. The tagboard is fastened to the chassis
by 6 BA long bolts, using a 4 BA nut as spacer to
ensure that underside of tagboard is stood off clear of
the chassis surface. It is recommended that the
"floating earth line ", should he of fairly stout gauge,
not less than 18s.w.g.

TESTING
If a multimeter

is to hand, a check should be made
with meter set to ohms range, to ensure that there are
no short -circuits or low resistance path between C10
(h.t. positive) and the floating earth line. If all is well,

local mains supply, e.g., 240V less 46.8V Ì93.2V.
Using Ohms law, the required resistance to drop
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-continued on page 324

T intervals, television reception

is

made

difficult by interference from foreign transmissions, ghost signals and severe fading. This
is usually attributed to "weather conditions ", but
the "weather" referred to is not that of our immediate atmosphere, but that of the atmosphere
many miles above the earth, the region known as
the Ionosphere. The story of its discovery and its
effects is a particularly fascinating one, as it runs
very closely parallel to the story of the progress of
radio and radar.

FIRST TRANSMISSIONS
When the basic facts of radio transmission and
reception were discovered by Heinrich Hertz in the
1880s, his equipment consisted of a spark -gap transmitter with a tinfoil plate attached to each side of
the sparking electrodes. We would now recognise
this -as a dipole connected direct to the tank circuit
of an oscillator. His receiver consisted of a loop of
wire ending in another much smaller spark gap.
When the transmitter was working, sparks could be
seen in the spark -gap of the receiver. Several copies
of Hertz's apparatus have been constructed, and it
seems fairly certain that the predominant frequencies (for the bandwidth was very large) were in
the microwave region, and not the low frequencies
later used for broadcasting. Using this apparatus,
Hertz demonstrated convincingly that the type of
radiation he had discovered (later named Hertzian
waves) obeyed the same rules as did light; it travelled in straight lines, was reflected, refracted and
could be "absorbed" by a suitable receiver. Hertz
found that excellent reflectors of Hertzian waves
were sheets of any conducting material, and he used
sheets of copper to prove that the beam was reflected, and that the angle of incidence was equal
to the angle of the reflection as in optics. Figure 1
should clarify this rule of reflection. The waves
which Hertz discovered fulfilled in every way the

theoretical analysis made by Clark Maxwell and
were therefore classed as electromagnetic radiation
along with light. Hertz died at the age of 36; the
history of radio might well have been very different
had he lived longer.
A large number of people were fascinated by
Hertz's work; Marconi in Italy, Popov in Russia,
Fleming in Britain and experiments in radio
transmission began in several parts of the world.
The discovery that higher and longer aerials could
lead to reception over a greater distance seems to
have been made by Marconi and Popov almost
simultaneously, but it is doubtful if they realised
that they were, in this way, usine much longer
wavelengths than had been used by Hertz.
Although by 1910 Marconi had succeeded in
transmitting from the Isle of Wight to Poldhu
(Cornwall) Hertz's discovery that the waves travelled in straight lines was still unchallenged and
when Marconi announced that he was attempting
transatlantic communication the impossibility of this
step was pointed out. Such is the curvature of the
earth that an impossibly high pair of aerials would
be needed for straight -line communication across
the Atlantic. Logically, the signals would disappear
into outer space and be lost. As far as it went, this
logic was correct; in fact, had Hertz attempted this
experiment with his apparatus he would have
found this to be so. Marconi, however, working
purely on a hunch decided to try it out.
The results are well known. Communication was
found to be possible though no one could say why
with any degree of certainty. Various theories were
put forward; a popular one being that the longer
waves did not travel in straight lines. As a result,
the longer wavelengths were reserved for Government and commercial use and the short waves
tossed, like a scrap of meat to a dog, to the amateurs who were now becoming a formidable force
in radio. The results of that decision are now
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equally well known; the amateur operators, undeterred by theories, opened up one short wave
band after another. and hove been entitled to the
use of certain bands ever since. That is another
story, however, and the results of all the practical
Work done at that time served only to confirm that
the radio waves travelled in straight lines.

MR. H. AND MR. K.
Curiously enough, a theory capable of explaining
long distance radio communication had been in
existence since the early days of the century. The
British mathematician Heaviside had collaborated
with his American opposite number Kennelly to
publish a Treatise on Electromagnetic Theory. This
put forward the idea that there existed in the upper
atmosphere a conducting layer whose effect on
radio waves must be similar to that of the copper
sheet which Hertz used in his experiments.
Briefly, the theory submitted that any atom of
a gas (or any other material) is electrically neutral
because the atom consists of a central nucleus,
which has a positive charge, surrounded by several
electrons each having a negative charge. The number of electrons is always sufficient to balance out
the charge on the nucleus so that the atom as a
whole is neutral. Nitrogen for example, has seven
electrons circulating round a nucleus which has a
positive charge of seven units. It is the charge on
the nucleus which decides what chemical properties
an atom has; the "seven- charge" is Nitrogen, the
"eight- charge" is Oxygen, the "six- charge" is Carbon and so on. It was known early on that one or
more of these electrons could be removed by adding
energy to the atom. Such energy might be electrical, as in a gas -discharge tube; thermal, as when a
substance is heated, or radiated in the form of

Line

perpendicular
to sheet

Fig. 1: Reflection of waves by

a

ENTER APPLETON
Although the Heaviside -Kennelly theory fitted
the observed facts perfectly, and predicted that
long- distance radio reception should be possible by
reflection from this conducting layer, there was no
direct proof that this reflection was taking place
until the Appleton experiment in 1924. Appleton
Ultra-Violet
light

Nucleus

Nucleus

+
Nitrogen (7 electrons)

Nitrogen ion

( +)

Free
electron
(

Nucleus has 7 +charges
each electron has 1-

charge, Net result,
a neutral atom

-)

The presence of ions and
electrons makes the
Nitrogen gas a conductor

Fig. 2: Conversion of an atom to an ion.

Conducting sheet

Beam from
Transmitter

where the ultra- violet light from the sun was most
intense, and where the atmosphere was at a sufficiently low pressure to permit electrons to travel
some distance. The result of the process described
in the Heaviside- Kennelly theory is that in the
upper atmosphere there must be a conducting layer
of electrically charged particles; electrons, and portions of atoms whose electrons have been removed.
These portions of atoms are known as ions (meaning "wanderers "), and they were already a familiar
idea in the field of chemistry.

Reflected beam
to Receiver

conducting sheet.

light. Heaviside and Kennelly found that the ultraviolet light radiated from the sun would supply
enough energy to an electron for it to leave the
nitrogen atom leaving the atom with a positive
charge and a wandering electron which would behave as a negative unit of charge (Fig. 2). This
process could occur only in the upper atmosphere

set out to prove that reflection was taking place
and to measure the distance of the reflecting layer
above the earth; the method he used is of some
importance if we are to understand the effects of
interference on TV signals. For his experiment
Appleton used the BBC transmitter at Bournemouth and the receiving station at Oxford. Assuming that reflection was taking place above the earth,
there should be two signals reaching the receiver,
one coming directly in a straight line from the
transmitter and the other reflected in two straight
lines (Fig. 3).
Since the reflected wave had to travel a greater
distance, and it was well established that all radiation travelled at the same speed of 186,000 miles
per second the reflected wave would arrive at the
receiver slightly later than the direct wave. If the
reflected wave and the direct wave arrived in phase
(Fig. 4) they would reinforce each other to give a
strong signal at the receiver. If they arrived out of
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other to give a weak
signal at the receiver. There was no way of telling
whether the time delay of the reflected signal would
cause reinforcement or cancellation, but Appleton
had an ingenious method of getting round this. He
arranged for the transmitter to be changed slowly
in frequency during the experiment. Since the time
delay was constant, this meant that different numbers of wavelengths were involved and therefore
the phase changed (Fig. 5). If Appleton's ideas
were correct, the signal strength indicator should
rise and fall continuously as the frequency was
varied; this proved to be correct, and the existence
of the Heaviside Layer was proved.
phase they would cancel each

Conducting layer

Reflected
wave

Transmitter
Direct wave
Fig. 3: Radio frequency waves reflected by
layer.

Receiver
a

conducting

It was found later that the Heaviside Layer acted

as a reflector only of the lower frequencies (longer
wavelengths), just as a chicken-wire fence can
reflect a football but allows a golf-ball to pass.

Appleton later used short pulses of waves to time
the reflection of a vertical beam from the Heaviside Layer and thus determine its height (80
miles) accurately. During the course of these experiments, he discovered a second layer at a height
of about 150 miles; this was later called the
Appleton Layer in his honour.

VARIABILITY
The reflecting powers of the Heaviside and
Appleton layers are very variable, and dozens of
radio stations all over the world do nothing else
but chart the amount of reflection from those
layers. This knowledge is essential if long- distance
radio communication is to be carried out, since
frequencies can then be changed to give the most
favourable conditions. Predictions of conditions of
the layers (the ionosphere) can be made in the
same way (but with more accuracy !) as predictions
of weather in the lower atmosphere. Ionospheric
weather reports can be made up from long-distance
radio reception reports, from pulse measurements
using radar and from rocket soundings.

SUN SPOTS
What causes changes in the "Ionospheric
weather" ? Since the source of the ionosphere is
ultra -violet radiation from the sun, it is reasonable
to suppose that variations in the sun cause variations in the conditions of the ionosphere, and this
turns out to be so. The amount of ultra-violet
radiation from the sun fluctuates considerably, and
this fluctuation is later detectable as changes in
the ionosphere. Because of the distance between the
earth and the sun (about 92 million miles) the radia-
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tion takes about 81 minutes to reach the ionosphere..
Every so often conditions of complete radio
blackout on many frequencies occur. These conditions come shortly after the eruption of a sunspot,
and are caused by the sun emitting an unusual
intensity of radiation accompanied by a stream of
electrons and ions which, travelling more slowly
than the radiation, arrive a few hours later. The
effect of such an occurrence is to greatly intensify
the effects of the Appleton and Heaviside layers.
At first, the effect is noted as intermittent fading of
long- distance stations accompanied by interference
between stations. Long- distance reception becomes
possible at shorter wavelengths than is normal, and
eventually reception is severely disturbed by echo
effects, and interference from distant stations.
Under normal conditions, the wavelengths used
in television transmission are much too short to be
reflected by either of the layers of the ionosphere.
Television normally depends on the use of the
direct or ground wave, travelling from transmitter
to receiver in an approximately straight line,
though it can "bend" slightly (a process known as
diffraction) round obstacles and be reflected from
objects on earth to cover a wider range than purely
straight line conditions would indicate. The shorter
the wavelength, the more closely the behaviour of
a wave approximates to straight -line conditions,
which explains the large difference in reception
areas of ITV and BBC -2.
Because of this "straight- line" reception at the
high frequencies used for television, a large number
of transmitters are needed, each serving an area
whose size depends on the height and location of
the transmitting aerial and the undulations of the
ground. Under normal conditions transmitters do
not interfere with each other because adjacent transmitters work at different frequencies. Some frequency sharing is inevitable because of the limited
number of frequencies available in Bands I and III,
but any two transmitters working on the same frequency are widely spaced apart and, as a further
safeguard, work with opposite polarisations, one
vertical and the other horizontal.

INTERFERENCE
Ionospheric conditions .usually make a certain
amount of long- distance reception possible; however we seldom experience much interference due to
distant transmitters. Seldom, that is, unless a particularly large sunspot erupts. Then the increased
reflection from the ionosphere can cause the effects
which drive normally placid viewers to telephone
the BBC and ITV. Interference effects are very
noticeable on television because of the effect of
small phase shifts; a phase shift of lµS causes a
picture shift of nearly two inches on a 21 -in.
receiver. When large amounts of reflection are
taking place several effects can be seen :
I. Interference from other transmitters. This may
cause breakthrough in sound, in vision or both. In
a mild form it may do little more than cause a
herringbone pattern to appear on the screen,
caused by the beating together of the two r.f. signals. Similarly a whistle may be heard on sound due
to the interfering signal beating with the sound
carrier of the local station. In more severe cases,
the beat pattern in the video stages may cause
synchronisation to be upset, causing slipping and
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tearing of the picture. The interfering signal may
even be strong enough to produce a picture which
slips in and out of lock. In such cases it is often
possible to obtain a better picture from a more
distant transmitter. For example, during a recent
sunspot cycle, Southern (Channel 11) was much
less liable to interference than Croydon (Channel 9)
in Essex, normally a Channel 9 region. The
Channel 11 Anglia transmissions were little
affected, being horizontally polarised.
Direct
wave

Reflection
I

\NV\i

Total
signal

315

2 Echo effects. Even when there is no interference from other transmitters, reception can be
effected by ghostin. Both direct wave and reflected
wave reach the receiver, and they will not neces-.
sarily be in step. In television, as has been pointed
out, a small phase shift can have a considerable
effect. A picture is therefore obtained from each
signal, the direct signal giving a locked normal
picture, and the delayed signal a second picture.
(ghost) shifted along from the normal picture. Very
often, both signals vary in intensity, and this can
have the annoying affect of causing the set to lock
on to whichever signal is stronger, so that the
picture appears to shift to and fro across the
screen. This is particularly so if flywheel sync is
not in use.
As well as being shifted, the second signal may
be inverted, causing a negative ghost, and there may
be multiple reflections from difi_rcnt ionospheric
layers and from paths involving ground reflections
as well.
3. Fading. The strength of the reflected signal
varies considerably from one minute to another,
and, when the reflection is out of phase with the
direct signal, this causes variable degrees of fading.

REMEDY

Waves arriving in phase, add, to give strong signal

Direct
wave

Reflection

One obvious remedy for "sunspot blues" is to
watch BBC -2. The other, as outlined earlier, is to
use stations other than the nearest one -so that -noground wave is present; this assumes that the
variations of signal strength of the reflected
wave can be dealt with by the a.g.c. system.
A viewable picture can often be obtained in
this way. If an aerial system of opposite polarisation
is available, this may be used sometimes with advantage to pick up an adjacent station whose polisation has been changed by reflection (as sometimes
happens). Given a reasonably modern set and the
inclination to fiddle with the fine tuner, a locked
picture can often be obtained.
-

CONCLUSION
Total
signal
Waves arriving out of phase, subtract, to give weak signal

Fig 4 (above): Phase difference of waves arriving at the
aerial. The reflected waves shown equal in strength for
clarity. Normally they would be weaker.
Fig. 5

(below): Changing the frequency of the transmitter

-Appleton's solution

Signal with

frequency

being varied

Reflection

arriving
later

Total signal
vales while
frequency

s

being changed

to the problem of phase.

There is no complete cure to the effects of sunspots on television reception at Band I and III frequencies. Band IV is, however, little affected, due
to the wide range of frequencies available, and the
short wavelength which suffers very little reflection
in the Ionosphere. It is worth noting that foreign
stations on Bands IV and V can be obtained during
a sunspot cycle, and their pictures locked, though
sound is seldom obtainable due to the use of
different standards.
We have come a long way
since Appleton's confirmation of the Heaviside Layer
in 1924. Practically every
household now can see the
effects of the reflection
which Appleton was trying
so hard to prove with simple
equipment. It is, nevertheless, very humbling to think
that the existence of the
problem was worked out
so completely by mathematicians at a time when
radio and television were
little more than a dream.
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VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
H.W.HELLYER

PARTI

of servo systems, and can now afford to look a little
receivers are comparatively straightforward. A more closely at this particular method. In Part 4 of
this series in the January 1968 issue of PRACTICAL
pulse triggers an oscillator at the appropriate
line or field frequency to lock the speed of the TELEVISION a brief account of the head and servo
deflection of the electron beam which traces the assembly and its operation was given. To recap
picture on the receiver's tube to the transmitted signal briefly: three different sets of timing pulses at 25,
50 and 10,125 times per second are needed, the
which is timed by the scanning beam of the camera.
Design problems centre around preserving constant first to control a braking force which retards the
oscillator frequency, keeping the lock -in range of the common motor spindle and acts as a servo to mainoscillator within bounds, shaping and selecting the tain the correct speed by means of a simple sampling
pulses to avoid random triggering, and other familiar device, the 50c /s pulses to trigger the camera vertical
oscillator and also to synchronise the monitor, and
problems.
When we consider the added problems of syn- the 10,125c/s pulses fed to the camera to trigger the
chronising that video tape recording raises, however, horizontal oscillator. Finally it must be remembered
that the spindle with its drums, coils and pole pieces,
it is small wonder that the sync and servo circuits
are among the most critical and elaborate in the and the heads mounted at the top, is revolving at 25c/s,
upon which all the synchronising depends.
whole equipment. A television signal being recorded
Figure 23 shows the system in more detail.
will carry its own train of pulses, but these cannot
be impressed as a varying magnetism on the tape to Beginning at top left when recording off-air the
incoming video signal is applied to a sync separator
act as a trigger for oscillator circuits during replay
without a number of safeguards- without, in fact, biased so that the sync signal drives it into conduction.
a
number of drastic
Tr 33
Tr28
changes to make the transTr56 Tr57
position from the electrical
TV
Pulse
Sync /CTL
to the magnetic mode
Sync sep Rec
Integrator
amplifier
amplifier
amplifier "..O
possible.
Video
Then the mechanical signal
Cam
Play
in
system which transports
Tr50 Tr51
the tape must be given
suitable information to enDelay
able it to replay at exactly
multivibrtr
the same speed as it
recorded. So the incoming
pulses will have to be used
Tr36 Tr37
Tr35
Tr34
Tr31 Tr32
Tr27
as electronic triggers for a
system
reference -pulse
D.C.
Monostable
CTL P/B
Integrator
that can be sensed by the
Gate
Integrator
amplifier
multivibrtr
preamp.
mechanical system. More
complications! But we
have not finished yet.
Play
When using the camera CTL
television
the
of
instead
Rec
receiver as our source of
Tr 30
pictures we must produce
25 PG
our own sync pulses and
pulse
25 PG
servo reference pulses both
amplifier
Play
TV
to trigger the timebases of
the screen we intend to
Tr18
use as a monitor while
Rec
Pulse mixer
Cam
Vertical
( monitor sync)
recording and also to
pulse
PGib
50
control the equipment on
amplifier
To Camera
replay. An advantage of
(Trigger pulse for
Brake
vertical osc. )
stator °o
the system employed by
Tr 38
3
Sony is that it is largely
To Camera
independent of variations 10125
pulse
for
(Trigger
of both the sync pulses
PG
horizontal osc.)
of the television signals
C
+ve
and of supply frequency.
We have already discussed the general principle
Fig. 23: Block diagram of the sync and servo control arrangements.

THE synchronising systems of normal television

«x

_y
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The sync pulse is thus both amplified and safely
parted from the picture information portion of the
signal. After further amplification by Tr57 it is
shaped by Tr28 and applied to an integrator, which
acts as a low -pass filter, leaving only the 50c Is sync
pulse as shown in Fig. 24b. These pulses trigger the
delay multivibrator, the output of which is a train of
pulses of the same mark -space ratio but delayed as
shown in Fig. 24c. The trailing edge of these pulses
is used to trigger the monostable multivibrator, from
which two outputs arc taken, a 50c /s square wave
output of the type shown in Fig. 24h, of mark -space
ratio' determined by the delay time of this circuit,
which is taken from Tr31 and fed to the control track
head and recorded on the tape as a control pulse, and
an output of the form shown in Fig. 24d which is
taken from Tr32 (Fig. 25 shows the circuits in greater
detail and we shall return to them shortly), integrated
by Tr34 and the output (Fig. 24e1 applied to the gate
along with a signal from the 25cis nulse generator.
This consists of a pole piece on the drum on which a
coil is wound: the voltage in the coil is changed in
time with the 25 per second revolution rate. The coil
has d.c. flowing through it and the passing of the
magnet varies the flux. The 25c /s pulses, shown in
Fig. 24f, open the gate for a period determined by the
timing of the pulses. The output from the gate is
integrated (Fig. 24g) and applied to the d.c. amplifier
which provides a control current which is fed to the
brake stator.
On playback the pulse output from the control
head (Fig. 24j) is used to trigger the multivibrators
via Tr27, Tr28 and Tr33, the output from Tr34
again being gated by 25c /s reference pulses and the
output used to control the braking action.
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Fig. 24: Waveforms associated with the contro' circuits.

Brake and pulse generators
The electromagnetic brake is something like a
conventional squirrel -cage induction motor in
principle. Interaction of stator field and the induced
field in the rotor causes a braking effect proportional
to the current causing the stator flux.
Also when recording off-air the pulses from the
50c /s pulse generator coil are fed to the mixer stage
in the video amplifier section to synchronise the
monitor field timebase, the output from the 10,125c Is
pulse generator being applied to the monitor via the

video amplifier with the composite waveform.
When recording from the camera there are of
course no '50cIs sync pulses as provided by the
monitor when recording off-air. Instead the reference
pulse recorded by the control track head is derived
from the 25c /s pulse generator and fed to the head
via the pulse amplifier Tr33, the delay multivibrator
and monostable multivibrator. In this mode the brake
coil is energised via the preset shown, the setting of
which is determined during an off-air signal to
maintain constant speed. The 50c/s and 10,125cIs
pulses are again applied to the camera to trigger its
field and line scanning, and both are mechanically
locked to the 25c /s pulses.
During playback, the pulse which was recorded
on the tape is switched to the sync amplifier Tr27,
taking the place of the video sync pulse, and this
subsequently becomes the comparison pulse for the
braking action as we have seen.
The purely electronic sync pulses must be provided
exactly in step with the running of the mechanism,

not taken off electronically from the signal. If we
were to attempt the easy way out, i.e. direct sync
pulse filtering and application, there would be a
tendency tor hunting and moiré patterns on the
replayed picture. So we take off a 50c /s pulse trom
a coil past which two pole pieces, 180 degrees apart,
are moving as the drum rotates. The pulse is amplified
by Tr18 and applied to the camera as a trigger pulse
for its vertical oscillator; and also to the mixer stage
in the video amplifier chain for triggering the
monitor. This 9V peak -to -peak signal at 50c /s is in
tact a good deal more stable than the average sync
pulse from a TV timebase and provides a solid field
lock.

-

The 10,125 signal for line timebase locking
remembering that we are still with the 405 -line
system -is also derived from the drum action. Two
coils, 180 degrees out-of- phase, are sited at the
periphery of a drum with 405 grooves which rotates,
of course, at the basic rate of 25 times per second.
Thus 405 x 25 = 10,125 and this number of pulses
is induced in the coils and fed to a balancing circuit
with an adjusting potentiometer. From here the
pulse is amplified by Tr38, coupled through a
variable -tuned circuit and fed to the camera as
trigger pulse for the horizontal oscillator.

Mu /tivibrator circuits
Both multivibrators in the doubt' mu tivibrator
arrangement shown in Fig. 25 are of the monostable
variety. In the case of the delay multivibrator Tr50
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coincidence of this fineness.
can be little more than
the thickness of a trace.
To
R312
4.7
ion
control
The pole pieces can be
Head
adjusted to minimise displacement of the pulses,
and this combination of
C307
12
1NF
adjustments should always
kt1
make it possible to keep
the error to within 4µS
To
which is 1 /25th of the
pulse interval as viewed.
]NF
When the signal is coming from the camera, a
0.01
further multivibrator pair
NF.
is connected in the input
of the pulse mixer and a
preset resistor in the colFrom
lector of the left -hand
pu se
amp.
element allows adjustment
for exact timing. In all
cases it is necessary to set
up the circuits first with
an off-air signal to get the
sync right, then switch to
Fig. 25: De /ay and monostable multivibrator circuits.
camera and bring the
auxiliary circuit into step.
Tr51 the bias on Tr50 is arranged so that it is To do things the other way round leads to some
normally conducting. A negative pulse applied to its curious results if the original timing is a little way
base via C912 cuts Tr50 off and the rising collector out of step.
The second section of the multivibrator pair shown
voltage is then coupled via R912 to the base of Tr51,
which conducts. The collector voltage of Tr51 then in Fig. 25, consisting of Tr31 and Tr32, is a similar
falls and C912 begins to discharge through R914 and monostable circuit, that is, it has one stable and one
unstable state: the vertical sync pulse triggers the
R913. Tr50 remains cut -off until this discharge is
complete, when it resumes conduction and causes circuit into its unstable state, and it stays in this state
affairs
is
maintained
for a period of time determined by C307 and R312,
Tr51 to cut off. This state of
until the next pulse arrives. The discharge rate of giving an output for 40mS approximately.
Consider the circuit when first switched on, with
C912 is the important factor and this is varied by
making R913 a preset resistor. Fig. 24 shows the Tr32 cut off and Tr31 conducting. A large negative
relative position of pulses in and out of this circuit pulse is applied to the collector of Tr32 through the
obtained by this triggering action. In practice, the diode, causing the collector voltage to drop, which
output pulse from Tr50 as shown is not used, but cuts off Tr31 and, raising the base voltage of Tr32,
rather the trailing edge of the positive pulse at its allows it to conduct. As long as C307 remains
collector is employed, differentiated by 0911 and charged, Tr32 continues to conduct. When C307
becoming a negative spike. It is this spike that acts as discharges Tr31 base voltage rises so that it conducts,
again cutting Tr32 off. The output from Tr31 is
the trigger for the next multivibrator pair.
In sitting up an oscilloscope is connected (vertical taken off as a pulse and recorded ón the tape via the
control track head. When switched to camera, the
plates) to the video-output test point and synchronised
by the separated 50c /s
+28V'
sync pulse from an off-air
10 kn
017
signal at the output of the
Tr3á
sync separator circuit,
after the low -pass filter.
330kri
The 50c /s pulses from
6.8
bòth the video signal and
Tr35
kn
To
the 50c /s pulse generator
brake
coil
on
the
coil will overlap
25 p
screen of the 'scope, and PGó 0.1 F
R324
470
adjustment of R913 should
kf1
allow a theoretical coincidence of the pulses. Theory
Tr 37
is all very fine, but we
R325
250
all know that practice is
kn
8.2kn
very different and if we 2.2k0
C45
can reduce the overlap to
2211
within 1 /25th of the pulse
F
C31S
TNF
SNFT
interval we are doing well
O4
1NF
and the circuit will pull
into step. Obviously a
Fig. 26: 25c/s pu/se amplifier, gate and d.c. amplifier circuits.
good scope is needed, as
+28V

-1

yT
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IN
NEXT MONTH

Practical
TELEVISION
X -RAY RADIATION

METER
Because of the high e.h.t. necessary with shadow mask tubes very large X -ray dose rates are produced
by shunt -stabiliser triodes used in the e.h.t. section
of hybrid receivers, so that a significant radiation
hazard exists if a colour receiver is operated with the
protective shielding removed from the e.h.t. section.
In monochrome receivers shorts in the c.r.t. anode
circuit also produce X -rays from the e.h.t. rectifier.
Hence the importance of being able to detect X -ray
radiation in experimental work. The meter described
in this article has been designed to fulfill this

The motor drives the head assembly via a crossed belt.

pulse from the 25c Is pulse generator acts as the
trigger instead and the same process takes place.

Braking control
The 25c!s pulse derived from the 25c!s pulse
generator coil is amplified by Tr30, as shown in
Fig. 26, and used to perform the triggering function as
mentioned above. It also acts as a reference by being
fed to the gate, Tr35, to which a pulse from the
monostable multivibrator is also applied, following
pulse amplification and integration by Tr34. Tr34
also acts as a form of impedance match to provide
the high impedance that is needed for integration.
The integrated output of the multivibrator is fed
via D17 to the Tr35 gate, while the output from Tr30
is transformer coupled to the base -emitter junction
of the gate. The reason for this method of coupling
is to allow the emitter and base to float above ground,
relative to both a.c. and d.c. When the base is made
positive with respect to the emitter by an incoming
suitably polarised pulse, the gate opens as Tr35
conducts. In effect, the gate is opened by the leading
edge of the pulse and a portion of the envelope of the
integrator output (see Fig. 24) is passed. According to
the relative position on the time scale of the pulses
from the multivibrator and the pulses from the 25c /s
pulse generator pickup coil, so a greater or lesser
portion of the envelope is allowed to pass, as the
dotted pulses shown in the waveform diagram indicate.
Too high a speed results in the earlier arrival of the
pulse so that a larger portion of the envelope is
passed. This is amplified by the d.c. amplifier (Fig.
23) and causes a stronger braking force, pulling the
drum back to its regular speed.
The output from the gate is passed via the integrating network C315, R324, C45, R325, with the
variable resistor R325 acting as a preset to determine
the time constant. The signal now goes to Tr36 and
Tr37, the d.c. amplifier, which consists of a Darlington pair with paralleled collectors. The output from
this goes to the stator coil to provide the braking
current.
Of the other parts of the circuit not described so
far we need say very little. The audio section of the
Sony CV2000B is a conventional four -transistor
record /playback circuit, with a push -pull (two transistor) oscillator, while the power supply uses
three transistors in a fairly straightforward regulator
circuit, giving the 28V line for the whole machine.
TO BE CONTINUED

requirement.

TELEVISION RECEIVER
TESTING
The first part of

a new series on television testing
techniques, concentrating on the test procedures
adopted by the professional service technician.
Field methods using the minimum of equipment
witl also be highlighted. the emphasis throughout
being on speedy fault diagnosis. Part 1 deals with
testing for aerial signals.

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
AND CONVERTERS
An interesting group of devices ensures that today
no scene is "untelevtsable". Image converters
sensitive to infra -red and ultra -violet radiation
produce corresponding visible light images so that,
for example, hot bearings in machinery or intruders
lit by heat energy in darkness can be seen. A
variation, the shutter tube, makes picture exposure
at speeds up to a few nanoseconds possible. The
image intensifier produces brilliant images by light
amplification so that we can see in the dark.

-

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELÓW
TO

(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve /deliver the MAY issue of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION (2/6), on sale
April 19th and continue every month until

further notice

NAME
ADDRESS

Rom
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we ere also

unable to publish letters from readers seeking a source
of supply of such apparatus.
The

DID BRITAIN INVENT TELEVISION?
-May I correct a few errors regarding early
SIR,
discoveries and inventions, which Mr. V. Yome
includes in his extracts from two encyclopaedias
The most authoritative account of Nipkow's
pioneer work is in Rhein's Wonder of the Waves
(Scientific Book Club, 1940). Paul Nipkow was a
23- year-old Polish student of "natural science"
living in Berlin when, on Christmas Day, 1883, he
conceived the scanning disc idea. He sketched his
proposed TV system, applied for a patent a few
days later, and was granted his well-known German
patent in 1884. His family was living in Lauenburg in Pomerania. He later became a railway
engineer in Germany, with several valuable patents
in that sphere. He did no practical work on his
disc, as he admitted when watching a demonstration in Berlin of Baird's system.
The only first -hand authority on Baird's pioneer
work is Television today and tomorrow by Moseley
and Barton -Chapple (Pitman, 1931), with foreword
by the inventor. Following considerable earlier
experiment Baird transmitted "simple objects"
publicly (at Selfridge's) in April, 1925, and demonstrated "real images" including "living faces" to
Jprominent scientists in his Soho workshop in
anuary 1926. Radio News of USA, after investi-.
gating Baird's claim, confirmed that he was
demonstrating the first real television in history.
In March, 1927, New York Times supported this
with a full-page description.
If I may also add a comment on "Frame
Wobble ", may I express agreement with Mr. C.
Wehner in condemning the short persistence phosphors of our c.r.t. screens.
On page 353 of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, May
1967, I explain how, by copying film protection
practice, flicker is generated by the scanning. He
will agree, I know, that the phosphor response
should last nearly as long as the persistence of
vision .(see Fig. 2). With suitable phosphors our

television could be flickerless, and this would allow
more lines in fewer pictures, making better use of
our v.h.f. stations, and saving valuable transmission
space. -A. O. HOPKINS (Worthing, Sussex).

*

*

*

According to your article on the invention
SIR,of television, page 4 October PRACTICAL TELE-

record that a German scientist
named Ruhmer in the early 1920's by means of a
telegraph apparatus transmitted pictures over a
distance.
When Ruhmer died he was making an instrument by which he hoped people would be able to
see each other over the telegraph line while talking.
-D.. COURTNEY (Didcot, Berkshire).
VISION, I have it on

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents.

WHO WANTS?
have in my possession five different makes
SIR,
of TV sets, for which I have no further use.
I was wondering therefore if any PRACTICAL TELEVISION readers would like any parts of them. They
would be most welcome to have any they should wish.
I would indeed be most grateful though, if they were
to help me in return, by sending something just to
cover the cost of return postage.
Three following sets are dismantled: GEC BT6641;
Ferguson 203T; Ferranti 17T4.
Two following sets are complete: Ferguson 113T;
Ultra V427. -C. WRIGHT (84 Catisfield Rd., Fare ham, Hampshire).

-I

COLOUR CONVERTER
reference to Mr. R. I. Blaney's (BilleriSIR,-With
cay, Essex) letter to the Editor (PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, June 1965) regarding A Colour Converter, I would be grateful if any readers could lead me
to any additional information on this or advise me
where I may obtain the plans.-ERIC ARMSTRONG
(102 Mountcollyer St., Belfast BT15 3EF, N. Ireland).
SOBELL 1000 DST INFO
-For some considerable time I have been
SIR,
trying to obtain, through adverts in your columns
and other sources, a service sheet for a television
receiver Sobell 1000 DST.
Up to the moment my endeavours have been
costly and fruitless, and I would be grateful if any
SARTORIUS (35 Lingother readers could help me.
ham Lane, Moreton, Wirral, Cheshire).

-J.

ISSUES WANTED
-Since August 1966 I have taken a great
SIR,
interest in television and have all issues of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION since then.
After haunting local second-hand bookshops I
have only been able to buy odd previous issues
though I should like to obtain all issues back to
approximately 1960.
I would much appreciate it if you could ask in
"Letters to the Editor ", for anyone who could sell
me a complete set of copies from 1960 to August
1966 approximately.
Thank you for a very interesting and instructive
magazine.-R. DOWDING (14 Stanborough Road,
Plymstock, Plymouth, Devon).

*

*

SIR, -Could any reader

please sell or loan me
the following issues of PRACTICAL TELEVISION:
October 1963; January, February May, June 1964;
July, August, November, December 1966; July
1967. -D. ELLIS JONES (67 Pennant, Llangefni,
Anglesey).
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any positive or negative h.t. output circuit is short circuited, but it remains intact on switching surges
when connecting external circuits with large input
electrolytics. The maims primary fuse blows on 1.t.
short -circuits only if these appear across the full 12V
a.c. or 18V d.c. outputs. Short -circuits across other
a.c. or d.c. l.t. outputs do not blow the fuse and would
lead to rapid destruction of diodes, transistors and
mains transformer. Brief short -circuits or partial
shorts (2 or 3 seconds maximum duration) do not lead
to damage; thus if one can be sure of noticing them
when they appear, it suffices to switch off the -mains
switch S 1 at once and then clear the fault on the
experimental circuit. In all cases of doubt, or if
experimental circuits are left running unattended, the
output lead from the power unit to the experimental

benchPD WER mu
PART 2

MARTIN

CAREFUL thought is necessary for the front
panel layout of a multi- output power unit. Three
requirements must be met: human safety,
clarity, and minimum danger of making inadvertent
connections. Human safety is here ensured by using
substantially insulated coloured wanderplug sockets
as output terminals, and an earthed metal cabinet. A
three -pin mains connection with earth lead is essential. Clarity is established by means of colour -coding
of the output terminals, which are on a white card
background carrying the voltage markings, current
ratings and lines to show internal interlinkages. White
is used for the respective common terminals, one pair
each for the h.t. complex and for the l.t. complex.
These complexes are not interconnected internally,
which fact is expressed on the front panel layout by
placing the three green earth terminals, the bias control potentiometer and the mains primary fuse in a
row between them. It is thus most unlikely that connections would he made in error to a h.t. output when
a l.t. output is desired, or vice versa.
All a.c. outputs in either complex are blue, whilst all
positive d.c. outputs are red and negative d.c. outputs
black. Black is on the left, red on the right. Larger
negative outputs are further left, larger positive outputs further to the right. Polarities and voltage markings are with respect to the white common terminals.
Higher voltages are higher up on the panel, lower ones
lower down. In this sense, a.c. ranks higher than d.c.
This arrangement is clear, pleasant in appearance
and leads to absolute minimum danger of unintended
connections. The wanderplug sockets must be insulated for 1kV d.c. /700V r.m.s. a.c. working, with the
contact sleeve adequately recessed in the coloured
plastic sleeve to prevent accidental contact with the
fingers. For making connections, use wanderplugs or
banana plugs with properly insulated plastic sleeves
containing no metallic collars or grubscrews which
can touch the fingers.

FUSE PROTECT/ON
Only a medium-delay 0.5A fuse has been specified
for the mains primary circuit. This blows at once if
The heading photograph shows the

L.

MICHAELIS, M. A.

circuit should include a cable fuse or magnetic cut -out
(see Fig. 7). Fit a fuse cartridge of suitable current
rating, or set the magnetic cut -out to the appropriate
trip current, for the particular circuit in question. Full
fuse protection on the front panel would have led to
complications in layout and synoptical appearance
and thus would have invited mistakes in connecting
up, or would have called for a larger cabinet making
field use impossible.

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
Figures 4-6 give full constructional details, which
are largely self- explanatory. It merely remains to
emphasise some special points. The printed wiring on
the circuit board is called upon to carry high currents,
so that it must be coated generously with solder. Take
great care to observe adequate spacing between adjacent conductors and to avoid, projecting spikes of
solder, since some conductors are carrying very high
voltages. To prevent dust deposits leading to shorts
bridging adjacent conductors, apply a generous coat
of approved varnish for printed circuits, after completing component soldering and conductor -tinning.
Use insulated wire with additional sleeving for the
connections to the printed- circuit board.
The power transistors must be raised off the circuit
board, using small plastic bushes of about 3 to 5mm.
length. This is necessary to permit airflow under the
transistors, which are vertical in the normal positioning of the completed unit. If the power transistors are
clamped directly against the circuit board, cooling is
inadequate. Additional fins are not required, however.
Those diodes and electrolytics which are mounted
standing on the board must be fitted so that the
anode (" ") of the diodes or the positive lead of the
electrolytics is closest to the circuit board, whilst the
cathode ( " + ") of the diodes or the negative case of
the electrolytics forms the other, bent-over wire connection. This avoids short -circuits across these
components.
When selecting wanderplug sockets for the output
terminals make sure to use a type whose plastic
casing is not thermoplastic. Thermoplastic wander-

-

printed panel and mains transformer mounted on the front panel, with the rear
cover removed.
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plug sockets are suitable only
r
for screw connections, not for
350AC
250AC
350AC
soldered connections. Screwtype sockets inevitably work
loose and give rise to endless
COMMON
trouble in a power unit where
+350
-5
connections are frequently
plugged and unplugged for
(50MA)
(80mA)
(50mA)
experiments. Thus soldering
20
is essential. Also avoid screw MAINS EARTH
50
clamped soldering tags here;
70
2A
use sockets intended for direct
%4
90
E
o
)00
soldering on to the metal
sleeve cartridge at the rear
AC
AC
AC
AC
(e.g. Hirschmann BIL20).
4V
4V
2.3V
(
the
holes,
take
(1A)
drilling
After
(1A)
(3A)
CD (3A)
care to file them clean and
OMMON
1-9V1A
-9V1A
flat and then screw -down
each socket only moderately
OFF
tightly. After making the
r
-7V
soldered connections on the
-10V
-13V
i
rear of the front panel, apply
ON
0500mA
0500mA
0500mA
a dab of two -component
1
MAINS INPUT
adhesive (e.g. Araldite) to
each socket, run over the
Fig. 4: Front panel layout. Actual size of panel is nin. x 51in.
sleeve thread, fixing nuts,
plastic sleeve and on to the
rear of the panel. Allow 48 hours for this adhesive to rectifiers have very low internal dissipation and high set. These measures will positively prevent short- current smoothing circuits are not included. Thus use
circuits or faulty contracts due to sockets working a cabinet with only small shrouded ventilation slots
at the rear, to minimise entry of dust, dirt and damploose and twisting.
This power unit develops little heat, since silicon ness on the shelf, in the toolbag or on field work.
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Fig. 5: Layout and wiring, rear of front panel. The printed panel, shown dotted, is mounted on the front panel on
stand -off bolts component side upwards. Encircled numbers at sockets show connections to numbered loops on
printed panel. Panel forms a push -in unit for the otherwise empty cabinet.
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Fig. 6: Printed circuit board
viewed from print side, i.e.
components mounted on
other side. Actual size is
4 x 4in.
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C2

TC4

U
The mairs trarsformer should possess an electro-

static shield between the primary and secondary t'
avoid modulation hum, i.e. to prevent mains -borne
r.f. signals reaching the rectifiers and there being
modulated with the 50c!s supply frequency followed
by re- radiation. The electrostatic shield is connected
to the mains earth.
It is neither necessary nor advisable to provide
additional switching for the individual output circuits.
The common mains primary switch suffices, but it
must be a double -pole switch. There are no components subject to restricted service life in this unit, with
the possible exception of the electrolytics. Thus there
is no economical objection to having all outputs
present whenever the unit is switched on, even if only
some or just one is required. The life of electrolytics
is indeed improved if voltage is frequently applied to
them, so that there is a distinct advantage in allowing
all circuits to operate whenever the unit is switched
on.

SMOOTHING AND RIPPLE RATINGS
None of the h.t. or l.t. d.c. outputs, with the exception of the 7V d.c. stabilised output, is fully smoothed,
since only reservoir capacitors are used. Smoothing
resistors or chokes and smoothing capacitors must be
interposed externally, i.e. they must be provided as
part of the respective experimental circuits. The d.c.
outputs as they stand thus carry considerable ripple
components. For numerous experiments these are
tolerable.
Any conventional smoothing circuit increases the
internal impedance of a power supply and thus
impairs its voltage regulation. A practical smoothing
circuit must thus be matched to the intended current
drain, so that it is impossible to incorporate a satisfactory universal smoothing circuit for each d.c. output. This is the reason for using only reservoir capa-

citors in this power unit.
There is a gradual transition, not a clear distinction, between the functions
of smoothing circuits and
interstage decoupling circuits. The decoupling networks must be placed in
the individual stages of
a given circuit anyway, so
that it is reasonable practice to include the smoothing components for experimental circuits also in
these circuits, not in the
power unit.
Universal smoothing can
be achieved only with the
help of a proper electronic
stabiliser circuit. Fig. 8
shows examples for such
stabilisers which may be
made up as separate units
interposed between the
power unit and the experimental circuit when required. Voltage calibration
can be made against the respective potentiometers
VR2 and VR3. Layout is not critical for either circuit,
so that any convenient arrangement may be used. The
grid stopper resistors R13 and R14 must he v ry close
to the respective grid pins to avoid parasitic instability. The heaters of V2 and V3 are at a high
positive voltage to chassis (h.t. common) to distribute
the voltage stress with respect to the cathodes. Thus
the heater supply is drawn via a small separate transformer, to keep the 1.t./a.c. outputs free for external
use. T2 may be connected directly to the mains, but
the indicated connection to the 250V a.c. output is
recommended to bring the stabiliser under the
control of the mains switch Si.

STABILISER PRINCIPLES
V2 compares the voltage at the slider of VR2 against
the arc voltage of VI and amplifies any difference as
an error signal. The amplified error signal is applied
to the grid of V3, correcting the impedance of V3 so
as to restore the correct output voltage at its cathode.
C10 gives powerful negative feedback for ripple. D15
Red plug

Red plug

(a)

Red plug

Fuse in cable (insulated)

7

;A

(b)

I

Black plue]

C;

Power zener 50V 20mA is
mounted in cable (insulated)

Fig. 7: Cable accessories (see text). (a) Fused cable. (b)
Zener oable for modifying voltage output.
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Fig. 8: Optional ex ernal stabilisers for the bench power
unit. Left, h.t. stabiliser; right, 12. stabiliser. Tr4 is a

germanium power pnp transistor with ß, 50 and power
dissipation rating of 500mW; Tr5 is a germanium power
pnp transistor with ß> 50 and 6W power dissipation
rating. Ri will then be less than 0.2n for stabilised output
at all Lt. voltage settings.

o

cooling fin, suitable for packed insulated mounting in
a cable. Thus the current must be restricted to about
20mA when using zener cables in this manner.
Alternatively, the zener diodes must be mounted on
cooling fins in a small box.

THE TELEAMP
t250AÇ.
(either one)

-continued from page 311

Small heater

transformer

provides a constant screen voltage for V2 so that this
valve can operate under pentode conditions with very
high gain.
The l.t. stabiliser functions as emitter- follower
repeating a selected fraction of the zener voltage of
D16, selected by VR3, at the output with very low
impedance.

BOOST CIRCUITS
The higher h.t. outputs of 850V and 1kV are also
useful for working on TV receiver circuits normally
fed from the boost rail from the line output stage
either when designing such circuits prior to incorporation in the set, or for testing them when the line
circuits are defective. It may be necessary to modify
the voltage. This can be achieved with the help of
"zener cables" as illustrated in Fig. 7b. A power
zener diode is mounted in insulated manner in a
length of insulated connecting wire carrying a red
wanderplug on the anode end and a black wanderplug
on the cathode end. This cable should be used in the
positive h.t. output of the power unit. If the red
wanderplug is inserted into the socket on the power
unit, the cable does not change the voltage, since the
zener diode then operates as a low resistance in the
forward sense. If the cable is reversed, i.e. the black
wanderplug is inserted into the positive socket on the
power unit, the voltage is reduced by 50V at the other
end of the cable, irrespective of the current drain.
Two such cables may be used in series to reduce the
voltage by 100V. With the two available e.h.t. outputs
and two such zener cables it is thus possible to obtain
e.h.t. voltages in 50V steps from 750V to 1kV. One of
these will be suitable for most experiments with TV
boost line feeds. You will be unlikely to obtain 50V
zener diodes with a 50mA current rating without a

-

disconnect meter, insert all valves, and connect loudspeaker to connector block provided for the purpose.
Connect to mains, and operate switch to "on"
position. Watch V3 closely as the valves warm up,
and at the slightest sign of internal flashing which
indicates a h.t. short, switch off and investigate. If all
is well, place a screwdriver blade on the "thin" input
socket, and slowly advance the setting of the volume
control VR1, a loud 50c /s "purr" should be heard in
the loudspeaker. If the foregoing tests are satisfactory,
there is no reason why the amplifier should not
function correctly. Connect gramophone pickup,
using screened lead. Such is the output from a
PL81 valve that, in the author's case, a loin. diameter speaker unit was capable of being overloaded
at high settings of VR1; apart from unpleasant distortion and risk of damage to loudspeaker etc., too
much volume can have serious repercussions with the
neighbours, especially in semi- detached houses, so
don't overdo it! I

MODIFICATIONS
It is possible to increase the "gain" of the amplifier, for use with a low output pickup or microphone,
by converting VI stage to pentode operation. For pentode operation of VI, suitable component values
would be 220k S2 for R2 and 4.7k 52 for R3, instead of
connecting together pins 7 and 8 of Vl, R2 goes to
pin 7, and an additional resistor of 1M S2 should be
connected between junction of Rl /R2 and pin 8 of
VI. A bypass capacitor of not less than 0.5µF, preferably 1µF (electrolytic) or more, should be connected between pin 8 of Vl and the earth line. Some
experimentation with resistor values may be found
necessary to achieve stability, and great care is
necessary with layout and wiring to avoid an undesirable rise in hum level.
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AFTER the rather encouraging improvement
last time, we seem to have slipped to an all time low level, and I would rate the recent
period as by far the worst for DX reception that

I have experienced in the past eight years.
There were only five days during the period
22/1/68 to 17/2/68 on which I could note any
Sp.E. activity at all. On the 22nd and 29th January,
the 13th and 16th February Czechoslovakia R1
Ostrava was seen on test card, and on 17th February there was an unidentified programme, probably USSR, on Rl.
The Czech. signals were bursts of very short
duration and might well have been meteor shower
reflections and not Sp.E. at all. The possible
Russian was of longer duration and of Sp.E. origin.
The less said about the Trops. the better; they
too have never been worse. I have had to fight
every day to raise my French "local" F2 Caen so
things are really bad.

NEWS AND REPORTS
(1) The mystery of the East German u.h.f. on
Ch.34/35, reported by several readers, has now
been cleared up by Ian Beckett of Buckingham.
He saw this one complete with name and channel
caption, and it is Rostock Ch.34, DDR 2nd chain,
one of the nearer East German stations on the
Baltic almost due south of Copenhagen.
(2) Still on the East German 2nd chain, new
stations in the latest lists include Berlin Ch.27,
Dequede, Blessberg, and Inselberg all apparently
on Ch.31, and of course Rostock Ch.34.
(3) West Germany. The new ones include Krehberg /Odensee Ch.33(DBP 2c), 100kW hor., and
Hof /Gr. Waldstein Ch.57(DBP 3c) 500kW hor.
(The "c" refers to colour transmission.)
Lists now show some of the West German
Band III stations as using colour as well, and it
seems likely that it will apply to Band I also.
(4) Austria is now starting a 2nd chain on u.h.f.,
and we have details of Shoekel ORF -2 Ch.23,
power now 800kW hor.
(5) Norway has a new station at Varanger on
E2, power 30kW hor., and the power of Hadsel

E4 is now up to 30kW.
(We are indebted to R. Bunney for the above.)
I feel that there must be more East German
2nd chain stations than those mentioned above,
and any information would be gratefully received,
as it is a little difficult to acquire from DDR, and
it certainly looks as if reception is a distinct

possibility under favourable conditions.
The most interesting news this month is in
respect of F2 propagation. No transatlantic pictures

by Charles Rafarel
as yet, but at least a great leap forward in this
direction, and all credit and congratulations to an
old DXer friend of ours who achieved it.
There was a phenomenal increase in the sunspot count at the end of January 1968, .and a
figure of 205 was reached. The "red letter" day
for Frank Smales of Pontefract was 18th January,
the channel was A2 USA, and the time was 15.30
GMT when he heard American sound with a
brief station announcement of WLWD /WMT /TV
(Dayton, Ohio). After a burst of signal it "went
off in a distorted sort of way ", but there was some
further unidentified USA speech activity at 18.09
GMT on the same day.
After the recent "dull" period this is a welcome
ray of sunshine, and we now eagerly await the first
report of transatlantic picture reception! I regret
to say that in spite of concentrated attempts I
myself have seen or heard nothing as yet that
could be identified as F2 signals.
A. Papaeftychiou of Cyprus reports F2 activity
on 30/1/68, and 2/2/68 on Ch.E4 from Nigeria,
and again on 7/2/68 on Ch.E3 and E4 apparently
African TV stations again.
There is another "mystery" signal about on E2
according to R. Bunney, who reports reception on
10/2/68 of a test card rather similar to the `old"
E. German card of the E3 /E4 channels with
apparently three vertical columns in the centre
circle, and rather reminiscent of one I had on R1
last year. Has anyone seen this one?
Reports still continue to arrive for the wonderful Trop. period of November last. R. Alexander
of Winchester reports: France F2 Caen, F8a Lille,
Belgium E8 Wavre, E10 Wavre, Holland E7 Mar kelo, in Bands I /III, and on u.h.f. Holland Ch.27
Lopik, Ch.29 Goes I, Ch.31 Roermond, Ch.32 Goes
2, Ch.40 Wieringermeer, W. Germany Ch.21, 32
and 45 Munster (1, 2 and 3 chain) and Ch.40
Bielefeld, and France on channels 21, 22, 23, 25,
27, 29 and 33.
During an unspecified period one of our Dutch
readers G. f. van de Wijngaart of Mierlo logged
Yugoslavia E3 Kapaonik, E4 Labistica, W. Germany E2 Grünten, E4 Flensburg (NDR on card),
and a rare one for most of us E2 Göttelborner
Höhe Saarland (his test card photo of this was
published last month). It would appear that this
one and Flensburg were most likely to have been
Trops.
He also had a weird test pattern of vertical
black- and -white bars with black- and -white horizontal rectangles of various lengths, and this is yet
another "mystery" one to us.
D. Bowers of Saltash says that he feels that he
has not done too badly this winter in spite of
conditions. He has received Norway, Sweden,
E. and W. Germany, Austria and Italy, and he has
had a new type of caption, in the form of a card
with shaded corners with a diamond pattern in
the centre with illegible writing in it. He has seen
this on a number of afternoons as a "smeared"
image, and that makes one think again of F21
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television receivers but there are just a few-once
termed the "top ten" by one or two manufacturers
to
-that most frequently change in service dueType
their extremely arduous working conditions.
numbers vary from make to make, but in general
they include the line output pentodes already mentioned, boost rectifiers, e.h.t. rectifiers, double triode line and field timebase generators, all. types
of triode -pentode used in field and sound output
stages, video amplifiers, tuner r.f. amplifiers and
mixers. If you want to do any service work, these
are the hard core of valves required.
Armed with such valves, various fuses, a selection of wire -wound, high wattage resistors to
replace o/c surge limiters and sections of mains dropper resistors, a meter, soldering iron and hand
tools, you can clear up the great majority of
instances of complete failure to work, sound but
no picture, insufficient width, blooming raster,
insufficient height, poor vertical linearity, distorted
sound and grainy Band III reception.

Transistor bottoming
by G. R. WILDING
pROBABLY one of the most surprising aspects
of the retail side of TV is the fact that probably

at least 50% of valves asked for by name by
laymen.-- certainly not PTV readers -are completely
unassociated with the receiver's fault condition. If
asked what leads them to believe that the valve is
faulty they may reply that it "doesn't seem to warm
up", "gets too hot ", "runs too cold" or "looks
black inside ". They usually seem very surprised
when told that some valves normally run very hot
while others normally run cool, and that the black
deposit inside the glass envelope is present in new
valves.
Thus we get asked for PCL84s when Band III
reception is grainy, and tuner valves when raster
size is insufficient. Unhappily in spite of our assurance that the valve has no bearing on the fault
symptom they often still require the valve, "just
to try ". Of course if we test the valve in a valve tester and it indicates appreciably less than 100%
they are still further convinced that replacement
of this particular valve will cure the defect.
Then we get customers who remove all the
valves from the set, or rather all that they can see,
for they usually fail to bring in those in the e.h.t.
can, but blithely forget to mark where each valve
is fitted.
However, the point to be emphasised with valve
tests is that most valves in most sets after a period
of service will not be 100% compared to new
ones, and that receiver circuits are designed to
accommodate natural deterioration within limits.
Of course these limits vary widely with valve type
and usage. Line output pentodes especially need to
be in good heart since any loss in output affects
width, e.h.t. and general brilliance. On the other
hand valves in the sound circuit, so long as they
don't introduce distortion, can be of comparatively
low emission without causing concern since there
is usually more than ample volume available.
There -are -very many valves in use today in

With the increasing use of transistors in TV,
manufacturers' service manuals and technical literature make frequent use of the term "bottomed"
when outlining circuit operations; in such phrases
for instance as "Tr2 is normally held fully
bottomed ". Now while bottoming in a transistor
is closely analogous to saturation point in a valve,
there are subtle but important differences between

them.
With a valve, saturation point is reached when
all emitted electrons are collected by the anode
(including screens in multi -electrode types) and
when anode current cannot be further increased
by increasing anode voltage or the potential of
other electrodes including the control grid.
However, the bottoming point in a transistor
depends on the value of collector load and the
a transistor is fed
supply voltage. To illustrate
via a 20kfl collector load resistor from a 10V
supply, collector current cannot exceed V/R =
10/20,000 = 0.5mA. Therefore once base forward
bias produces such a collector current the transistor becomes bottomed, for collector current cannot be increased. However, with a 500f1 collector
load, collector current could rise to a maximum of
10 /500 = 20mA. The transistor therefore now
requires a forward bias sufficiently high to produce
this collector current before bottoming occurs.
A further major difference between valve saturation point and transistor bottoming is that with
the former the cathode /anode current path or d.c.
impedance still represents many thousands of
ohms, but when a transistor bottoms its emitter/
collector current path has a resistance of only a few
ohms. Transistors are therefore better suited to
switching actions than valves.
Transistors are normally used at or near the
bottomed state as a.g.c. amplifiers in TV receivers
when they may be used as virtually a variable
series resistor to control the supply potential applied
to the r.f. and i.f. transistors. In such cases tI is
easier to follow their action by viewing them as
variable resistors rather than as amplifiers. At cutoff a transistor represents a high resistance between
emitter and collector. This reduces to a very low
figure as forward base bias is increased, and, con-
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sidered in this way, their utilisation in new applications becomes easier to grasp.
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Tailpiece

In the recent articles under the above title we
outlined those circuits which automatically maintained height, width, brilliance and contrast level
once set by the viewer. Philips in their colour
receiver now claim to use more automatic circuitry
than any other manufacturer and list them as
follows: (1) Automatic tuning and system switching by tuner push- button; (2) Automatic control
of horizontal hold which also takes care of transmitter variations; (3) Automatic stabilisation of
power supplies to maintain height and width constant; (4) Automatic degaussing of the c.r.t. each
time the set is switched on; (5) Automatic white
switching. This compensates for the difference in
colour reception white and the white reproduced
in monochrome.
Probably the most surprising feature is the
absence of the line hold control, for at the back
of the receiver there are only two presets, one for
vertical hold and the other to make slight tint
variations in colour. A further feature is the incorporation of a tuning meter to indicate the
optimum tuning point on colour.

Servicing a 405 -only 23in. Decca receiver recently
which the owner said had suddenly gone "off ", we
found the merest suggestion of sound on both
Bands I and III, but only when the fine tuner was
carefully set at optimum; while the brilliant raster
was completely devoid of any noise or even car
interference spots. There was no hiss from the
speaker. Of the three valves common to both sound
and vision, the PCC189 r.f. amplifier, PCF86 frequency changer and EF183 common sound and
vision i.f. amplifier, which one must be tried first
in these circumstances, and which in fact restored
the set to life?
Absence of screen noise and sound hiss pretty
well rules out the r.f. amplifier, while if the
frequency changer was failing to oscillate car ignition interference could still get through as it
covers such an extremely wide frequency band.
The common i.f. valve was at fault, probably
because of an internal disconnection, the faint
sound signal getting across the stage via stray
circuit capacitance. A degree of vision signal would
similarly get across the stage but would not reach
the tube with sufficient amplitude to produce any
identifiable modulation.
TO BE CONTINUED

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Towards the automatic

April issue on sale NOW

-

FREE WITH THIS

ISSUE
Practical Transistor Circuits
24 -page booklet provides details of a comprehensive collection of basic circuits that can be used
again and again.

Fault- Finding Chart Il
Step -by -step details for correcting faults in transistor radios.
(

OTHER FEATURES

3THER FEATURES
I

The P.E. Homecom

Full constructional details of an inexpensive two way loudspeaker intercom for the home.
The Reactalyser

An electronic timer to test personal reactions.

Sound Effects
Electronically controlled filter for use with a white
noise generator produces realistic wind and rain
effects etc.

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
and

-

May issue on sale April 5th
FREE WITH THIS ISSUE

RF5 Pocket Portable
Easy -to -built five-transistor pocket t.r.f. reflex
receiver.

Midget I.C. Amplifier
Audio amplifier using a single integrated circuit
and giving an output of over 0.5W.
Comprehensive Checker
For testing the gain and leakage of pnp and npn
transistors. Also tests diodes and gives voltage,
current and resistance measurements.

GET

YOUR

FREE TICKET

your last chance!

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION"
FILM SHOW
(In collaboration with Mallard Ltd.)

Caxton Hall, Caxton Street, London, S.W.1.
(Great Hall Site)

Friday, 29th March, 1968
7.15 p.m. Sharp

In the Chair: W. N. Stevens
Editor: "Practical Wireless" and "Practical Television"

send large s.a.e., minimum 5 x 3Zin., to:
Practical Television, Film Show, Tower House
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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LAWSON

BRAND NEW

CATHODE RAY TUBES

of the very
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes
99"
"CENTURY
Lawson
new
the
by
highest quality is now being met
tubes.
television
of
range
SPECIFICATION:

Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s is the product of
but incorporating the very latest design improvements
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification
very long life.
to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and
"Century 99" C.R,T,s, available as direct replacements for

MW43164

MW3g/24
MW31/74
MW31116

MW43/80
MW36144
MW53/80
MW53/20
MW43/43
A W 59-91
A W 59-90
A W 53-89
A W 53-28

AW36-80
AW36-21

CRM121
CRM722

CME1901
CME1902

CRM123
CRM124

CME1903

Twin Panel
Types

CRM141

A47-13W
A59 -16W
A59-13W

CRM143
CRM144

CRM142
CRM153
CRM171
CRM172
CRM173
CRM211
CRM212

C12FM
C11M
C14GM
C74HM

CME2101
CME2104
CME2301
CME2302
CME2303

C14JM
C14LM

C14PM
C171 A

C174A
C175A
C177A
C17AA
C77AF

Twin Panel

Types

CME1906
CME2306

C17LM
C17PM

17"

19'
21'

..
..
..
..
..

£4.10.0
£b.10.0
£5.19.0
£6.19.0
£7.15.0

.E

Carr. and

C21KM

5/31
14K PA
17ARP4
17ASP4

C21 NM

17AYP4

C21 HM

C23-7A

C23-TA
C23AG

KLNG TELEBOC35TER

7601 A

7701A

1

J

014

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN
Offices
18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,

115

194

35
'14

II 4U
F41:

,l'aí:T

PRE -AMPLIFIER

-noise transistor
Still the best of its kind available. Latest low
III simultaneously
and printed circuit. Boosts Band Iinand
one. Can produce good
without switching. Twu amplifiers
Ideal for DX
areas.
viewing out 01 almost nothing in fringe
work.
I. 14dB Band III.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18áB Band
1.1.2 and 3, all Band 3.

Channels: Red spot. Band
Yellow spot, Band 1. 3, 4 and 5, all Band 3:
Power: Self-contained 9v PP4 battery. 14mA.base.
cork
Plastic case 35 x 8l x 2ín., brown, withbattery
OR self-contained
Retail price. 63.15.6, complete with
mains version, retail price 65.17.6.
DI.
Band
Specify channels. one Band I, one

KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2
for
17nitlue design, employing quarter-wave cavity resonator
100 °° stability, printed circuit for reliability, with the very
transistor.
latest second generation low -noisespot
tunable
33-68,
Channels: Blue spot 21 -52. White
Plastic case 34 x 34 x 2ín., brown, with cork base.
Retail price, 84.17,0. complete with battery, OR self -contained
mains model, 68.15.0.
THE

Sole manufacturers:

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
BRIDGE HULSE, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon
Send

for literature

zu:

I¡301L'
IA1.5
'AM0

'AQ5
,ATC
'A1'r',
'BAG
,BEO
52G

'FI
F13

,F14
3153

K737

Ksrt

ìL18

1\'6t;

\B/aT
X4
X511T

7137

NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

195, IT4, :{34, :174
4

/o r

18/9. DAF9ti,

IIAF'91, DF911-)11:)!f,9 1, Dl-9'3 DL94
4 for 26/-.
DK96,

11F9í1.

73_73

15/-

B3G

.,

-/3l

,13060

756

SAME DAY SERVICE

I2A

3A:5
'434
15'4

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE

Set of

MALVERN 2100

MALVERN, WORCS.

1

5/8 PY301 6/9
4/9 F:Hi_' 10/- Pl'97
6/8
7/9 It19
6/9 B749 12/6 FA '13,1 5/9 P1:'900
5/- 7i 'ri
12/9
5/911.10
518 l'1H35 9/- Hr'Ha4 8/6 P41064
7/8 7H:
6/6 DAí':1 7/3 Erl,3n 6/9 Ft'l's9 10/6 THSlí' 9/6
7/3 7s,4
11/6
151- 1AF91 3/9 Et'I.sS 6/9 l'l'rla9 9/9 l'25
719 Iol'I
1118
5/6 1011:1 10/6 D.AF'96 81- FI'La0 8/3 F('Fs0 819 26
13/6
3/9 P0Fa7 8/- 1'47
4/9 I2A'l'7 3/9 111'90 8/6 I(F:59
1'49
13/8
P3F30
9/9
9/8
7/9 EF'41
4/9 10'3:1
3/9 I2.4I:
416
4/9 P3'1'50011/6 1'52
2/9 EF,O
2/9 12A l'7 4/9 1F91
3/8
5/6 Pi '1,-01 7/9 I'75
81- F.F,.¡
4/9 111'96
8/6
4/- EF'sIi 6/3 Pr'F5,'z 916 3'191 11/4/9 12K,01' 7/8 01177
:'.ul
13/8
Pr
9/5/3
F1F,9
12/8
10/6 10161
5/9"u1^2
1'.01
18/9
P1'I^0.,11/6
3/6
7/9 1ìF'91
16/9 DE:N_
4/8 233I.1
7/6 P3'Fen-12/61ABr,08/3
5/8EP97
6/- 201'3 11/9 1E91.
7/3 I'AF42 7/9
9/3 Et'Iöa 6/6 Prl
14/9 1K95
5/9 233P3
6/8
RFI54
6/6 Pcl., 9/- C1341
`/1'K96
20P4
17/7/8
8/8 Pí'1.54 7/6 FBl'41 7/9
6/9 F1H90
11/9 45C41:'r11/8 01.:I3
5/- E1.:13 8/9 PI'1.v-, 8/3 1155,60 818/9 10.35
2/3 :tor'1
9/6 PrI.,-. 8/6 LBP,9 8/9
4/9 1:1.34
3/6 10015 11/8 131.98
9/8 Ph:SA4 6/9 FBlal 9/519 E1.41
4/9 10317 12/8 111.94
6/4/9 rES:3cI'15/- Ic9_
4/- 30r1s 9/- DL96 6/8 E1..+4
5/- PF'I:!uu131- 1 11,4 7/9
12/- DYeO 5/9 EL90
5/6 30R5
918 1'rcub 8/6
5/- PL36
5/8 F:1.95
4/6 :01F1,1 12/6 Dl'97
rF'n0 8/3
4/330P1,1412/8 EA51'x06/8 F:M04 13/9 PL,I
6/8 CH-02 9/9
5/9 PI,a3
5/9 EAF4'1 8/8 E5150
15/-:101.1
7/- 11H,1 6/6
8/8 PLö3
2/3 LI)iel
619:íu1.15 14/- E591
1"C1.52
7/8
6/3
8/3 PL+4
7/9 301.17 13/- F.BC:t:t 7/- EMn4
7/6 P1.500 13/- 14.1.5:1 9/3
12/- F.111'41 e/- EM,0
318 :1oP4
10/8
1318 1."F41
9/- 301'14 11/- EBF60 6/- Ey:öl 7/- PL504
"/8/3 Pí.,20 15/- l"Fnu
12/6 :10P19 12/- EBF39 519 RYsfi
6/3
1016 l'F69
7/6 PS-1,
1/6 30P1.1 12/8 F,ccdl 3/9 E7.40
8/9
9/6 1:1.41
7/6 Ps,::-'
4/3 30PI.1314/6 33313l'3331 4/9 5,:7.41.
9/6 l'1.14 20/6/- 30P1.1414/6 F,t'í'3:l 7/- EZSO 4/8 P1 :;'.:
6/6
5/3 FLS4
4/9 PN 50
5/6 E%nl
318 :151.80'l' 9/- 61'3',4
7/5/3 1' y41
8/9 Pl ^
4/6 E3'3',5 4/9 KTOI
8/8 35w'4
Pl+"
5/- 1"l's5
5/9
3/6 357.41:T 5/- ErF,O 7/- KTSI 15/5/9 VP4B 1018
14/9 l'
7/3 F11 1"'" 6/9 S7,
5/9 85A2
7/3 l'P13212118/B PS
12/6 EI'P,6 9/- PrNG
10/9 6063
3/4
Ps,
-'"
6/9
777
P:öö
9/8
8/ErH:tS
9/AZ31
7/418

lA53:T
1A701'
HilítT
I!J51:T

ISETS185.

TUBES

LAWSON

VALVES
G

Tel. 2457

754A

Complete fitting instructions supplied

10/-

7102A
7201 A
7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A
7406A
7501 A
7502A
7503A

5/3

ZYEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

Terms:

C.W.O.
ins.

5 /2T

C23AK

CME1705
CME1706

14'

5/2

SE14/70
SE17/70

C17JM

12"

4,15G

21CJP4

CM E1703

141K
171K
172K
173K
212K

415

C17BM
C17FM
C17GM
C17HM

A W47-91
A W47-90
A W43-89

GEC 8 COSSOR also
ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4,14

C19/7A
C19/16A
C79110AD
C19AH
C19AK
C21/1A
C217A
C21AA

C21YM

AW53-80

CME1402
CME7702

EMIT RO N

C77SM

C21SM

CME141

AW43-88
AW43-80

EMISCOPE 8

BRIMAR

MAZDA

MULLARD
MW43/69

the following makes and types

3

I

'-

,

READERS RADIO

85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE
Tel. 01 -550 74.41
ILFORD, ESSEX.

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per
valve extra. Any Parcel Insured against Damagein Transit 8d. extra.
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Whilst we are a/ways p /eased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide
instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 332 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

BUSH T57

This set is giving quite good sound and
picture. The only fault is that there are two
broken lines at the top of the screen.-A. Cook
(Bridgend, Glamorgan).

Pin 3 of the PCL83 field oscillator /output valve is
returned to chassis via a 1.5k12 resistor. Wire a 2.2kSI
resistor across this and note the difference.
Reduce the value of the 47k S2 resistor to pin 6 of
the ECC83 if necessary to 33k f2. We presume that
these lines only appear on BBC transmissions.
PETO -SCOTT 1964

On switching on, the picture is very dark
then it increases in brightness for about half an
hour or so which necessitates constant adjustment of the brightness control. This fault only
applies to BBC -2.
Could you also let me know which valves are
at fault if the picture collapses and leaves only
a thin horizontal line in the centre of the
screen. -H. Watkins (Birmingham, 14).
If the fade -on effect occurs only on BBC-2 and

not on the v.h.f. channels, it could be caused by
(a) drift in the u.h.f. tuner, (b) drift in the alignment
of the 625 standard i.f. channel, (c) fault in the video
amplifier valve (which shows up when switched to
the 625 standard). There are other possibilities, but
those given above should first be investigated.
A fault causing field collapse need not lie in a
valve. Indeed, a breakdown almost anywhere in the
field (vertical) timebase circuit would result in the
symptom.
11.

MURPHY V240A

The picture and sound are excellent when
the set is working but at intervals of about
three minutes, the horizontal hold control has
to be reset because the picture suddenly pulls
to the left of the screen and disappears into a
mass of lines.
On other occasions, the picture suddenly
disappears and only the shadows of the figures
on the screen can be discerned. In both of these

cases, just a touch on the horizontal hold
control restores the picture. -J. Humber
(Pembroke Dock).

You appear to have a faulty line oscillator or
discriminator valve. These are the 20L1 and 20D2
just between the line output "cage" and the mains
resistor. Check these valves by substitution, and if no
improvement results, a systematic check of their
associated components is indicated.

PYE SP17

There is no raster but the sound Is O.K. I
have changed the EY86, PY8I and PL81 valves.
The PL81 anode glows red hot and the line
whistle is present.
An interesting feature of this fault is that
when the line frequency is increased by operating the hold control, the red glow disappears
from the PL81 and the heater of the EY86
glows, which did not occur before. -W. Surgeon
(Windsor, Berkshire).
Your trouble is possibly a fault within the deflector
coils. If you disconnect the line scan feed wires
from them and the e.h.t. improves, this would
substantiate this opinion. Alternatively suspect a

faulty screen grid feed resistor on the PL81 or a
faulty line output transformer.
ULTRA V1782

Could you say how I can boost the tube employed in this receiver (it is a CMEI705). If a
transformer is fitted, could you say whether the
heater wires have to be joined together. -C.
Matthews (Bradford, Yorkshire).
The tube heater is in the overall heater chain.
Thus, by removing this heater the chain goes open circuit. This can be compensated by connecting a

2052, 5W resistor in place of the tube heater.

The
tube heater may then be energised from the secondary of a booster transformer whose primary matches
the local mains supply voltage. The primary, in fact,
can be connected across the set side of the on /off
switch, so that the tube heater is switched at the same
time as the set.
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REGENTONE 194

DECCA DM4

This receiver has developed the following
fault: firstly, a section of the dropper resistor
broke down and I replaced it by a 20ií resistor,
but the set now gives a slightly negative picture
covered with white dots. Also, after about a
minute, the sound goes off and stays off.
J. Lèe (Hull).

I would like to know if it is possible for the
two rectifier valves, type PY82 to be replaced
by a silicon rectifier. -D. Greig (London, N.8).
It is a good idea to replace the paired rectifiers
of the Decca DM4 with a silicon diode, as poor h.t.

-

.

-if

the set was normal prior to the
It is possible
resistor replacement-that too much or too little
heater current is being applied to the valves. Check
the voltage across the tube and valve heaters to
determine this. Too low voltage means insufficient
heater chain current and would cause a negative
picture. This would indicate the wrong value
dropper resistor.

PHILIPS 1768U

On switching on and during the warm -up
period there is "motor- boating" from the
speaker. This continues until the line oscillator
starts and then stops.
When the e.h.t. comes up, it can be seen all
around the e.h.t. valve insulator casing. This
then dies down after a period of about 10
minutes but seems to be constantly "hissing".
C. Clements (Gillingham, Kent).
The sound instability could be caused by (a) worn

-

or otherwise faulty sound i.f. or (more likely) audio
valve, (b) poor h.t. filtering (check electrolytics) and
(c) misalignment of the sound i.f. channel.
The symptom may appear only before the line
generator takes over, since at that period the h.t. line
voltage is higher than when the line timebase is
operational, and any tendency for sound channel
instability would be aggravated by the higher
voltage.
The e.h.t. (corona) effect may indicate dampness
in the set. It seems as though this dries out after a
while.

HMV 1890
The picture is all right but there is a violent
hum on the sound. I have tried three new
PCL82 valves and some resistors and capacitors. Having an old PCL82 valve with pins 6 and
7 shorted, I put this in to see if any improvement
would be. made. It made the sound normal but
with some distortion. Could the cause of the
trouble be the 400+100+ 16µF electrolytic
smoothing capacitor, and if so, state from
where I may obtain a replacement ? -J. Brettle
(Cradley Heath, Staffordshire).

It seems unlikely that the electrolytic capacitor is
the cause of your trouble.
By inserting a valve with pins 6 and 7 shorted, you
cut out the screen feed, effectively converting the
stage- to triode operation, and if this temporarily
regained the sound we would rather think that the 1
megohm feedback resistor from the pentode anode
of the PCL82 to the triode anode has open- circuited.
You will find difficulty in obtaining the specific
electrolytic for this out -of-date model and would
perhaps be better advised, if you must change it, to
fit a standard 400 +100µF, 350V Wkg., as available
from several sources, and add a separate 1614F
tubular electrolytic.

was one of the faults which caused many of the

problems with this receiver.
You should use a BY100 with a series 25f1 5W
resistor, connecting one end of the resistor to the
anode of the BY100, the other end of the resistor to
the linked anodes of the PY82 valves. Then disconnect the lead from the reservoir capacitor to the
PY82 cathodes, take it to the cathode of the BY100
(cathode is the lead that joins to the outer casing).
Leave the valve heaters in circuit to maintain correct
heater drop, but do not connect across the h.t. line,
as the usual fault with these valves, horizontally
mounted, was flashover.

BUSH TV66

This receiver has gradually developed a
series of intensity- distorted lines across the
screen. These usually consist of two brighter than- normal lines followed by three darker than- normal lines, although the intensity of the
distortion is not always constant, nor is their
position on the screen.
Valve voltage checks indicate normal operation and the field output valve is only a few
months old. I suspect smoothing trouble but
have no way of checking this. -A. Fitz (London,
S.E.26).
The trouble is in the PCL83 circuit. Re -check the
valve if operation of the height and form controls
does not indicate the fault to be in these.
Then check the PCL83 base contacts etc. and
interchange the sound PCL83 for a quick test.

REGENTONE 10 -4

When first switched on, there is a space at
the bottom of the picture. Otherwise the picture
quality is good.
Also, there is a perfect picture on BBC-1
but on ITV the picture is very faint and sometimes wavy lines appear across the screen. -J.
Barn (Fife, Scotland).

You report two separate faults: the shrinking of
the bottom of the picture is generally caused by the
ageing of the PCL82 field output valve, situated to
the front of the receiver, behind the line output
transformer (viewed from behind). Alternatively, the
100µF cathode bypass capacitor could be faulty
this is a common cause of shrinking.
The poor ITV picture is probably caused by a
weakening PCC84, r.f. valve, the rearmost of the two
tuner unit valves. You may get slightly better results
if you replace this one with a 30L15, but will probably have to retune the r.f. coil slightly. This is
accessible to a plastic trimming tool via a hole in the
rear of the tuner.
Remember that both these faults may have a
common origin, i.e., low h.t. Change the PY32 -fit
a PY33, and note the overall improvement.
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SOBELL ST287DS

Straight after switching on this receiver, the
picture is quite normal. This continues for about
two or three minutes, when the picture folds to
roughly half-frame with the vertical hold
scrambled.
If the vertical hold is adjusted and the set left
for a further two to three minutes, the picture
returns to the normal size once more with the
vertical hold scrambled. After further adjustment of this control, the set remains normal
for the remainder of the viewing period.
I have replaced the PCL85 but this has had no
effect on the fault. -L. Wilson (Nottingham).

It is possible that there is an intermittent connection in the field timebase printed circuit panel. Try
applying pressure to the panel when the set is working.
If this brings on or clears the symptom, check around
for badly soldered connections. These can alter as the
temperature of the set varies.
EKCO T345

331

MASTERAD /O TJ7T
On switching on, I get only the sound and on
switching off, no spot persists on the screen. I
have replaced R19 about which I have my
doubts, although I get an excellent spark from
the top caps of R19, PY83 and 50CD6G. The
spark at the final anode is possibly :j in. long.
On endeavouring to increase the brightness,

-

the picture appears, enlarges and disappears.
G. Lane (Co. Durham).
First, check the first anode voltage of the c.r.t.

You should get about half as much again as the h.t.
at this point, using a meter of sensitivity of 20,000 fl /V
or better, such as the AVO 8. If this voltage is low,
check the 2M O resistor feeding this electrode from
the boost line. Often, as a tube ages, it is necessary
to shunt this resistor with about 1M D. Don't
overlook the 025µF paper capacitor decoupling this
circuit -temporarily open circuit to test. But if
replacement of the resistor cures, put the capacitor
back, as resolution is improved thereby.
In emergency, the Brimar CM17PM, LM or SM
type tubes can be tried as triodes, omitting the first
anode tetrode connection. But resolution is seriously

For about a week this receiver worked
perfectly with a normal picture but after about impaired, and replacement is ultimately the best
solution.
5 minutes the screen would go extremely dark.
At this time, the raster lines would still be
faintly visible, and the sound would not be SOBELL T24
affected.
First of all this set was very erratic. The
If the set was switched off for about 5
minutes, then switched on again, the picture horizontal and vertical holds needed constant
would be perfect for the remainder of the resetting, improving as the set warmed up. The
picture was very good in between the slipping
evening.
bouts, but would sometimes turn very bright
Now, the set will not come on normally at all
without adjustment, return to normal.
-the picture remains very dark but the sound and,
It was at this time that the other fault develis still perfect.
oped.
A black line across the centre of the screen
I have changed the 30PL13 and had the 30FL1,
6F19, U26, U191 and 30P12 tested and all found with a narrow double vision top and bottom. No
adjustment at all would cure this condition.
O.K.-W. Gould (London, S.W.11).
After changing PL81 and PY81, the picture
Your symptoms suggest a faulty cathode ray tube,
possibly with an open-circuit cathode. A method returned to normal but the slipping still persistof checking this is to tap the tube neck gently whilst ed. After about two days, the narrow double
the set is running and observe if bright flashes are vision fault occurred once more. -J. Cook (Co.
produced, but alternatively the video and brightness Durham).
circuits could be eliminated by shorting the grid and
cathode of the tube together momentarily with a
short length of wire, which action in a good tube
will produce a white screen.

MAR CON/PHONE VT153
On first switching on, the picture is very weak
but well defined and locked with plenty of
movement on both field and line hold controls.
However, after a few minutes, lock on both field
and line cannot be obtained and no sync pulses
appear to be present.

Towards the time of the break -up of the
picture, the picture goes negative when contrast
is increased, though illumination does not
increase. -H. Wilson (Birmingham, 22A).
It seems as though the vision channel overloads,
causing the negative picture and lack of locks. This
could be caused by a heater /cathode short in one of
the controlled (a.g.c.) valves or trouble in the vision
a.g.c. and /or contrast control circuit. You should
test along these lines. A valve is likely since the
trouble occurs after the set is hot. Also check that all
valves are properly seated in their holders.

The narrow double picture divided by a horizontal
black band is false field lock. On the Sobell T24 this
is most likely to be caused by poor h.t. smoothing,
It is also possible that the h.t. is low.
Alternative versions of the receiver used PY$0
and PY82 valves or a metal rectifier. The latter is very
prone to ageing, and should be replaced by a BY100
half -wave rectifier, with a series 25 ohm 5 watt
limiting resistance. You can check the smoothing
capacitors by bridging, but on a set of this age
it is advisable to change them completely, even
if the bridging appears to cure the symptoms.

FERRANTI T1023
The picture is poor but the main fault is
horizontal lines which appear on the screen.
H. Haffern (Belfast, 15, N.I.).
The horizontal lines, if dark, could well be caused
by co- channel interference due to your aerial picking
up not only the wanted station but also the signals,
from a distant station sharing the same channel
number. If this is the cause, you should concentrate
on improving your aerial system, arranging for
greater discrimination between the wanted and:.
interfering signals.
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BUSH TV24C
On switching on, the picture is perfect, but
after approximately 20 minutes, "snow" begins
toappear and gradually worsens until on dark
scenes, no detail can be seen at all.-P. Holmes

(Uppingham, Rutland).

The effect can be caused by a faulty h.t. teed
resistor to one of the EF80 valve bases.
If the effect is worse on ITV, check the PCC84
valve on the tuner unit. It may be necessary to check
the e.h.t. connection and lead from the EY51 to the
side (or top) of the tube.

BUSH TV95
The trouble is lack of width. The width
control is set at maximum setting but the
picture remains about lin. short of the mask on
either side. The height remains normal.
I have changed the ECC82 and PL81 valves
without success.
Also, from time to time, the line whistle
becomes harsh and much louder than usual.
R. Butler (Helper, Derbyshire).
The h.t. is probably low. If this is so, change the

-

metal rectifier or bridge a silicon diode across the
existing one.
The harsh line whistle may be due to loose laminations on the line output transformer or á noisy PL81.

PHILIPS 19TG120
The sound is very poor and there is no sign
of any e.h.t.-A. Thomas (Bristol, 4).
Lack of e.h.t. voltage could be caused by trouble
almost anywhere in the tine timebase or in the e.h.t.
circuits. Shorting turns in the line output transformer
is a possibility. Low sound could mean a weak aerial
signal, malalignment of the sound channel, low h.t.
voltage, faulty sound valve -almost anything in the
sound channel! We really need to know more about
the faults before we can give a more material analysis.

BUSH TV62

The sound is all right but I cannot get the
EY86 to light up and there is no picture.

Brimelow (St. Helens, Lancashire).

-T.

Check the line drive to the PL81 control grid
(pin 2). If absent, the PL81 will overheat, in which
case, check the ECC82. It the ECC82 is working,
check the 0.1µF boost line capacitor (junction of the
100kQ etc.) and the line deflection coil connections.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until APRIL 19th, 1968, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 329.
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TEST CASE -65
Each month we provide an Interesting case of television
servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions,
but are based on actual practical faults.

A receiver with a multichannel (switched) tuner, as
distinct from a turret tuner, suffered from bad
breakthrough on sound of the local m.w. radio
station. The vision was also very slightly affected, the
symptom here being akin to mild sound-on- vision
interference. The tuner was considered to be responsible
for these troubles, but normal testing of the active
circuits failed to reveal any fault. The valves were
checked, since it was thought that, perhaps, the first
valve was low emission and overloading on the powerful
m.w. signals. All appeared to be in order.
Attention was then directed to the aerial, and tests
on this proved that the TV signal had a strength of
about 300µV vision and 200mV sound, which was
perfectly reasonable for this type of set. The symptom
was almost certainly caused by the spurious rn.w.
signals beating with the v.h.f. local oscillator, giving
rise to spurious signals within the sound and vision i.f.

passbands.
What was the most likely cause of this trouble? See
next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the solution
to this problem and for a further item in the Test Case
series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 64
Page 284 (last month)
Some sort of beat effect was obviously responsible
for the weaving verticals of Test Case 64, and as
realignment failed to reveal the cause, it was concluded
that the trouble must lie somewhere in the video
amplifier stage. The reduced definition gave a clue,
and special checks were made of the frequency
compensating components in the anode and grid
circuits, also the cathode decoupling and anode
compensating capacitors.
The anode circuit components were normal, as
also were the capacitors just mentioned. However,
when tests were made round the control grid circuit
with the set receiving a picture, it was noticed that
the effect could be cleared by applying pressure to
the i.f. filter choke in the vision detector circuit.
A detailed check of this part showed that it consisted of a 1MS/ resistor upon which was wound
about 50 turns of insulated wire. Eventually a poor
soldered connection at the lead -out wire termination
of the winding was discovered. Re-soldering cleared
the trouble completely and restored normal definition.

LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. London W.C.2.
Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES
England by WA TMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford; and London.
at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in(Atsia)
Ltd. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To
&
GOTCR
GORDON
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand:
any part of the World £115s.
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Nearly 1,100 Circuits &Diagrams plus full repair data for

800 POPULAR MODELS
1968 RIGHT BAC /C TO 1965

Rudio & Television Servicing
'

-

A
TELEti;,SjQ11

BIG TIME- SAVING REPAIR LIBRARY TO
STEP UP YOUR EARNINGS
I

RAN(/'A
MENLO
SÈkICl11.

$ER7C11°

-a

Now off the Printing Presses
great new edition of RADIO
Er TV SERVICING, to save your time, to boost your earning power. Packed with CIRCUITS, REPAIR DATA and vital information, it covers all the popular 1965 -68 TVs, Radios, 'Grams,
Record Players and Tape Recorders -including latest data on
COLOUR TV. Thousands of sets of previous editions sold. Now you
can examine this big NEW edition free for a week. 3 handsome
volumes -over 1500 pages written by a team of research engineers
there's no other publication like it. Speeds up repair work for year after
year. Hurry -send no money -simply

-

CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS

.

RI)

1
tn
ri
PRINTED

...

p

post the coupon below
There can
be no reprint once stocks are sold and
there's absolutely no obligation to
buy under this free trial offer.

MR

SERVICING DATA FOR ALL THESE MAKES
Aiwa, Alba, Baird (including colour TV), Geogram, Beolit, Bush, Carousel, Cossor, Dansette,
Decca, Defiant, Dynaport, Dynatron, Eddystone,

PANEL

Ever Ready,
Ferguson.
Ekco, Elizabethan,
Ferranti, Fidelity, G.E.C. (including colour TV),

DIAGRAMS

COMPONENT
LAYOUT
DIAGRAMS

Kolster- Brandes, Hitachi,
Grundig, H.M.V.,
Invicta, McMichael, Marconiphone, Masteradio.
Motorola, Murphy, National, Newmatic, Pam,
Perdio, Peto- Scott, Philips (including colour
TV), Ponadyne. Pye, Radiomobile, R.G.D.,
Regentone, Roberts' Radio, Sanyo. Sharp, Smith's
Radiomobile Sobell (including colour TV). S.T.C., Sony, Standard.
Stella, Stereosound, Teletron, Thorn, Trans Arena, Ultra, Van Der Molen,
World Radio.

PLUS LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
RADIO AND TELEVISION
Including- Integrated
Tuners.
Stereo
Multiplex Broadcasting
The Zenith, G.E. System: Receiver,
IN

DRIVE -CORD

DIAGRAMS

-

Decoder and adjustments, Aerial, etc.
Colour TV Receivers, Colour TV Test
Card F, Servicing Transistor Equipment, Chemical Aids to Servicing,
Batteries and Rechargeable Cells,
Sound -on- Sync., Double Line Sync.,
Silicon Transistors, etc.

FULL DATA AND CIRCUITS
FOR REPAIR OF
TELEVISIONS including

COLOUR TV
RADIOS, RADIOGRAMS
CAR RADIOS

RECORD PLAYERS
TAPE RECORDERS

Over 1500 Pages
packed with circuits, component layout diagrams,
printed
panel diagrams,
tables and waveform graphs
Handsomely
bound
maroon and gold.

in

rich

IIBuckingham Press Ltd., 18 -19 Warren Street, London, W.I.
Please send Radio and TV Servicing, 3 volumes, without
I obligation to buy if you accept my application. I will return
I the books in 8 days or post:
Full cash price of £12, or
t )
I Tick
here
15/- dep. and 16 monthly payments of 15 U you are under 21 your father must h7( up coupon.
Full Name
(Block letters)
Address

_

Hose Gca /D Mae

IT'S YOURS BY POST

I

ON 7 DAYS'

I

County

I

Occupation

I

Signature

I

Credit price £12 15s, For Eire & N.1. send £12
with coupon. Elsewhere overseas add 101
RV3f3007
p. & p.

The address on loll is
e/our properly
Rented

nfurniahadO

BLOCK

DIAGRAMS

FR EE

rß i

Absolutely no obligation to buy

I

..

Furnished

au:NC

Mr. Temyonry
aaaren0
Mrs.
eon o, ree sane
Miss llplease
oesweNae

-=nr-e_w-= - -
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WANTED
DAMAGED AVO Meters, Models

7

RAIES: 4)- per line or part
thereof, average the words to line.
minimum tines. Box No. 11- extra.
Ad, ortisemeuts must be prepaid
alto addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "t'ractirai 'l'etevision ",
láll i, Long Aere. 1.01111011

and 8.

Also damaged Meggers. any quantity, send
for packing instructions. HUGGETTS
Ltd., 214 Pawsons Road, West Croydon.

EDUCATIONAL

NEW, VALVES WANTED. Popular TV
and Radio Types. Besi cash price by return.
DURHAM SUPPLIES. 175 Durham
Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

TV and Radio. A.M.I.E.R.E., City &

Guilds, R.T.E.B.. Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands
of passes. For full details of exams and
home training courses (including practical
equipment) in all branches of Radio TV,
Electronics. etc. write for 132 -page HandFREE. Please state subject.
book
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 172K),
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

-

WANTED -Popular Brand New Valves
R.H.S.. Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road. Bradford 7.

-

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

WANTED -R. and T.V. volumes,

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.

1962 -3

onwards. £2 per volume paid. Box No. 58.

home -study courses in radio, TV servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and
Guilds, etc.. highly informative 120 -page

Guide -FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.1.

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS with free fault
finding chart 3' -. S.A,E. LESMAR, 17
New Street, Andover, Hants.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coaching for Brit.I.R,E., City and Guilds Ama-

SERVICE SHEETS

RADIO, TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDERS
1925 -1968 by return post, from 1/- with
free fault- finding guide.
Catalogue 6,000 models, 2/6d. Please
send stamped addressed envelope- with
all orders/enquiries.

teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate
etc. Free brochure from British National
Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

HAMILTON RADIO
MT London Road, Bexhill, Sussex.

A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.M.I., City
&Guilds,A.I.O.B..A.R.I.C.S. G.C.E., etc.

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, 5,000
models. List 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

Courses in all branches of Engineering.
Building, Radio, Electronics. etc. Write:
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston Court,
Aldermaston, Berks.

FREE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS!
B.Sc.
(Eng.),
to
Guide
132 -page

on "Satisfaction or Refund" terms. Thousands of passes-over 600 Home Study

SETS & COMPONENTS

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
THE

NEW TUBE Specialists
A47-13W
A59-13W
AW36-20,

..................£12.10.0
..................f15,10.0
21

.. .. .. .. ..

....

..£5.12.6

AW43-88, 43-89 ............f6.12.6
AW47-90. 91 ..............f7.10.0
AW53-80 .. .. ..
..£8.12.6
AW53-88, 53-89 .. .. .. .. .. ..f8. 5.0
AW59-90, 59-91 ., .. .. .. .. ..£9.10.0
C14BM, FM ................£5.15.0
C17BM, FM, HM
..£6. 7.6
C17LM, PM, SM ............f6.12.6
C21HM, SM, TM ............f7.17.6
CME1402 .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ..f5.17.6
CME1702, 1703 ...l........£6.12.6
CME1705 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..f7. 7.0
CME1901, 1903 ............f7.10.0
5.0
CME2101, 2104
CME 2301, 2302............f8. 5.0
C M E2306
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15.10.0

........'.,
..........

............f8.
f

CRM124 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..£5.10.0
CRM141, 2, 3, 4............£5.17.6

..............f6.

7.6
CRM171, 2, 3
CRM211, 212 ..............£8.17.6
MW31-16, 74 ..............f5.10.0
2.6
MW36-24, 44
MW43-64, 69 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..f6. 7.6

..............f5.

MW53-20

.. .. .. .. ..

..' ....f8.17.6

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each plus postage
We can supply Trader Service Sheets and Manufacturer's

Manuals for most makes and types of Radios and
Television and Tape Recorders
Make

Model

RadidTV

Please complete order Porn.
for your Service Sheet to
be sent by return. To:

OAKFIELD
ENTERPRISES
LIMITED

1968 List
available at 2/plus postage

30 Craven Street

From

Strand
London WC2

Address

required
indicate with X

..................f10.10.0

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes
available at £1 each less than the
above prices.
All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months,
CARRIAGE 10/ -, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Comprehensive Insurance.
Reprocessed tubes only of this type at
present.

Midland Stockists:

-

Amateur Electronics Co.,
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
.

s.a.e. with enquiries please.

If list is

TSD 217

enclose remittance of .............. ......................._......_
(and a stamped addressed envelope)

MAIL ORDER ONLY

(April P.T.)
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SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 62
Brownswood Road, London, N.4.

RESISTORS: I watt carbon lihn 5 %. All
preferred values in stock from 10 ohms to
10 megohms 2d. each, Send S.A.E. for free

sample. CAPACITORS: Mullard Mimature Metallised Polyester PC Mounting all
250V D.C. working. 0.01mF, 0.022mí,
0.047mF, O'1mF, 0.22mF. all at 6d. each.
Hunts tubular 0.OImF, 200V working at 3d.
each. Send 6d. stamp for extensive list of

low priced Electronic Components, Instruments and Equipment. Please include 1/Postage & Packing on all orders under LI.
Dept. P.T.10. BRENSAL ELECTRONICS
LIMITED, Charles Street, Bristol I.

(continued)

150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Resistors. Silvered Mica, Ceramic. etc.
Carbon- Hystab. Vitreous, 4-20 watt. 12 6.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, IS
Woodrow Close, Perivate, Middlesex.

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor

GOOD USED valves.

4

OLYMPIC

11 TV,
S,A,E. for itemised
price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS. 18a
Rumbold Road, Fulham. S.W.6.

R&RRADIO

months' guarantee.

Send for list to Box No. 57.

Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

51

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 10 for 12' -: any 20 for Cl. ní'1.17, 30PL14,
8 OFLI, PCF80, PCC84, PCLB, PL81, PL38, PY81,
PY800, EF80. EF85. ECL80, EB91, EC084
Valves tested. P.
P. 1:-

Rossendale, Lancs.

.

I

S.

ASHWORTH, 9 Manderville Tern,
Hawksham, Via Bury, Lancs.

Telephone Rossendale 3152

-

Valves Boxed. Tested and Guaranteed

3/-

EBF80
EBF89

ECL80

Can replace ÁW43 -88, CME1705 etc.

£3 -19 -6
Carriage L Insurance 12!6

TELEVISION TUSE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,

.5

BOB'S BETTER BARGAINS. 10 Assorted
hour choice, 14/6. 100 Assorted £5.10.0

post paid, PCF80, PCC84, PL81, PL36,
PY81, PY800. PCL82, PCL83, EF85, U191,
U301, 30F5, 30PLI, 30FLI, 30P4, 30P12,
PY32, PY33,
PY82, EB9I, ECL80,
ECC82, EBF80, EBF89, 6BW7, EY86
and EF80, 12/6 per dozen, post paid.
GREEN, 2 St. James' Street, Rawtenstall,
Rossendale, Lancashire.

W11

CROO

Pt '1,80
PC1,82

1/6

PUL84
Pí'1,83
PCL84

8/-

El'Sv
EF184

3/8

4/6/-

Eyed
E1,41
117.40

EBC41
PCC84

3/4

5/8/-

ECC82

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!
NEW BRIMAR C17AF BOXED
I r, 110
0.3A Short neck

335

4/6
4/6

9/-

Post: Osa

ul.e

í'L30
PL81

8/-

t

4/4/5/5/-

PY81

PY800
PY82

9/-

lvPl4

31-

3/8

3/-

-OP;i
30F6

4/5/-

PY33

4/8
4/8

201.3

41-

1.1.83

tat

''301
4523

8/6

I/O

5/-

OOLIa
301.12

4/6

8/-

:tonta

3/6
3/6

3O1'L13 ale

8/-

30PL14 9/6

94. Two to Sis 64. Orgie six post

Nid

COMPONENTS GALORE, CRT'S Val-

Transistors, Tools, Electrolube, all your
service requirements at "Willow Vale, The
Service Wholesalers ". 69 Station Road.
Haswell, London, W.7. Free catalogue by
ves,

PHILIPS 625 UHF Conversion Kits, two
complete IF and timebase panels, Escutcheon

Kit

and knobs. 22/6 each, post paid.

BARTLETT'S,
ford, Middx.

38

Clifton Road, Green-

STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDING SERVICE
A few of the types are listed
BUSH TV 53.66.

below:

K.a.P.V.P.20, etc.
PHILIPS 1768U, 17761000, etc.

All at N/-

NEW FROM STOCK
U25 Type EKCO, slate model.
FERGUSON 306 -308 305 -307

PYE 200-400.

All at

FERGUSON 406, 408, 418, 436. 438
S.A.E. Enquiries
P. a P. 41 -, C.O.D.

61-

All Saints Road, North Kensington

W,11

Telephon.. 01.229

9071

return.

WE have the Country's largest stock of Manufacturers' Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Amb
dar, Baird, Gesso.,

Ekco, G,E.C., H.M.V., KB, Masteradio, Pet*.
Scott, Philips, Regentone, ROO, Sabel!, Ultra,
etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator
transformers, in. Alba, lush, Murphy. Examples. L.O.P,T.Murphy 310/350/410/540/659)759,
63' -; Bush TV53 71/9; 80, 95,' -; C
950 77/6;
Ferguson 306130679/6; KB RV20 SV30 PV7062/I;
Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly 11216; Ultra
1984.200c 871.
SPECIAL OFFER
Elm* Improved type for Models 7221, 231, 310 all
at 37/6. Ferranti 1474 series inserts 251; Phlte*
1019/1021 52íI; Pyle '474 VT7 ex- equipment 4211.
Terms, C.W.O. or C.O.D. (3/4) post /packing
or more L.O.P.T.s post /packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists available. Same day delivery on most types.

2

56/-

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26

TOWERBY LTD.
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

TOWERBY LTD.

MAIL ORDER DIVISION OP IT C.-y. LTD
28 BROCKLEY CROSS, LONDON SE4

BARGAIN PARCELS
Any 10 Valves 14/-,

Any 100, £6.
PCF80, PCC84, PL36, PL81, PY82,
PY800, PY81, PY32, PCL32, PCL83,
PCL84, ECL80, ECC82, EB91, EY86,
EFB80, EF80, EF85, EF184 (30P113,

30PL14) 30P4, 30F5, 30FL1, 1OF1,
20F1, 6.30L2, U191,
P. Er P. 1/-

ALL VALVES SET TESTED
Type Rectifiers with Surge

3 -BY100

VELCO ELECTRONICS
49 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury

Tel: TlDeway 5394

BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES

-

Resistors, 10/-

Lancs.

2 YEAR GUARANTEE

!

(CATHODEON AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS)
We hold large stocks of top quality tubes, why buy ordinary rebuilds ? Some rebuilds available, 19in. upwards at 21/. off
prices, 12 months warranty. Rimbands, etc. available. Lists. Rimband types, 19in. £8.10.0; 23in. £11.0.0.
CRM121, 2, 3 & 4; MW31.16, MW31.74; C12FM; 121K, C12/1, etc
£3
AW36 -80; MW36 -24, 36.44; CRM143, 4; CME1402; C14BM; C14FM, MW41/1, etc.
£4
CRM141, 2; CRM151, 2, 3; 15EP4 etc. C17BM, SE14/70, AW36 -20, 36 -21
£4
ÁW43 -80, 43 -88, 43 -89; MW43 -64, 43 -69; MW43 -80; CRM171, 2, 3, 4; C17FM; CME1703, 5; C17AF; C17SM £5
AW47 -90; AW47 -91; CME1902; CME1903, etc.
£6
C19AH; CME1901; AW53 -88, 9; CME2101 4; AW53 -80; MW53 -20; MW53 -80; CRM211, 2, etc.
£7
19in. Twin Panels A47 -13W: CME1906, £9,17.6
23in, Twin Panels A59 -13W, CME23O6
£12
(Carriage 20 / -)
(Carriage 30/ -)
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE. Up to 19in. 12/-, 21in. upwards 15/ -. Twin Panels (see above). Lists, s,a.e. please.

ALL ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, a Potters Road, New
Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934/7873 (Robophone)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

TELEVISION TUBES

card. By return despatch
Large stocksof television tubes, London's leading wholesale suppliers, all tubes complete with guarantee
Terms: Cash with order, s.a.e. all enquiries.
£4 17 6
14in. types, AW36 /20 AW36/21, AW36/80, MW36/24, CRM141. CRM144 CM51402 etc.

CME1703,
17in. types. MW43/80, AW43/80, CRM173, CME1702 MW43/69. CRM172. AW43/88, AW43/89
CME1705 etc.
19ín. types. AW47/90. AW47/91, CME1901 CME1903 CME1902, C19AH
21in. types. AW53/88, AW53/89, CME2101, CME2103

£4 17
£4 19
£5 19

6

0

18 10
12 0
10 0

£8
£6
£13
£12
£10
£9

MW53/80 ÁW53/80, MW53/20, CRM211/2
23in. types. AW59/90, AW59/91, CME2301. CME2303

6

23in. Twin Panel. CME2306, A59 -16 W
0 0
23in. Panorama. A59/11W etc.
10 0
19in. Twin Panel. A47 -13W CME1906 etc.
0 0
19in. Panorama. A47/11 W etc
Carriage and Packing 12/6d. per British Road Services.
Many other types in stock including G.E.0 and Brimar types.
&
p.
4/6
p.
79/plus
type.
UHF Tuners, valve type. 45/- plus 4/6 p. & p. Transistorized
Tools etc.
Large stocks of valves, transistors and components. Electrolube, Servisol switch cleaner, Multicore solder. Service

WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Service Dept. Wholesalers, 4, The Broadway, Hanwell, London, W.7

Tel: 01-567-2971/5400

AERIALS

NEW VALVES, FINEST QUALITY, MOSTLY BRITISH
NOTE.

-No

price increases, no postage charges etc. Send stamp for

TV AERIALS

full list British and Telefunken. Also huge range of tubes.
For example: DY86/7
ECC82
6CL80
EY51

EY86
PCC8

7/8/-

11/-

7/6

PCC89
PCF80
PCL82 /4

7/7/8/-

11/3
PL36
PL500 /4 15/9

9/9/PCL85 /6 9/-

Band I. H. Mast Fitting .
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fitting
Band l'III. SID and 4 -Array
..
Band IV. 9 Ele Array
Band IV. 18 Ele Array

9/-

PL81
PY81

7/3

Ú25/U2612/6
30L15
30P19

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..

Lashing Kits from 10 / -; Poles, Co -ax
"A" 1/4. Plugs 641.

14/-

.

L1
E1
£1
E1

15
10
15
10
L2 15

0

0
0

6

Id.. Grade

C.W.O., S.A.E. tor list.
TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Middlesex
P. 5 P. 5/-

11/3
30PL13/415/6

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT FINEST VALUE!

PHILIP H. BEARMAN,

6

Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts.

FREE

Tel: BAR 1934 -7873 (Robophone)

inside
NULLARD BOXED

AF239 10 / -. List 3d.

FOR SALE

AMATRONIX LTD. 396 Selsdon Rd.

PRN(:f ICAL

Croydon, Surrey.

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send

1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX -

TV SPARES, all makes all sets, SAE/
Quote, Ekco /Ferr. Plastic Housing 15/each. Car /House Alarm Kits 25/- each.
Transistor Car Radios with fittings kit
£8.10 stnd. Push button £11.10 comp.
Band Radar Detectors for car £13.10.
comp. 8 x 80 Binoculars in hide case
£7.10; 10/50 £10. Please add P.P. 5/ -.
Open Sats. All new goods.
KING'S, 8. Cray Parade, Main Road, St.
Paul's Cray; Kent. Tel: ORPINGTON
30566.

MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street. Bradford

1.

Unique AM- Purpose
RECTIFIERS
Super Silicon Rectifiers
Ply sue

8/- or complete with
mat, reenter, condense, 7/0. 400PlV, hW, 6A, 8 /-,
20e PsV, 11W, SA, 8 / -.
TV etc, 1200

MA

Rectifiers-Contact Cooled
14RAt28' /FClOI 18/6; 15x5,2.281 /FC1.24FW 1818;
EC112/6; E02 12/8; FC116 7/6; 14RÁ,11153 (FC31)

MULLARD POLYESTER CONDENSERS. New 400V 35 assorted, £1 p.p. or
200, £5. O'BRIEN, 18 St. Helen's Road,
Dorchester, Dorset.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
Thousands of passes. For details of
modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering, electronics, radio, TV, automation, etc., send for 132 -page, handbook
-FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. I73K) Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

see Silicon.

Rectifiers -Fin Types

Equivs. for RM4 9/6; 14A97 18 /e; 14A86 1018;
14A949 191.; LW15 19/ -; LW7 191 -; 14.5100181 -;
14Á989 10/ -.
FW 12V -1A 1/-; 2A 71 -; 4A 10/8.

MULTIMETERS from 32/tail latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters. Radios. Baby Alarms.
Inter -coma, WalkieTalkies Sinclair. and Eagle.
Stomped envelope for

Line O.P. Trans; all 30/- each
Murphy V350 and V230 Coeso_ 948. Philips 14461)/45
ana 174017/45 with EY51.
Under El. P. S P. 6d Over El Poet free. NO C.O.D

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 DURHAM ROAD, BRADFORD 8, YORKS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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!BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES

UHF /625. Modify your set to lille2. 1955 to 1:M, m.'dela covered. Soroir,n of
aew manufacturers conversi,m kits and tuners:.' n..loc.ed prices. Litt available.
SPECIAL OFFERS: New. PHILIPS 625 Cttnvcr.hm Kit inel. tuner, IF amp,
switch asy circuits. 7 valve+, etc. 15.5.0 (less valves 50 / -1, P.P 61-. FERG. 625
l F amp chassis, incl. 6 valves 551- (less valves 17/81, circuit and inner. 316. p.p. 4/60
6EC!SOBELL dual 405/625, I Filmy and output ehaasis, incl. circuit, 38/6. P.p. 416
UHF TUNERS. New 35 /- (less valves 12/6), transistorised 75/ -, p.p. 4 /6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain all stations. PYE /LABGEA R tranad.
luBC1 /ITA or UHF It:.l.trry plug In ", 75/-. UHF Mains "plug is", 97/8. UHF

i

Masthead 105/ -. Post free.
FIREBALL TUNERS. Used /good condition 30/ -, Salvaged 17/8 p -p- 416.
PUSH BUTTON TUNERS. For Sobel) 280, ROD 612, 619, REG 17/16, 192.
sed/go,r1 condition 30/ -, Salvaged 15/- p.p. 4/6.
TURRET TUNERS. New, Cyldon C, 38 Mc /a 20/-, KR 16 Me /s, KB MV /F
38 Niels 10/ -, p.p. 4/6. Many others available. Tech. rep). service for Eye, Ferg.,
Robell, Philips, Stella, GEC., Mallet). etc. Large selection channel coils.
CRT,. Rebuilt, gear. 1710. 70 °, 90° 85 / -; 17, 19ín, 110 °, 105 / -. Callers only.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available. brand new exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied, I'll' 4/6. C.O.D. 3/6.
PHILIPS 1708/2190, STELLA 8617/1007
98/6 LOPT Inserts p.p, 2/ -.
PHILIPS 17TG,100 /6. STELLA /011/1029 70/42/8 Alba 855. 858
EKCO 221 to 331 (1'25 types)
35f.. 42/6 Bush TV32, 38. 43
45/FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 /1'23 topes)
58/6 Bosh TV53 to 89
EKCO /FERRANTI I1:26 t vp. 170'190'
30/RECO 343 to 877, FERRANTI 11121 to 1055 72/6 Cossor 930 to 950
35/Ekao TP308
EKCO 380 to 394. FERRANTS 1057 to 1068 85/
38/8
DECCA DM1, 2, 17; DM3e. ÚM40170°).. 78/6 Emerson 700 range
35/FERO 303 20 / -, 306, 41)6 42/6, 5011, 606,705 58/8 Ferguson 203 to 248
35/Ferranti 14T4 to 17T5 20/PERO. HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA 3600,
2600 4600 6600 rances 9 6 J -lh t red
65/- Ferranti 14T8 to 21K8
KBIÌF60toMV60,20 / -;Q1' 0' 1. 1i'2ó range 90/- KB NF70, OV30. PV40351
PVP20, QVP20
MARCONI, VT157, 159, 1äu, 104 ..
35/,. 58/6
3EC 302 to 3.20,65/ -; later nasirls..
.. 78/6 KB/ROD Featherllaht 50/HMV 186519, 1870/6. 42/8, ía911 to 1924 .. 58/8 Peto Scott 1419 to 1724 30/Phileo 1961.1010t0106035/PPE VT17. ('817, CTM17, CW17, 17/21
(A L21003) 82/8 Philips 17T0 100 range 35/17S, 110 to 510, 700 A/ D,
PAM ,INVICTA equiv. LOFTS to above Pve 82/6 Pye VT4, VT7
42/6
PHILCO 1960 2161, 55/ -, 1(110/21, 58/8,
ROD D17, 590 to 619 35/. ,

-

. ,

-

Ill'

1030/60
REO 101!10-17.192 35/'SOBELL TPS180, 0024, 34, 270,370 ranges 65/- Ultra 1770/1780/1980 35/ULTRA/PILOT 1770 to 2384
..
.. 65/SCAN COILS. Frame 0/p frame ose, transi., seid h /linearity coils, sound n/p
rani., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol, cool rots, line osc., transi.
resistors, condensers, tape rec. belts, heads, motors, et..
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popularr models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc. F,NQ 11;11:' invited, quotations
given. C.O.D. despatch available.
-

MANOR

64 GOLDERS MANOR
'Callers:

589b.

HIGH

11IL

SUPPLIES

DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

ROAD (nr. Granville Road), N. Finchley, N.12)
Ill to WAY') SCE 411:12 I1:\'í:í

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL LIVERSEDGE YORKS
Telephone: l'leckheaton 2886
Speakers Removed from TV Sets. All 3 ohm PM and perfect
x 4in. and 6in. round 3/ -, Post 2/9. Six for 22/-, post paid. 7 x 4in.
5/ -, post 2/9. Six for 34/ -, post paid. 8in. round 6/6. Post 3/6,
6

New 1201. Speakers
3 or 15 ohm Coil.

with Built -in Tweeter,
VALVE LIST

28/6, post paid.

Ex Equipment. 3 moat ha' guarantee
lOFL EF80, EB9I, ECL8O. EF50, PY82, PZ30, 20P3. All at
per doz. Post Paid. Single valves post 7d.
ARP12 1/6 EY51 2/6 PY81 1/6
8/6 10P13
EB91 9t1. EY86
185BT
5/- PY82 1/6 5Ú4G
EFP80 3/- KT36
1/8 20D1
5/- PZ30 5/- 6B8
ECC81 3/- PCC84 2/6BW7 2/6
20L1
U25
5/- 6167
ECC82 3/- PCF80
20P1
1/9
2/ECC83

4/-

ECL80 1/6
EF50 1/EF80 1/6

PCL82 4/PCL83 5/PL38
5/PL81 4/PY33 5/-

EF91 9d.
EL36 5/EF50, 10/- doz. Post paid.

Indicator R.T. T v

I

U191
U281
U282
0301
U329
U251

e 7921.

5/5/5/5/5/5/-

6K25
6P25
6U4
6V6
6P28
10C2

5/5/-

1/9

5/5/-

2/6

30P12
30F5

2/6

0í30L2

5/-

30PL1

5/-

30FLI 5/-

Complete
lete with5in .Tuber

P 2292.

/

All sets complete with tube valves and back.
Bush 11111. TV Set. Typo TV53, £5 carriage 15/-, Ideal for 625
line picture conversion. Complete with good tube. Tested
working, all BBC1 and ITV channels. Cabinet fair,
lap Personal Earpieces. Small or large, plug 1/11 post paid.
Silicon rectifiers 500mA, 800 P.I.V., no duds. 2/6 Post paid.
Top tirade Mylar Tapes. lin. Standard 11 /6. L.P. 14/ D.P.
10/6.5in. Standard 7/9. L.P. 10/ -. Post on any Tape 1 6 extra.
TV Tubes. New regunned with slight glass fault 12 month
guarantee. All types 19 and 17ín.. 50/ -. carriage 10, -.
Reclaimed TV Tubes with six months' guarantee. 17in. types:
AW43 88. AW43 80, 40/- each AMW4369. 30/ -. 14in. types: 17/ -.
1201. types 10 / -. All tubes 10 /- carriage.
Silicon Rectifiers. 500mA, 800 P.I.V. new, no duds. 2/6 post

,

Paid.

äTiiiiúäl
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RHRORI=G

Pi
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WHY B HOW

MOTORING ON HOLIDAY &
AT HOME

A

to l

OF

ARIVIOG

WESSON
IL WHALE

TESTS

AT -GLAIRE
AIR [HARTS
PAGES Of
TIPS

BIG DEMAND!
MAKE SURE OF
YOUR COPY
3,/6

-

...

.

3/5/-

20P3

15/ -.

YOUR GUIDE TO GOOD

coverage of your holi.
and full
day en route
car analysis and maintenance
guidance. No motorist who
values his car should miss i-.

2/6

- also many spares, less valves, clean
carriage.
10/ - pl us
Ex R.A.F. Tube L'nit Type 266. Fitted with VCR97 tube mu
metal screen. full of EF50 valves. Many spares. Grade 1 27/plus 10/- carriage. Grade 2 22/- plus IO /- carriage.
Untested TV Sets. 17ín. 50 /- carriage 15 -. 14in. 30/- carriage
Front marked in

4101211"
Specially geared to holiday
motoring,
this 124 -page
Annual will also save you
pounds and ensure maximum performance on runabout driving at home. It
includes a wealth of information on planning and
budgeting for holidays at
home and abroad, including
caravanning and camping

10/-

.

nóäá1
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iv

VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK
AMBITIOUS

FREETOENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities "?

-

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is now available -without charge
to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" should be in the hands of every
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or training.

On `SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE' terms

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
TELEVISION ENG.

Advanced Television Eng.Gen. Television Eng.-Television Servicing and Maintenance.

ELECTRONIC ENG.

Eng.Electronic Eng.-

Advanced Electronic
Gen.

- -Diesel
Press
- -

Applied Electronics
Practical Electronics
Radar Tech Frequency
Modulation -Transistors.

MECHANICAL ENG.

Advanced Mechanical Eng.
Gen. Mechanical Eng.
Maintenance Eng.
Tool Design
Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Welding -Eng. Pattern

Making- InspectionDraughtsmanshipMetallurgy
Production Eng.

RADIO ENG.
Advanced Radio-Gen.

--

Radio -Radio Servicing
Telecommunications
Sound Recording -Automation -Practical RadioRadio Amateurs' Exam.

--

ELECTRICAL ENG.

Advanced Electrical Eng.
Gen. Electrical Eng.
Installations- Draughts-

manship- Illuminating
Eng.-RefrigerationElem. Electrical Science-

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
job.
* interesting
HOW to qualify for rapid
promotion.
* HOW
to put some letters after
your name and become a key
man ... quickly and easily.
* Advisory
HOW to benefit from our free
Dept.
and
* HOW you canAppointments
take advantage of
the chances you are now missing.
* HOW,
irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering.

132 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER

-

GUIDANCE

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

INCLUDING
TOOLS

Basic Practical and
Theoretic Courses for
beginners in TV.
Radio, Electronics,
etc., A.M.I. E.R.E. City
& Gelide. Radio

The Specialist

Amateure' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate

P.M_°. Certificate
Practical Radio
Television & Radio
Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics
Engineering

Electronic
Division of

B.I.E.T.
NOW offers you
a real laboratory
training at home

with practical

equipment.
Ask for details.

B.I.E.T.

Electrical Supply -Mining
Electrical Eng.
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